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Abstract The next years will see the completion of several new facilities at Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare – Laboratori
Nazionali del Sud (LNS) opening up new possibilities in the fields of nuclear structure, nuclear dynamics, nuclear astrophysics
and applications. These include a new line for high-intensity cyclotron beams, a new facility for in-flight production of radioactive
ion beams, the PANDORA plasma trap for multidisciplinary studies and a high-power laser for basic science and applied physics.
The nuclear physics community has organized a workshop to discuss the new physics opportunities that will be possible in the
middle term (5–7 years) by employing state-of-the-art detection systems. A detailed discussion of the outcome from the workshop
is presented in this report.

Abbreviations

ANC Asymptotic normalization coefficient
BNCT Boron–neutron capture therapy
BNV Boltzmann–Nordheim–Vlasov
CoMD Constrained molecular dynamics
CPLU Centre de Laseres Pulsados
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DWBA Distorted-wave Born approximation
ECR Electron cyclotron resonance
ECR-CB Electron cyclotron resonance-based charge breeder
ED Electrostatic deflector
EOS Equation of state
FPT Flexible plasma trap
GDR Giant dipole resonances
GR Giant resonances
HIBs High-intensity beams
HIT Hidelberg ion therapy
ICH Ion cyclotron heating
ICRH Ion cyclotron resonance heating
ICH-CT Ion cyclotron heating antennas for compact traps
ISGMR Isoscalar giant monopole resonance
LET Linear energy transfer
LWFA Laser wakefield acceleration
MIRT Multi-ion radiotherapy
MIT Multi-ion therapy
NIRS National Institute of Radiological Sciences
PALS Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy
PDR Pygmy dipole resonances
PET Positron emission tomography
RBE Relative biological effectiveness
RF Radio-frequency
RIBs Radioactive ion beams
RPA Radiation pressure acceleration
SC Superconductive cyclotron
THM Trojan horse method
uHDR Ultrahigh dose rates
WDM Warm dense matter

1 Executive summary

The LNS is an user-oriented large-scale facility dedicated to basic nuclear and subnuclear physics studies and to the development of
applications with important benefit for society. The LNS accelerator complex consists of a K-800 superconducting cyclotron (SC)
and a 13.5 MV Tandem. To fulfill the requests of users aiming to study rare processes in nuclear physics, a significant upgrade of
the entire setup is currently in progress. The availability of new beams and new facilities (discussed in Sect. 2) called for a thorough
discussion on the midterm research plan to be carried out. The Nuclear Physics Mid Term Plan in Italy made it possible to trigger and
coordinate new ideas proposed by the international community interested in such experimentations, in particular by younger nuclear
physics researchers that will be the leading force in the exploitation of the new facilities. The LNS session of the workshop included
four working groups on nuclear dynamics, nuclear structure, nuclear astrophysics and applications, involving experimentalists and
theoretists.

This initiative follows the previous INFN Nuclear Physics Division joint works on nuclear astrophysics [1] and on particle
identification [2].

1.1 Nuclear dynamics

Nuclear dynamics includes a large number of phenomena that allow to explore the relevant properties of the nuclear medium. Heavy-
ion collisions (HIC) represent a powerful tool of investigation in this field, spanning a wide range of energies at LNS and creating
different regimes of nuclear matter. In this way they could provide information on various aspects, from the features of nuclear
equation of state (EOS) to the structure of nuclei and their decay modes, up to the dynamics of the nuclear reactions to produce
nuclei in the region of “terra incognita”, far from the stability valley. In the framework of nuclear dynamics, three principal subjects
“Heavy-Ion Collision and Equation of State” (Sect. 3.1), “Clustering” (Sect. 3.2) and “Fission Dynamics” (Sect. 3.3) were addressed.

Section 3.1 explores some new ideas and devices that, by using stable and radioactive beams at LNS in the Fermi energy domain,
will improve the precision and the reliability of the symmetry energy constraints at densities below saturation (ρ ≤ 0.17fm−3).
In particular, the symmetry energy will be investigated through the study of the dynamical dipole, an observable connected to the
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Fig. 1 Highlight for nuclear dynamics for the three items and temporal phases A, B and C

stiffness parameter, and by using advanced multidetectors such as CHIMERA, FARCOS and FAZIA, also coupling new devices for
neutron detection. FraISe (Sect. 2.2.2) beams will be particularly important to span a broad isospin range.

The working group on “Clustering” (Sect. 3.2) proposes some new ideas to carry out very precise measurements of already
known cluster states in a number of key nuclei and to search for new cluster structures and their decays, in previously unstudied
nuclei or even new mass regions. Investigations of cluster states other than providing results on the clustering effects can also show
the presence of neutron halos and skins, or α-condensate structures, especially in medium–light nuclei. Tandem beams (including
long-lived radioactive nuclei, see Sect. 5 and noble gas beams, Sect. 5.1.1) will be used in parallel to FraISe beams.

The “Fission Dynamics” working group (Sect. 3.3) has focused on shell effects in fission and quasifission (Sect. 3.3.1), on
multinucleon transfer reactions to investigate “Terra Incognita” (Sect. 3.3.1), and on possible alternative paths to produce superheavy
elements (Sect. 3.3.5), mostly using high-intensity cyclotron beams as cross sections can be as low as few pb. Besides the theoretical
developments, new tools such as the addition of a time-of-flight arm to the MAGNEX spectrometer (Sect. 2.3) will be necessary to
carry out the research program.

The time phases for the different physics programs are shown in Fig. 1, where A, B and C are used for the shorter to longer time
intervals. The detailed timeline is presented in Table 4.

1.2 Nuclear structure

Nuclear structure (Sect. 4) addresses static properties of nuclei in their ground and excited states. These studies are characterized by
important interfaces to nuclear dynamics. New ideas were gathered along two lines: the study of the nuclear matrix elements (NMEs)
toward neutrinoless double-beta decay 0νββ-decays (Sect. 4.1), with a synergistic work on the development of theoretical models
and on the combined use of high-intensity beams and advanced spectrometry; and the study of collectivity in nuclei (Sect. 4.2).

The working group on NME focuses on single charge exchange (SCE) and double charge exchange (DCE) reactions (Sect. 4.1.2)
induced by heavy ions as well as double γ -decay process (Sect. 4.1.6) to reduce uncertainties in the calculations of the NME. Indeed,
the NME is a crucial ingredient in the expression of the 0νββ half-life, describing the transition probability of nuclear processes.
To date, results produced by different models to evaluate NME show a spread by a factor of three, leading to big uncertainties both
on the amount of material required in the experiments and on the neutrino mass. To this purpose, state-of-the-art nuclear structure
models (realistic SM, Skyrme-QRPA and IBMs, see Sect. 4.1.7 for details) will be developed to provide the input for direct and
transfer heavy-ion SCE and DCE reactions.

As discussed in Sect. 4.1, the idea is to use heavy-ion DCE reactions to acquire information on the 0νββ decay exploiting
possible analogies between the two processes, as already pointed out for single CE excitations and β decay. To acquire experimental
information on the 0νββ NMEs, the NUMEN project proposes to use heavy-ion DCE reactions, with high-intensity beams and
advanced spectrometry, as surrogates for 0νββ decays. Although their different nature, these two processes, in fact, show possible
analogies as discussed in Sect. 4.1.1.

Improved statistics using high-intensity beams from the LNS SC will make it possible to extend the studies to a larger number of
systems presently not accessible due to the low cross sections. In the experimental approach to DCE reactions, a key tool will be the
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Fig. 2 Highlight for nuclear structure for the three items and temporal phases A, B and C

MAGNEX 2.3 magnetic spectrometer, with its upgrade to sustain high rates and at the same time to maintain the current resolution
and sensitivity.

An additional topic is the investigation of collectivity in nuclei (Sect. 4.2), using FraISe (Sect. 2.2.2) beams in combination with
the multidetectors available at LNS. In detail, FraISe day-one experiments will be devoted to Pigmy dipole resonance (PDR) search
and then dynamical dipole studies in reactions induced by Ar isotopes on Ca or Ni isotope will be addressed. Phenomena linked
with the giant dipole resonance (GDR), such as quenching of the GDR γ -ray yield and its disappearance with the liquid–gas phase
transition will be also investigated, in connection with the nuclear dynamics working group.

The time phases for the different physics programs are shown in Fig. 2, with the same meaning for the three time steps. The
detailed timeline is presented in Table 5.

1.3 Nuclear astrophysics

Nuclear astrophysics (Sect. 5) is an interdisciplinary field which connects astrophysics (mainly stellar physics and cosmological
nucleosynthesis) to experimental techniques of low-energy cross section measurements and nuclear physics theory. In the last two
decades, the measurements/calculations of many cross sections of astrophysical interest have been greatly improved. However,
in several cases present uncertainties still affect the predictions for stellar characteristics and element nucleosynthesis. LNS has
undoubtedly played a leading role within this framework with its stable and unstable beams.

In Sect. 5.1, “Nuclear and Atomic Inputs for Quiescent Stellar Evolution”, light elements depletion (Sect. 5.1.1) will be studied,
in particular addressing the cosmological lithium problem, to date the most critical issue in our understanding of the early universe.
Its investigation will benefit from the possibility of studying 7Be half-life (Sect. 5.1.2) in strongly ionized stellar environments by
means of the PANDORA plasma trap (Sect. 2.3). Reaction involving heavier ions, taking place in advanced stellar evolutionary
stages such as carbon and oxygen burning (Sect. 5.1.3) and NeNaAl cycle (Sect. 5.1.4), will be also studied using direct and indirect
methods, especially thanks to the availability of the NESTOR source to be installed at the LNS Tandem. Also, nuclear reactions in
hot and dense plasmas similar to the astrophysical ones will be studied thanks to the availability of the I-LUCE facility (Sect. 2.3).

Astrophysical most violent phenomena such as Novae, Supernovae, X-Ray Bursts and neutron-star mergers involve unstable nuclei
(Sect. 5.2.2). As already tested using 10Be, at LNS it will be possible to accelerate long-lived isotopes at Tandem (26Al,10Be,44Ti) at
high intensities and angular/energy resolution, making it possible to understand, among others, the birth of the solar system. FraISe
beams will be also used to access the isotopes far from the stability valley, exploring regions in the nuclear chart complementary to
the ones reached by SPES.

Since nuclei heavier than iron are mostly produced through neutron captures (the so-called s- and r-processes), Sect. 5.3 is
devoted to the direct and indirect studies of stellar neutron sources and neutron poisons (Sect. 5.3.1). A major role in shaping the
path toward heavy ions is played by β-decays; PANDORA will allow very precise half-life/branching ratio measurements in stellar
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Fig. 3 Highlight for nuclear astrophysics for the three physics programs and temporal phases A, B and C

plasma for elements which are determinant for the s-process. Away from the stability valley, the POLYFEMO neutron detector will
make it possible to characterize β-delayed neutron emission (Sect. 5.3.4). Along with the SC and the Tandem, laser beams will also
make it possible to produce neutron beams for direct measurement of n-induced reactions (Sect. 5.3.2). Finally, the PANDORA
facility may allow the measurement of opacities at electron densities and temperatures resembling some ejecta plasma conditions,
sheddding light on r-process-generated metallic species at specific time stages of the Kilonovae diffusion.

The time frame for the different physics programs is shown in Fig. 3. The detailed timeline is presented in Table 6.

1.4 Nuclear physics applications

Nuclear physics applications span a very broad range of topics. In Sect. 6 we will discuss the perspectives at the LNS for the coming
years on this subject. We can identify three major scientific areas (medical, laser and plasma traps applications) also in relation to the
main LNS facilities, the new laser system and the plasma trap PANDORA. Activities related to medical applications (Sect. 6.1) are
well consolidated, starting from the 2000s with the construction of the CATANA facility for hadron therapy. Future study programs
in this area are still focused on the availability of stable LNS beams, covering hot topics such as the flash radiotherapy and flash
BNCT (boron–neutron capture therapy). The forthcoming high-intensity beams (HIBs) and radioactive ion beams (RIBs) that will
be available at LNS in the near future (Sect. 6.1.2) will open new and interesting perspectives. In particular, RIBs can trigger new
approaches for innovation on treatment methods that could be coupled with online contemporary diagnostic tools and will trigger
cross section studies for new exotic radioisotopes and radiopharmaceutical drugs.

The near future of LNS research activities also involves the new high-power laser facility (Sect. 6.2) and the almost unique
possibility to have, in the same experimental area, intense laser-accelerated and conventional ion beams. All the new acceleration
schemes developed in the recent years triggered ideas and proposals for the development of new and compact laser-driven secondary
sources (Sect. 6.2.1), for the measurement of stopping power in warm dense matter (Sect. 6.2.2) and for the hydrogen production
from water by focused femtosecond laser pulses (Sect. 6.2.3).

In Sect. 6.3, the potential applications deriving from the developments related to the PANDORA facility are highlighted. The
section is divided into three main topics: (i) magnetic plasmas and related issues (ions heating, charge breeding, stopping power,
etc., Sect. 6.3.1); (ii) physics and technology aspects for fusion plasmas (Sect. 6.3.2); and (iii) innovative plasma chambers and
resonators for compact reactors development (Sect. 6.3.3).

The timeline for the different physics programs is shown in Fig. 4. The detailed timeline is presented in Table 7.

2 Introduction

2.1 The LNS accelerator complex

The LNS accelerator complex consists of a K-800 superconducting cyclotron and a 13.5 MV Tandem.
The LNS superconducting cyclotron (SC) is a three-sector compact machine with a wide operating range, able to accelerate heavy

ions of q/A from 0.1 to 0.5 at energies from 10 to 80 AMeV [3]. The SC has been in operation for more than 20 years, delivering
beams mainly devoted to nuclear and applied physics experiments. The beam extraction efficiency, during its lifetime, has been
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Fig. 4 Highlight for nuclear physics applications for the three lines of research and temporal phases A, B and C

Fig. 5 Ion-beam trajectories
calculated for stripping extraction

lower than 60%, and for such a reason, the maximum beam power was limited to about 100 W, constrained by the beam power
dissipation on the electrostatic deflectors.

To fulfill the request of users aiming to study rare processes in nuclear physics [4, 5] and provide high-intensity radioactive ion
beams, complementary to those delivered by SPES at LNL, a significant upgrade of the entire setup is currently in progress. The
upgrade was funded within the POTLNS project, triggered by the NUMEN physics case [4, 5], in the frame of a national program
(PON) aimed at strengthening the research infrastructures identified as priorities, according to the European Strategy Forum on
Research Infrastructures (ESFRI). The upgrade consists in a new extraction method based on the stripping of the accelerated ions
[6–8] that will be used alternately with the electrostatic deflectors. Such a method is based on the instantaneous change of the
magnetic rigidity of the accelerated ions, when their charge state suddenly increases after crossing a thin stripper foil. The final
aim is to increase the beam power up to 2–10 kW for ions with mass A ≤ 40 and energy above 15 AMeV. This upper mass limit
is connected to the fact that more than 99% of such ions can be fully stripped and therefore extracted from the SC. The reference
trajectories for 12C, 18O, 20Ne and 40Ar are shown in Fig. 5. The feasibility of this kind of extraction through an optimized channel
with an increased transverse section has been deeply studied in Refs. [9–11]. In the meantime, the radio-frequency (RF) system has
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Fig. 6 The upgraded LNS
superconducting cyclotron

gone through many improvements for more reliable operation of the SC [12, 13], also increasing to 30 mm the vertical gap between
the “dees” of the acceleration chamber, by renewing the existing liners. Other upgrades are under study to further improve the SC
performances in terms of intensities and accelerated species.

Figure 6 shows the layout of the new cyclotron, where together with the classical extraction through electrostatic deflection (ED)
a second extraction channel has been added, with two further magnetic channels.

Moreover, upgrades of the ion sources and of the axial injection beam line are planned, in order to fully satisfy the requested
beam intensity, as well as to optimize the optics and the matching with the SC in the phase space. All these improvements will
be performed in the framework of high safety standards for the machine and for the operational staff. The SC recommissioning is
foreseen to start in the late 2024 using the electrostatic deflection, while the first extraction by stripping ions is foreseen in the late
2025. Taking profit of the stop for the SC upgrade, also the Tandem is subject to a deep renovation of the hardware, electronics and
automation. The power electronics and the diagnostics will be changed, while vacuum and optical element controls will be renewed.
An extraordinary maintenance of the Pelletron charge system will be carried out to minimize the ripple and a new Tandem terminal
voltage HV stabilizer will be installed. The Tandem has played a crucial role in the framework of nuclear studies as well as cross
sections measurements for nuclear astrophysics (see, e.g., Refs. [14, 15]).

2.2 Beams

2.2.1 High-intensity stable beams

A full list of beams produced so far using the extraction by means of electrostatic deflection is shown in Table 1. Such beams will
be always available through the ED extraction channel with a maximum power of about 100 W. Table 2 reports a list of the expected
beams and intensities obtained through the new stripping extraction. The availability of new sources (aiming to reach higher charged
states and injected currents) and further studies triggered by users’ requests will make it possible to significantly extend such list to
other ion species over the years.

A list of the ions accelerated by the LNS Tandem in the last 20 years is shown in Table 3. In addition to those beams, the
accelerator division is developing a new source able to provide He beams with this accelerator.

2.2.2 FraISe: a new in-flight fragment separator at LNS

In order to exploit the high beam power delivered by the upgraded SC, the POTLNS project has included the construction of a new
In-Flight facility for Radioactive Ion Beams (RIBs) production, named Fragment Ion Separator (FraISe) [16–18].

The new FraISe facility will be hosted in a shielded area (bunker), as schematically shown in Fig. 7. It will allow to use primary
beams of power up to ∼ 2–3 kW. Figure 8 shows a schematic view of FraISe. The new production target is a copy of the CLIM one
used in the LISE facility at GANIL [19]. It will be placed in a dedicated chamber and consists of a beryllium (or carbon) rotating disk
of appropriate thickness, allowing to distribute the primary beam power on a circular crown of ∼ 10–15 cm mean radius, allowing
to keep the target degradation and heating under control. The beam line upstream the target chamber has been designed with a
condition of energy achromatism and a very focused spot size of stable beam at target position, in order to optimize the outgoing
cocktail beam.
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Table 1 The LNS K-800
superconducting cyclotron beams
available through electrostatic
deflection

Ion E (A MeV) Ion E (A MeV)

H+
2 62, 80 40Ar 15, 20, 40

H+
3 30, 35, 45 40Ca 10, 25, 40, 45

2D+ 35, 62, 80 42, 48Ca 10, 45
4He 25, 62, 80 58Ni 16, 23, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45

He–H 10, 21 62, 64Ni 25, 35
9Be 45 68, 70Zn 40
11B 55 74Ge 40
12C 23, 62, 80 78, 86Kr 10
13C 45, 55 84Kr 10, 15, 20, 25
14N 62, 80 93Nb 15, 17, 23, 30, 38
16O 21, 25, 55, 62, 80 107Ag 40
18O 15, 55 112Sn 15.5, 35, 43.5
19F 35, 40, 45 116Sn 23, 30, 38
20Ne 20, 40, 45, 62 124Sn 15, 25, 30, 35
24Mg 50 129Xe 20, 21, 23, 35
27Al 40 197Au 10, 15, 20, 21, 23
36Ar 16, 38 208Au 10

Table 2 The beam current values
expected using the stripping
extraction from the K-800
superconducting cyclotron

Ion E (AMeV) Iextr (eµA) Iextr (pps) Pextr (Watt)

12C 30 45 4.7 × 1013 2700
12C 45 90 9.4 × 1013 8100
12C 60 90 9.4 × 1013 10,800
18O 20 80 6.2 × 1013 3600
18O 29 80 6.2 × 1013 5220
18O 45 80 6.2 × 1013 8100
18O 60 80 6.2 × 1013 10,800
18O 70 34 2.7 × 1013 5400
20Ne 28 85 5.3 × 1013 4800
20Ne 70 85 5.3 × 1013 10,280
40Ar 60 77 2.7 × 1013 10,280

Table 3 Available Tandem beams 1H, 2H 23Na 63Cu, 65Cu
6Li, 7Li 24Mg, 25Mg 70Ge
9Be, 10Be 27Al 79Br
10B, 11B 28Si, 29Si 93Nb
12C, 13C 32S, 34S 116Sn
14N 35Cl, 37Cl 120Sn
16O, 17O, 18O 40Ca 127I
19F 58Ni, 60Ni 197Au

A slit on the symmetry plane can be used to reduce the energetic dispersion of the outgoing beam. The exit slit will be used, when
needed, to reduce and possibly remove contaminants from the cocktail beam, thus improving the quality and purity of the produced
beams.

The FraISe line will allow to transport beams with a maximum magnetic rigidity of 3.2 Tm. The momentum acceptance is equal
to 1.2% and the solid angle acceptance to 2.5 msr. The momentum dispersion at symmetry plane is about 5 m, corresponding to
an energy resolving power of about 2600 with 1 mm beam spot size. Given the high energy dispersion capability at the symmetry
plane, FraISe will be very effective also in reducing the energy spread of the high-intensity primary beam extracted by the SC using
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Fig. 7 Schematic view of the LNS following the POTLNS upgrade project

Fig. 8 Schematic view of the
FraISe fragment separator

the stripping method. These features will allow to use FraISe not only as in-flight facility, but also as a precise energy selector for
those experiments requiring stable beams with very small energy dispersion. For example, it will be possible to reach an energy
spread of 0.1%, a value which matches one of the mandatory constraints for the NUMEN experimental program [20].
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Fig. 9 Estimation of isotopes yield and average energy, at the exit of the fragment separator, achievable with FraISe using primary beams of 12C at 60 AMeV
(left panel) and 18O at 70 AMeV (right panel)

Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 9 but using a
primary beam of 20Ne at 70
AMeV

An aluminum degrader can be placed close to the symmetry plane after the central slit, in order to modify the magnetic rigidity
of species with similar A/Z ratio and perform a better rejection of contaminants.

Sizeable improvements in the yield production of light and medium mass exotic nuclei in the Fermi energy regime are foreseen
due to the higher power of the primary beams following the SC upgrade. In order to present a few examples of the potentialities of the
new fragment separator, simulations of RIBs production were carried out using the LISE++ tool [21] for few relevant cases. In these
simulations, a 100-µm-thick aluminum degrader was placed on the symmetry plane, and a 100-µm-thick SiC detector (presently
under test) at the exit of the fragment separator as tagging detector. The results have been obtained assuming 2 kW primary beams
for the ions listed in Table 2, but only for a single beam energy. Thus, the same primary beams, but at different energies, can be
used while keeping in mind that below Ebeam � 25 AMeV the fragmentation becomes less effective in producing RIBs of sufficient
intensities.

For each isotope of interest, a 9Be production target was used with optimized thickness and the fragment separator was tuned in
order to allow a good separation from the contaminants. To this aim, a �E-ToF tagging plot was simulated, where the �E is given
by the energy deposited in the SiC detector and the ToF is the time difference between the radio-frequency signal of the SC and the
timing signal of the SiC detector (with expected time resolution better than 500 ps). Figure 9 reports the expected intensities and
average energies for RIBs produced by 12C6+ at 60 AMeV (left panel) and 18O8+ at 70 AMeV primary beams (right panel). Results
indicate that about 107-108 pps can be reached for RIBs near the primary beams and the stability valley while yield production for
nuclei far from stability valley can reach about 103–104 pps. Figure 10 shows the simulated yield production using a primary beam
of 20Ne10+ at 70 AMeV.

To evaluate the potentially achievable beam purity, the spatial distribution at the exit of the fragment separator on the horizontal
direction and the �E-ToF tagging plot with 18O8+ at 70 AMeV as primary beam, with the fragment separator optimized for 16C
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Fig. 11 Simulated spatial
distribution at the exit of the
fragment separator on the
horizontal direction (top panel)
and �E − ToF tagging plot
(bottom panel), in the case of
18O8+ at 70 AMeV primary beam
and for a tuning of the fragment
separator maximizing the 16C
production. For the sake of clarity,
only the main contaminants are
shown in the spatial distribution
plot

Fig. 12 Same as Figs. 9 and 10 but using a primary beam of 40Ar at 60 AMeV

production, were simulated. Results are shown in Fig. 11. The spatial separation with respect to the main contaminants on the plane
of the slits is wide enough to ensure a high-purity 16C beam. Moreover, using primary beams of ∼ 30 AMeV will result in a decrease,
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Fig. 13 Experimental setup in the
CT2000 chamber to perform an
experiment of relevance for
nuclear astrophysics. The two
movable arms where detectors are
mounted are clearly visible,
together with the target holder and
the last part of the beam pipe

with respect to the case of ∼ 70 AMeV, of ∼ 1 order of magnitude for the expected intensities and final energies of 20–25 AMeV.
Exploiting these light primary beams, it will be possible to efficiently span a relevant part of neutron-poor and neutron-rich unstable
nuclei with A≤20. Figure 12 presents the results obtained using a primary beam of 40Ar18+ at 60 AMeV showing the wide spectrum
of exotic isotopes of K, Ar, Cl, S, P, Si and Al that can be produced.

The use of other primary beams is possible, but it requires a special study devoted to investigate the acceleration and extraction
trajectories inside the SC and the achievable output power. Further beams would allow to extend the already rich presented offer,
and to investigate several physics cases of relevant interest. Possible examples are represented by the 13C primary beam which
would allow to increase the yield of neutron-rich B, Be, Li isotopes and by the 16O which would allow to increase the yield of
neutron-poor oxygen isotopes, with respect to what shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The 22Ne primary beam could be used to increase the
yield of neutron-rich N, O, F isotopes, while the 36Ar beam is suited for a better production of neutron-poor isotopes. In addition,
the use of heavier primary beams, such as Ni or Zn, could be also relevant for producing heavier isotopes and will be investigated
in a near future, following the detailed characterization of the SC that will take place during the commissioning phase.

Thus, the availability of the RIBs offered by FraISE will be very competitive, in the international scenario, for light and medium
mass nuclei at the Fermi energies. This will be complementary to what made available by the SPES facility [22], offering heavier
beams at lower beam energies. The operation of both facilities in Italy will be very important for the nuclear physics community.

2.3 Facilities at LNS: present and future scenario

Keeping in with the main scientific mission of the LNS related to the study of fundamental nuclear physics, the LNS hosts several
facilities and more are about to come. A brief overview will follow, starting from the existing ones and then moving on to outline
the future scenario.

• Multipurpose scattering chambers: CT2000 and GIRA: the LNS have traditionally provided the users with the CT2000 scattering
chamber, placed at the end of the 60 degree beam line, available for experiments with Tandem beams. The chamber, with a
diameter of 2 m, is equipped with 2 independently rotating arms to host the detectors and a collimation system with a goniometer
that allows to measure precise angular distributions. The interior of CT2000 is shown in Fig. 13. The CICLOPE chamber, devoted
to experiments with cyclotron beams, will be soon replaced with a smaller cylindrical chamber, called GIRA, with a diameter of
1.5 m and a length of 2 m, still reliable for complex detection systems with hundreds of detectors.
Multipurpose chambers have been used to perform experiments of nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics, covering several
topics such as the equation of state of nuclear matter and the role of symmetry energy, the influence and role of isospin and
clustering, the stellar and primordial nucleosynthesis and energetics by means of the Trojan horse method and the asymptotic
normalization coefficient.

• CHIMERA: it is a 4π multidetector operating at LNS for about 20 years (see, for instance, Ref. [23] and Fig. 14). It is equipped
with 1192 detection units, each consisting of a silicon first stage detector, followed by CsI(Tl) crystal coupled to a photodiode as
second stage. Different particle identification methods are in operation (�E–E, time of flight, pulse shape discrimination) for a
complete detection of the charged particles emitted in nuclear collisions. Furthermore, the CsI(Tl) crystals can be used to detect
and identify neutrons (by shadowing or vetoing the charged particle produced) and γ -rays.
CHIMERA will be coupled with the FARCOS [24] (Femtoscope ARray for COrrelations and Spectroscopy) correlator devoted
to high angular and energy resolution particle-particle correlation studies. In its complete configuration, FARCOS will consist of
20 modules, each one made of two stages of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD) with thickness of 300 and 1500 µm,
respectively, and a third stage with a CsI(Tl) crystal+Si photodiode for a total of 132 detection channels. In future, an ancillary
hodoscope for n, γ and charged particles will be also added. Feasibility studies are currently underway on an EJ-276G + SiPM
prototype. Future CHIMERA experimental activity will be performed with the new high-intensity stable SC beams (see Sect. 2
and Table 2) as well as FraISe radioactive beams (see Sect. 2.2.2 and Figs. 9 and 10).
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Fig. 14 The CHIMERA 4π

detector array: highlights of ring
geometry and experimental
components

Fig. 15 The future MAGNEX
configurations: red writings with
arrows highlight the parts that are
currently being
upgraded/refurbished

• MAGNEX: it is a large acceptance magnetic spectrometer (see Fig. 15) that combines the advantages of traditional magnetic
spectrometry with those of a large angular (50 msr) and momentum (−14%, + 10.3%) acceptance detector [25]. The spectrometer
consists of two large aperture magnets, i.e., a quadrupole followed by a 55◦ dipole and a focal plane detector (FPD) for detecting
the ions emitted during a reaction. The quadrupole magnet focuses in the non-dispersive (vertical) direction, while the dipole
magnet provides the dispersion and the focusing strength in the dispersive direction (horizontal). Two ancillary surface coils
are used to fine-tune and adapt the focusing to the kinematics of the reaction under study (α coil) and to correct for chromatic
aberrations (β coil). The accepted magnetic rigidities, Bρ, range from ∼ 0.2 Tm to ∼ 1.8 Tm, corresponding to energies of
the detected ions ranging from E ∼ 0.2 AMeV to E ∼ 40 AMeV, depending on their mass and charge. An intense activity is
currently in progress for the upgrade of MAGNEX to withstand the forthcoming high rates (Table 2), while maintaining the
current resolution and sensitivity. In particular, this upgrade will include [26]: a new power supply to increase the maximum
magnetic rigidity acceptance from 1.8 to 2.2 Tm, resulting in an increase of the energy range of detected particles; a new focal
plane detector (FPD), consisting of a gas tracker based on M-THGEM technology and a wall of telescopes of SiC-CsI detectors
for ion identification (PID wall); a gamma–array calorimeter of LaBr (G-NUMEN); the development of suitable front-end and
readout electronics, for a fast readout of the detector signals, a high signal-to-noise ratio and adequate hardness to radiation; the
implementation of a suitable architecture for data acquisition, storage and data handling; the development of the technology for
nuclear targets to be used in the future experiments; and a new beam dump in the MAGNEX hall to stop the high power beams.
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• PANDORA: it will be a facility [27] conceived for multidisciplinary studies especially in the nuclear astrophysics framework.
The main objective is to perform the first measurements of β-decays of astrophysical relevance in laboratory magnetized plasmas
able to mimic some stellar-like conditions. The new experimental approach will allow to check the theoretical predictions about
decay rates variation (expected to change dramatically as a function of the ionization state [28]). Only few experimental evidences
were, in fact, collected up to now in storage rings (e.g., a lifetime reduction by 9 orders of magnitude was measured for 187Re
[29]). Another relevant goal is to measure the opacities of plasmas of astrophysical interest (kilonovae’s ejecta). PANDORA will
mainly consist of three subsystems:

– an innovative superconducting magnetic plasma trap [30], capable to produce and confine plasmas with electron-ion densities
up to 1013 cm−3 and electron temperatures of Te ∼ 0.1–30 keV;

– an advanced plasma multidiagnostic system [31], consisting of a set of noninvasive diagnostic tools capable of operating
simultaneously for the non-intrusive monitoring of the thermodynamic plasma properties and the measurement of plasma
parameters;

– an array of 14 HPGe (high-purity germanium) detectors for γ -ray spectroscopy [32], surrounding the plasma trap, to tag the
in-plasma nuclear β-decays via the γ -rays emitted from the excited states of the daughter nuclei.

In 2021 the activity of the collaboration was dedicated to the definition of the details of the overall project, reported in the specific
Technical Design Report (TDR) [33], as well as to the start of the procurement phase of the main subsystems. As part of a
Collaboration Agreement between the PANDORA and GAMMA collaborations, 16 HPGe detectors belonging to the GALILEO
setup will be transferred from LNL to LNS in 2023. In the meantime, the phases of know-how transfer and specific skills on
the operation, maintenance and management of germanium detectors have been started, including the development of a special
laboratory at LNS, already in the design phase. Thanks to the CSN3 financial support, the procurement nowadays includes two RF
power supplies (18GHz-Klystrons), a new X-ray-CCD camera, the first part of funding needed to start the so-called Competitive
Dialogue (i.e., a negotiated procurement procedure) about the superconducting magnetic trap, that is the most expensive part of
the project. Among the ongoing activities it is worth mentioning a preliminary numerical simulation study on the possibility of
measuring the opacities of plasmas of astrophysical interest in PANDORA (kilonovae’s ejecta), the study of expected abundances
and constraints in AGB stars for some isotopes of interest for PANDORA; the experimental tests and benchmarks, using the
normal conductive trap of ATOMKI-Debrecen, of magnetic confinement and turbulence in plasma; and the definition of the
analysis algorithm for X imaging and space-resolved spectroscopy.
The first physics cases to investigate are 176Lu (potential cosmo-chronometer), 134Cs (to reproduce adequately the observed
abundance ratio of the two s-only isotopes, 134Ba and 136Ba, see Sect. 5.3.1) and 94Nb (solving the puzzle about the exact
contribution of s-processing to 94Mo).

• BCT and I-LUCE: the BCT facility (breast cancer therapy with radiosensitizers in proton therapy and conventional radiotherapy)
has been recently funded by the Sicilian Region with the main aim to study and define new therapeutic approaches for radio-
therapy, drugs development and new treatment modalities of breast carcinoma. The first phase will consist in the installation and
commissioning of an ultrashort pulse power laser (50 TW, 25 fs) for the generation of laser-driven ion, proton (maximum energy
of 5 MeV), electron (maximum energy of 200 MeV) and gamma beams mainly for radiobiological and preclinical irradiation
studies. The second BCT phase will provide an increased laser power up to 250 TW, having a system designed to be upgradable
up to 1 PW. From the nuclear physics point of view, the availability of this laser will allow one to carry out studies of reactions
directly in plasmas, a topic of interest for nuclear astrophysics.
The I-LUCE (INFN—laser-induced particle acceleration) facility will make the new laser-driven beams available to the community
for nuclear and multidisciplinary applications. The acceleration from laser–matter interaction is grafted, moreover, into the new
radiotherapy method called “FLASH” in which radiation beams with very intense dose rates are used to irradiate tumors, allowing
a huge saving of healthy tissues.
Ion acceleration driven by pulsed laser–plasma sources is an emerging field of research, resulting from recent high-power laser
technology achievements in terms of ultrahigh intensities (1021 W/cm2) reached on target; as a reference, the first experiments
done by LNS researchers in the second half of ‘90 s used laser intensities 106 times lower [34]. In addition, studies based on
the interaction of high-density plasmas, generated in the interaction of the laser with matter, with the ion beams from the LNS
accelerators are foreseen as a future and unique LNS capability, and this will open up a very wide range of perspectives, both in
the field of nuclear physics and astrophysics.

• In-air irradiation with ion beams: LNS is equipped with a multidisciplinary beamline where several international groups perform
innovative experiments for different kinds of application, from radiation damage study to irradiation of biological sample and of
electronics devices. The new intensities, as well as the new radioactive beams, will open new perspectives for irradiation of samples
under extreme conditions: high dose rate measurements and for mimicking of laser-driven accelerated beams or high-power pulsed
beam from modern accelerators.

• X-ray Tube: an X-ray-based high-voltage (up to 320 kVp) facility, capable to deliver a homogeneous and shaped photon beam.
It was designed to work with pulsed beams as well as in continuous mode, mainly to perform both 2D imaging and small
animal/cells irradiations with doses that can be delivered up to several Gy. After the final commissioning, the X-ray tube will
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be fully available to nuclear physics users for various activities, such as X-ray beam calibration, radiation hardness studies, and
detectors characterization.

3 Nuclear dynamics

Nuclear dynamics is a wide field of nuclear physics, involving a large number of phenomena and effects that allow to explore
the relevant properties of the nuclear medium. Heavy-ion collisions (HIC) represent a powerful tool of investigation in this field,
spanning a wide range of energies, producing different states of nuclear matter, and providing crucial information on various aspects,
ranging from the nuclear equation of state (EOS) to the structure of nuclei and their decay modes, up to the dynamics of the nuclear
reactions to produce nuclei in the region of “terra incognita”, far from the stability valley.

In the context of the Mid Term Plan of Nuclear Physics, we present the relevant, current, challenging and key physics cases
in nuclear dynamics that we will be able to unravel at LNS thanks to the ongoing upgrade of the accelerator machines and of the
available apparatuses, and to the installation of the fragment separator FraISe.

In the framework of nuclear dynamics, we have treated three principal items “Heavy-Ion Collision and Equation of State”,
“Clustering” and “Fission Dynamics”.

Contributions and proposals discussed and emerged during the workshop are presented in detail in the devoted paragraphs.
The first item “Heavy-Ion Collision and Equation of State” (Sect. 3.1) explores some new ideas and devices that, by using stable

and radioactive beams in the Fermi energy regime at the LNS, will improve our understanding of the symmetry energy constraints
at densities below saturation. In this framework, the working group highlighted the 68Ni + 124Sn and 56Ni + 112Sn reactions using
FraISe beams (tag LNS-ND-HIC-c0 reported in Table 4 and Sect. 3.1.3) and the 96Zr + 96Zr (N /Z � 1.4) and 96Ru + 96Ru (N /Z �
1.18) reactions using SC stable beams (tag LNS-ND-HIC-b0, reported in Table 4 and Sect. 3.1.3). The symmetry energy can be also
investigated through the study of the dynamical dipole, an observable connected to the stiffness parameter, describing the potential
term of the symmetry energy (see also Sect. 4.2.2). For these studies, it is proposed to use the new high-intensity SC stable beams
of Ar and Ca isotopes on Ca or Ni targets (tag LNS-ND-HIC-b1 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.1.5).

Another interesting point is the study of the caloric curve of nuclear matter and its dependence on the neutron–proton asymmetry
and on reaction dynamics. Different theoretical calculations are conflicting and few experimental data are existing. It is proposed
to extend this study to the investigation of the reactions 34Ar + 58Ni and 46Ar + 64Ni at energies between 15 and 30 AMeV, taking
advantage of the FraISe beams (2.2.2). For these reasons, the development of FraISe beams with A � 30–70 is strongly supported
for their relevance in order to further progress in this area of research (tag LNS-ND-HIC-c1 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.1.4).

All the experiments described up to now can be implemented by using the 4π CHIMERA detector [23] and the FARCOS
correlator [24].

Still in the domain of nuclear dynamics at Fermi energy and its links to the symmetry term in the EOS, some items are suggested
mainly exploiting the enhanced isotopic identification capabilities of the FAZIA array. Among the most relevant beams, we mention
neutron-poor Kr (including the stable 78Kr) or Ar beams (including the stable 36Ar) at 35 AMeV on 40Ca, 120Sn, 208Pb targets (tag
LNS-ND-HIC-b2 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.1.7). Zero-degree configurations (i.e., modules with specific holding structures mounted at
zero degree) can also be envisaged, to perform precise cross section measurements. Relevant reactions might be those induced by
FraISe beams, 15C, 14Be and 16, 20O, at 40 AMeV on 12C, 197Au targets (tag LNS-ND-HIC-c2 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.1.7).

The second item “Clustering” (Sect. 3.2) proposes some new ideas to carry out fine and very precise measurements of already
known cluster states in a number of key nuclei, and to search for new cluster structures and their decays, in previously unstudied
nuclei or even new mass regions. Investigations of cluster states other than providing results on clustering effects can also show the
presence of neutron halos and skins, or alpha–condensate structures.

Among the highlights for this item, there is the study of the clustering structure of 10Be and 14C both produced in batch mode
and accelerated by the TANDEM (tag LNS-ND-CLU-a0 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.2.1).

Besides, the availability of noble gas beams at the Tandem accelerator, for example, 4He, 3He or 20Ne, could lead to perform new
interesting physics investigation on the structure of light-to-medium mass nuclei (tag LNS-ND-CLU-b0 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.2.3).

Others relevant experiments can be done by using exotic beams produced at FraISe, and benefiting from the high intensity of
the beams delivered by the SC. For example, the study of the molecular states predicted for the 13B in breakup reactions (tag
LNS-ND-CLU-a1 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.2.4).

An important subject concerning halo nuclei is how the halo can affect the reaction dynamics, and investigation in this field
are proposed, by measuring elastic scattering and direct reaction angular distributions in collisions induced by different n-halo and
p-halo beams, obtained by FraISe, on a 208Pb target at about 2–3 times the Coulomb barrier (tag LNS-ND-CLU-b1 in Table 4 and
Sect. 3.2.4).

The third and last item is “Fission Dynamics” (Sect. 3.3) that presents three lines which can be experimentally addressed with
the high-intensity facility under construction at the INFN-LNS: shell effects in fission and quasifission (Sect. 3.3.1), multinucleon
transfer reactions to investigate “Terra Incognita” (Sect. 3.3.1), and a possible alternative pathway to produce superheavy elements
(Sect. 3.3.5).
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Table 4 Tables with priorities and
feasibility as addressed in the
working group

Tag Description Reaction Phase

LNS-ND-CLU-a0 Clustering structure of 10Be → 6He+4He
10Be, 14C 10Be+4He → 14C∗ → 10Be+4He A

Batch mode (10Be, 14C) 14C + α → 18O 14C + 7Li → 20O+p

LNS-ND-CLU-a1 Clustering structure of
13B, 18, 20O 13B → 12Be+p, 9Li+α, 10Be+t,

7Li+6He
A

FraISe beam by SC

LNS-ND-HIC-b0 Esym precision

Measurements ρ < ρ0
96Zr+96Zr 96Ru+96Ru B

Stable beam by SC

LNS-ND-HIC-b1 Esym precision

Measurements ρ < ρ0
xAr,xCa+xCa,xNi B

Stable beam by SC

LNS-ND-HIC-b2 Esym precision

Measurements ρ < ρ0
56Fe,78Kr+40Ca,120Sn,208Pb B

Stable beam by SC

LNS-ND-CLU-b0 Cluster in 13C 4He+9Be,10, 11B,13C →
13C*,14, 15N*,17O*

Cluster in p-rich environment 3He+6Li,10B,12C, 14N,16O B

Noble gas by Tandem

LNS-ND-CLU-b1 Halo effect on dynamics 14B, 15C, 17Ne+ 208Pb B

FraISe beam by SC

LNS-ND-FIS-b0 Exploring Magic Numbers 48Ca + 208Pb, 232Th, 238Th →
256No,280Ds,286Cn

B

Stable beam by SC 22Ne + 238U, 232Th → 260No,254Fm

LNS-ND-FIS-b1 SHE Production 122Sn + 208Pb 136Xe + 202Os

Multinucleon transfer reactions 70Zn + 232Th 70Zn + 238U B

Stable beam by SC 48Ca + 238Th

LNS-ND-FIS-b2 SHE Production 32S + 238U → 4He + 266Sg

2 body reactions 66Zn + 232Th → 4He + 294Og B

Stable beam by SC 18O + 120Sn → 4He + 134Ba

LNS-ND-HIC-c0 Esym precision

Measurements ρ < ρ0
68Ni+124Sn 56Ni+112Sn C

FraISe beam by SC

LNS-ND-HIC-c1 Isospin dependence of

Nuclear caloric curve 34Ar+58Ni 46Ar+64Ni C

FraISe beam by SC

LNS-ND-HIC-c2 Fragmentation cross section

Precision measurement 15C,14Be,16, 20O + 12C, 197Au C

FraISe beam by SC

Planning experiments to investigate shell effect in supersymmetric fission and quasifission need, other than high beam intensity,
the capability of measuring the charge and the mass of fragments in the region of mass about 70–80 a.m.u. This can be achieved
with the MAGNEX spectrometer, adding a time-of-flight arm, on the opposite side, to select the reaction mechanism. Main reactions
for the superasymmetric channel and for which high-intensity beams will be available are 22Ne + 238U → 260No and 22Ne +
232Th → 254Fm. Reactions that might be a possible channel for 78Ni production are 48Ca induced on 208Pb, 232Th and 238U (tag
LNS-ND-FIS-b0 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.3.3).

In this framework, multinucleon transfer (Sect. 3.3.4) is the best mechanism to produce neutron-rich isotopes of the Terra Incognita
below 208Pb, with production cross sections ranging from a few mb to a few pb. Interesting case is, for example, the reaction 122Sn
+ 208Pb (tag LNS-ND-FIS-b1 in Table 4 and Sect. 3.3.4).
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Fig. 16 Highlight for nuclear dynamics for the three items and temporal phases A, B, C

Finally, a possible pathway to produce superheavy elements by two-body reactions is suggested (Sect. 3.3.6). A typical reaction
could be 32S(193 MeV) + 238U→ α + 266Sg or 66Zn (363 MeV) + 232Th → α + 294Og (tag LNS-ND-FIS-b2 in Table 4 and
Sect. 3.3.6).

Figure 16 summarizes the highlights for each item, inserted in a timeline of the upgrades at LNS, called Phase A, B, C.
At the end of this section, we show a table with the list of the selected nuclear reactions proposed for the realization of the

highlighted goal and addressing to the experiments described in the text.

3.1 Heavy-ion collisions: EOS

3.1.1 Introduction

A unique aspect in the study of HIC is the production of nuclear matter in different conditions of excitation energy, temperature and
density. In this way, it is possible to form, in a short interaction time, large density variations and transient states of nuclear matter:
this is the optimal condition to study the nuclear EOS under laboratory controlled conditions as a function of the isospin asymmetry
δ � (ρn − ρp)/ρ and barionic densities, where n and p refer to neutron and proton numbers, respectively. In asymmetric nuclear
matter, the EOS can be written as a sum of the energy per nucleon for the symmetric nuclear matter E(ρ, δ � 0) and the symmetry
energy term Esym(ρ), quadratic with respect to δ [35, 36]: E(ρ, δ) � E(ρ, δ � 0) + Esym(ρ)δ2.

The symmetry energy term can be expanded around its value at nuclear saturation density (ρ0 � 0.16 f m−3):

Esym(ρ) � Esym,0 +
L

3

(
ρ − ρo

ρo

)
+
Ksym

18

(
ρ − ρo

ρo

)2

+ · · · (1)

where Esym, 0 � S0, L � 3
(

∂Esym
∂ρ

)∣∣∣∣
ρ0

and Ksym are, respectively, the value of symmetry energy, the slope (related to the neutron

pressure in asymmetric nuclear matter) and the curvature at ρ0. These parameters, and particularly L, have been correlated to several
observables in nuclear structure, nuclear dynamics and astrophysics [37, 38]. For example, simulations of neutron-star properties
require as main input a model for the EOS as a function of a wide range of densities and isospin asymmetries, from low-density
asymmetric matter (neutron-star crust) toward very high densities (outer core). On the other hand, the neutron-skin thickness of
neutron-rich nuclei [39, 40] or their electric dipole polarizability, related to the giant dipole resonance (GDR) [41], also depends
upon the symmetry energy parametrization. This means that the symmetry term of EOS in asymmetric nuclear matter affects the
radius of a given mass neutron star, the neutron skin of a neutron-rich nucleus like 208Pb or 48Ca [42] as well as the dynamic evolution
of HICs, because it is related to the fundamental properties of nuclear effective interaction [43]. Moreover, the recent detection of
gravitation waves (GW) [44] from the merger of a binary neutron-star system has shown relevant correlations with the EOS and
symmetry energy predicting the radius R of a neutron star (the so-called tidal polarizability � observable in a GW event is in fact
roughly proportional to R5) opening the so-called multimessenger astronomy [45, 46] filed. These astrophysical studies can be now
compared with those coming from terrestrial experiments, mainly by using HICs.
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Fig. 17 Adapted and modified
from Burgio et al. [47]: correlation
between the symmetry energy at
saturation S0 and the slope of the
symmetry energy around
saturation density. The shaded
area corresponds to experimental
data. In particular the cyan area
(HIC) corresponds to isospin
diffusion data on Sn+Sn collisions
[48]. Black symbols correspond to
results of theoretical microscopic
approaches to EOS or (other
colors) phenomenological
approaches (see text and Ref. [47]
for details). Gray area corresponds
to AsyEos, Au+Au data from Ref.
[49]. The impact of the PREX-II
data analysis results [50] is also
shown on the right

Figure 17 shows a recent compilation of the constraints in the symmetry energy S0 versus the slope L obtained from different
sources; in particular the shaded bands show experimental data from studies on HICs at the Fermi energies and isospin diffusion [48],
neutron-skin thicknesses in Sn [51], electric dipole polarizability in GDR [52], isobaric-analog-state (IAS) analysis and neutron-skin
data [53], and from calculations on mass and radius measurements for neutron stars [54] (see ref. [47] for a detailed description).
Investigations on the symmetry energy have been also conducted exploiting other collective motions in neutron-rich nuclei such as
the pygmy dipole resonances [55] or the giant monopole resonances [56] (see Sect. 4.2.3).

A compilation of 53 experimental results [57] gives the values of 31.7±3.20 MeV and 58.7±28.1 MeV for S0 and L, respectively.
It is interesting to note in Fig. 17 that the neutron-skin thickness for 208Pb, on PREX-II data, based on measurement of the parity-
violating asymmetry in the elastic scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons off 208Pb [50, 58], brings to an average slope
parameter L � 106± 37 MeV, larger than previous values obtained from microscopic theoretical approaches and experimental data.
A missing aspect in the plot of Fig. 17 is that it does not show the barionic density domain that is really explored in the experimental
data while this information is indeed a fundamental ingredient [59]. Also microscopic “ab-initio” calculations are generally done
around the saturation density and the results are extrapolated toward higher densities [60, 61]. In Fig. 17 we have drawn results of
the ASYEOS experiment on Au+Au at 400 AMeV at GSI [49] as gray band. This experiment explores the supra-saturation density
region in the range 1.5–2 ρ0 where few experimental data exist [62–64], by measuring the elliptic flows of neutrons and light charged
particles [49, 65]. Results have shown a noticeable coherence with data coming from astrophysical observations [66, 67].

The consistency of the measurements conducted below and above saturation density is an important challenge also in the context
of the “multimessenger” physics and in order to further constrain the coherence of different transport models. In the following,
exploring some new ideas or devices, we show how the use of new stable and radioactive beams at LNS could contribute to improve
the precision and reliability of symmetry energy constraints at densities below the saturation one.

3.1.2 Plans for midterm advances at LNS with SC beams

In the Fermi energy regime, various reaction mechanisms have been used to probe the symmetry energy at low density from ρ0

down to 0.1 ρ0 where clusterization occurs [68–70]. From central collisions (multifragmentation and the experimental isoscaling
phenomena [71], studies of emitted neutron–proton ratios [72]) to semi-peripheral reactions (isospin diffusion [48, 73, 74] and
migration through the “neck” [75–77]) many experimental and theoretical contributions have been given to this research line (see
the Refs. [78, 79] for some reviews). One of the basic ideas in constraining the symmetry energy at low densities is to look at N /Z
of particles and intermediate mass fragments (IMF) emitted from semi-central to semi-peripheral reactions by using projectiles and
targets with large isospin asymmetries with stable neutron-rich, neutron-poor or radioactive beams. Isospin transport effects appear
as being caused by processes like the isospin diffusion and equilibration or the IMF emission from a transient “neck” region. All these
phenomena are related to experimental observables that, in comparison with transport model calculations, can provide information
on the density dependence of the symmetry energy. For example, in the neck fragmentation mechanism it is supposed that light
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Fig. 18 Adapted from Ref. [86]:
ratio of the dynamical component
to the total (dynamical+statistical)
value in the breakup of the
quasi-projectile plotted as a
function of the IMF atomic
number Z, for the three isobaric
systems 124Xe+ 64Zn (empty
circles), 124Xe + 64Ni (full
triangles) 124Sn + 64Ni (full
circles) and for the 112Sn + 58Ni
(empty triangles)

IMFs are formed in a dilute n-rich matter in contact with the regions of projectile-like (PLF) and target-like (TLF) fragments at
normal densities due to transport of neutrons toward the low-density region [80]. The interplay between experiments and transport
model calculations is essential. In the last years, a big effort has been done (and it is in progress) in order to test the robustness of
transport model predictions in reaching consistent conclusions with experimental data [81].

Many aspect of this physics case have been independently studied at INFN-LNS by the CHIMERA and INDRA-FAZIA col-
laborations and by other groups worldwide. All these subjects are related with the density dependence of the isovector part of the
nuclear effective interaction and with the in-medium correlation effects; in particular, the latter focus on the microscopic mechanism
to form clusters or fragments during the short interaction time when the transient systems explore “exotic” regions of EOS.

New exciting opportunities will be opened by the high-intensity heavy-ion beams and the radioactive beams at Fermi energies
delivered by the SC after the upgrade. In fact, a higher sensitivity to the symmetry energy is expected both in experimental observables
and theoretical models if we increase the strength of the N /Z dependent observable (by using, for example, more neutron-rich or
neutron-poor beams) and at the same time if we improve the experimental device capabilities: (i) better isotopic resolution of
fragments, (ii) capability to detect neutrons and charged particles simultaneously, and (iii) high granularity, as it will be presented
in the sections below.

3.1.3 Plans with CHIMERA and FARCOS devices in semi-peripheral reactions

The CHIMERA 4π detector [23] has been used both in studies of nuclear EOS in asymmetric nuclear matter at LNS in the Fermi
energy regime [82], and in the relativistic energy domain at GSI [49]. The new FARCOS array correlator [24] in its final configuration
of 20 telescopes has been recently added. Many experiments have been performed with the CHIMERA detector in the last two decades
and more recently by using a portion of the FARCOS array in different configurations [83]. Isospin properties of IMFs were used
to constrain the density dependence of the symmetry energy at sub-saturation densities by using observables based on the transport
of isospin like the isospin diffusion and N/Z equilibration [73, 84], and the isospin migration of neutrons and protons in the “neck”
region [75, 85] causing the neutron enrichment of the light IMFs emitted at mid-rapidity. Values of parameters constraining the
symmetry energy at sub-saturation densities were found comparing the experimental data with different transport models.

Unlike the light IMFs, the dynamical emission of heavier IMFs takes place over longer timescales, mainly due to a non-equilibrated
breakup of the PLF (“dynamical fission”) [87, 88] in competition with the statistical emission. A recent study at 35 AMeV of the
isobaric systems 124Xe, 124Sn + 64Zn, 64Ni and 112Sn + 58Ni has shown, as highlighted in Fig. 18 from Ref. [86], that the strength
of dynamical effects increases with the isospin content of projectile and target, giving evidence of an important dependence of the
reaction mechanism evolution on the initial neutron richness of both projectile and target colliding nuclei. This suggests the role of
the symmetry energy in the dynamical process.

On the basis of these results, it is suggested to use the capabilities of the new FraISe fragment separator to produce 68Ni and 56Ni
beams using primary ones of 70Zn and 58Ni, respectively, at an incident energy of about 25 AMeV. This will increase the N /Z of
the initial systems, for example, to study 68Ni+124Sn (neutron-rich, N /Z � 1.46) and 56Ni+112Sn (neutron-poor, N /Z � 1.15) (tag
LNS-ND-HIC-c0 in Table 4). These asymmetries, wider than those used in the past, enhance the sensitivity to the symmetry energy
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and put new severe constraints on the different transport codes. Anyway, in order to use FraISe beams to study reaction mechanisms
that require high statistics, an intensity beam of at least 106 pps is necessary.

Besides radioactive nuclei, great interest in the reaction dynamics community is oriented to the so-called metallic beams that
are stable beams but with the possibility to have mixing of isospin in the entrance channel similar to the exotic ones, such as 96Zr
and 96Ru. The study of systems like 96Zr + 96Zr (N /Z � 1.4) and 96Ru + 96Ru (N /Z=1.18)(tag LNS-ND-HIC-b0 in Table 4) and
the respective projectile–target combinations should permit, in isobaric (no mass-size effects), symmetric (same Coulomb effect for
target and projectile) systems, a precise disentangling of isospin diffusion and isospin migration in transport effects exploiting the
differential motion of nucleons (protons and neutrons) through the neck. The production of these beams at LNS could be a new
challenge due to their high fusion points.

3.1.4 Plans with CHIMERA and FARCOS devices in central collisions

The caloric curve that is the relation between the temperature and the excitation energy per nucleon is of fundamental relevance
for many physical systems. The investigation of the dependence of the nuclear caloric curve on the neutron–proton asymmetry is
particular interest. In fact, it has been demonstrated a clear mass dependence of the caloric curve for finite nuclei [89], while the
dependence on the neutron/proton asymmetry, (N − Z )/A, remains uncertain due to conflicting different theoretical calculations
and to a relatively small quantity of experimental data on the subject [90]. In addition, the available data show that the dependence of
the caloric curve on the neutron–proton asymmetry depends on the reaction mechanism and collision dynamics [79]. These studies
were begun by the ISODEC experiment [91] carried out at LNS with the CHIMERA detector. To extend the studies on this subject,
it has been proposed to investigate the reactions 34Ar + 58Ni and 46Ar + 64Ni at energies between 15 and 30 AMeV, taking advantage
of the FraISe beams and by using the 4π CHIMERA detector and the FARCOS correlator. For these reasons, the development
of FraISe beams with A=30–70 is strongly supported for their relevance in order to further progress in this area of research (tag
LNS-ND-HIC-c1 in Table 4).

In the past years, the limiting temperature for the formation of compound systems as a function of the isospin has been investigated
at LNS. This work was pursued by looking to GDR γ decay measurements [92] and by studying the competition between fusion-
like and binary reactions by using the CHIMERA multidetector. It was pointed out that neutron-rich systems, formed for instance
through 48Ca + 48Ca reactions, are able to produce a heavy residue (due to an incomplete fusion reaction), having a large temperature
(over 5 MeV) and excitation energy (200–300 MeV), more efficiently than a neutron-poor system, such as the 40Ca + 40Ca [93, 94].
Predictions based on Constrained Molecular Dynamics calculations, CoMD-II [95], showed that the competition between fusion-like
and binary reactions can constrain the parameterization of the symmetry energy. Thus, it has been proposed to use FraISe beams at
energies around 20–30 AMeV. In this way, it will be possible to extend such investigations to further neutron-rich and neutron-poor
systems beyond the stable beams used up to now. Secondary beams such as 34Ar (neutron-poor) or 38S (neutron-rich) could be
produced from primary beams, respectively, of 36Ar and 40Ar (this last well studied and simulated within the FraISe project [16,
18]). The measurements will be performed with the CHIMERA multidetector. This adds the possibility to study these systems by
detecting with the same device both the heavy residues and their GDR γ -decay (see Sect. 4.2.4 on new γ detectors), thus probing
that an equilibrated system is really formed.

3.1.5 Dynamical dipole and symmetry energy

In Sect. 4.2.2 an observable Da related to the dynamical dipole pre-equilibrium γ -ray emission is defined. The same observable
was recently measured in mid-peripheral collisions induced on the system 48Ca + 27Al at 40 AMeV [96] and was constructed by
using the charge and velocity of the emitted fragments and particles in quasi-complete events detected with the CHIMERA array.

This observable is closely linked to the charge/mass equilibration process in the reaction dynamics and almost independent of
secondary decays. The reconstructed average dipolar signal has been reproduced through molecular dynamics CoMD-II calculations
[95, 97]. These calculations show that this global observable is also capable to constrain the symmetry term of the EOS. In fact, a
strong correlation was found between the experimental data and the symmetry energy written as Esym(ρ) � 12(ρ/ρ0)2/3+20(ρ/ρ0)γ ,
being γ the stiffness parameter describing the potential term of the symmetry energy. As shown in Fig. 19, this comparison allowed
us to establish a good agreement with experimental data for a stiffness parameter γ � 1.06±0.16, which corresponds to a Esym � 32
MeV and a slope parameter L � 87.6 ± 14 MeV.

In order to continue these studies, it has been proposed to use the new high-intensity SC stable beams (of the order of 10–20
nA) of Ar and Ca isotopes beams on Ca or Ni targets measuring Da in central or semi-central collisions (tag LNS-ND-HIC-b1
in Table 4). By using the CHIMERA array, we can detect, at the same time, charged particles in complete events and γ -rays (see
Sect. 4.2.2 for other details).

3.1.6 Plans for neutron detection and new detection facilities

Neutron-rich high-intensity radioactive beams will allow us to study nuclear matter under extreme conditions, in terms of the isospin
equilibration degree of freedom, both for long- and short-lived neutron-rich radioactive nuclei far from the stability valley. For
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Fig. 19 Adapted and modified
from Ref. [96]: for the reaction
48Ca + 27Al the measured average
dipolar signal < Da > is plotted
as a function of charge Z of the
detected fragments (red points).
Horizontal bars in the data
indicate that more than one charge
have been added for a given point.
Results are compared with the
CoMD + GEMINI calculations for
different shown values of the γ

parameter (lines) characterizing
the isovectorial interaction.
Grayed area contains the
minimum and maximum values in
the calculations in order to guide
the eyes (see text and Ref. [96] for
details)

this reason it will be mandatory to detect neutrons as well as the charged particles; therefore, new devices have to be designed for
future experiments. In fact, a correlator for neutrons and charged particles, i.e., a device able to detect neutrons with high angular
and energy resolution, high granularity and with an acceptable neutron detection efficiency, will allow to study reaction dynamics
and carry out nuclear spectroscopy also by using statistical techniques such as the intensity interferometry (HBT). New plastic
scintillators materials, where neutron detection is based on the proton recoil technique, are nowadays under study to be used in new
advanced compact devices. A starting point was the analysis of the performances of an EJ 299-33 scintillator, in high rate scattering
experiments, performed with heavy-ion beams at LNS [98]. Studies for the construction of a prototype for such a device based on
EJ-276G (green shifted version) plastic scintillators with SiPM readout are in progress [99, 100].

3.1.7 Plans with the FAZIA detector array

The FAZIA modular array [101] has been used in recent years for experiments in standalone mode at LNS and now at GANIL,
coupled with INDRA 4π detector [102]. The telescopes are arranged in blocks of 16 and have as main characteristics the isotopic
identification up to Z ≤ 25 with �E–E technique and Z ≈ 20 via pulse shape analysis as shown, for example, in Fig. 4 of Ref. [2].

Besides the natural use of the existing local detectors like CHIMERA and FARCOS, it is proposed to complement the investigation
at INFN-LNS also with experiments carried in a multipurpose large chamber substituting the big “CICLOPE” with one which is
large enough to host the FAZIA array and new detector systems. These latter could be of composite and modular nature, since
they aim at measuring different reaction probes (charge particles and γ -rays). More information can be found in the Sect. 4.2.4
dedicated to future experiments on GDR. The following items are suggested, mainly exploiting the enhanced isotopic identification
capabilities of the FAZIA array:

(i) Advanced studies of the dynamical breakup of the projectile-like fragment. The measurement of the momenta of fully identified
breakup pairs represents a powerful tool to strictly constrain sophisticated transport models (e.g., [103]), which up to now
proved to be able to reproduce many features of the reactions. Detailed study of the (fast) breakup of medium–light excited
PLF is important also to explore cluster correlations and their persistence at high energies. Reactions relevant for this point
are 56Fe + X at 35 AMeV (X=40Ca, 120Sn, 208Pb).

(ii) Toward a systematic knowledge of midvelocity emissions. It is proposed further investigation on the isotopic composition
of all the ejectiles of dynamical origin, i.e., those related to midvelocity emission. In particular, a limited sensitivity to the
symmetry energy parameterization has been observed in the relative yields of the most exotic midvelocity emitted IMFs (e.g.,
[77, 82, 104]). In future studies the absolute cross section of these emissions should be determined (so far, rare attempts on
that exist) as a function of the energy and of the mass asymmetry of the interacting systems. Indeed, the studies of dynamical
emission using neutron-deficient systems have been so far rather scarce, impeded by the rarity of energetic beams from in-
flight fragmentation facilities and thus FraISe represents a good opportunity in this field. Relevant reaction beams could be
neutron-poor Kr (including the stable 78Kr) or Ar beams (including the stable 36Ar) at 35 AMeV on targets 40Ca, 120Sn, 208Pb
(tag LNS-ND-HIC-b2 in Table 4).

(iii) Toward a reconstruction of resonances. Useful information can also be gained looking at the excited IMFs reconstructed by
means of the particle-fragment correlations and at the relative population of the excited levels. The use of particle correlations
is an appealing method to backtrace from the detected fragments toward the primary configurations. It is clear that to fully
exploit the isospin degree of freedom an experimental setup able to detect the mass of the ions in the widest possible range of
charge is mandatory. At LNS the status-of-the-art for correlation techniques is represented by the FARCOS hodoscope based
on Si-strip detectors and characterized by a very high granularity and energy resolution. In their typical operating geometry
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Fig. 20 Sketch of the nuclear chart showing the various cluster configurations. See text for details

(100 cm from the target), the FAZIA telescopes, with some modifications, should be also suitable for correlation studies [101,
105] allowing performances comparable to previous studies [106, 107]. Reactions relevant for this point are FraISe beams
15C, 14Be + 12C at 40 AMeV, 32, 38S + 28Si at 40 AMeV.

(iv) Zero-degree configurations (i.e., modules with specific holding structure mounted at zero degree) can also be envisaged,
provided that the beam currents can be properly reduced to safe values (typically below 1–2 kHz). Precise cross section
measurements require a normalization to the known Rutherford cross section (by fast plastic scintillators located below the
grazing angle) or a continuous monitoring of the beam current during the experiment. Relevant example reactions might be
FraISe beams 15C, 14Be and 16, 20O at 40 AMeV on 12C,197Au targets (tag LNS-ND-HIC-c2 in Table 4).

3.2 Clustering

In light nuclei quantum mechanics plays a major role in creating special nuclear structures such as, nuclear skins and/or nuclear halos,
nuclear clusters and molecules or gas condensate (see Fig. 20). The idea of clustering as an important phenomenon in describing
structure of light nuclei is almost as old as the nuclear physics itself [108, 109], and the typical cluster is the α particle. The basic
idea of clustering is that the interaction within the cluster is strong, while the clusters weakly interact with each other. Moreover,
the threshold rule holds: cluster configurations in nuclei appears at excitation energies at, or above, the decay threshold into the
cluster constituents. For this reason, only weakly bound nuclei, as for example 6, 7Li and 9Be, possess cluster structures in their
ground state, and for this reason ground state cluster configurations are more common in unstable nuclei. Among the different types
of clustering, exotic or molecular clustering, may occur. In the exotic clustering the idea of a stiff particle as cluster is dropped. It
can be, in fact, a soft particle easy to excite and to break. These configurations become more and more exotic when moving toward
the drip line, e.g., [110].

In molecular clustering, clusters, typically αs, are bound together by nucleons, which act as the electrons in covalent bonding
of ordinary matter. Molecular linear-chain configurations are predicted to exist, as for example in 14C [111], by antisymmetrized
molecular dynamics (AMD) (see Fig. 21). Associated to these configurations two bands are predicted [112], having the σ -bond or
π-bond valence nucleons.

Molecular clustering could also be the result of the dynamics of the reaction. A molecule made of the two interacting nuclei may
be formed during the collision; it rotates and then breaks up without the formation of a compound system. These resonances appear
as broad peaks in the elastic channel excitation function having the angular distribution peaked at backward angles [113]. On the
other hand, the dynamics of the reaction could be affected by the presence of clustering.
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In the last decade, studies of nuclear clustering have reached the precision era. So further studies should follow two paths: (1)
fine and very precise measurements of already known cluster states in a number of key nuclei; (2) searches for new cluster structures
(and their decays), in previously unstudied nuclei or even new mass regions. New theoretical predictions are being regularly made
on cluster structure, often suggesting the existence of states with yet a not observed configuration. Very recent examples are studies
of 10Be within the newly developed “real-time evolution method” [114], or 12C within the new “replica exchange Monte Carlo
method” [115]. Together with old results (reviewed, e.g., in [116]), obtained within AMD method (e.g., [117]), or molecular orbital
model (MOM) [118], there is now a fair amount of theoretical predictions, which awaits for new experimental data. Experimental
investigation of cluster states could provide results not only on clustering effects, but also on the radii of the identified states (e.g.,
[119]) and/or the presence of neutron halos and skins [120]. The high precision data are also needed to identify possible states
showing a very special clustering, so-called α-condensate structure (e.g., [121]).

3.2.1 Studies with the existing Tandem beams

For what discussed above, the LNS Tandem is an ideal accelerator, providing intense beams of 6Li, 7Li and 9Be, which are a standard
choice for cluster studies due to their above mentioned ground state cluster structure which can be used, for example, for transfer
reaction of the cluster of interest. In the study of clustering in nuclei the first problem that one has to face is to find signatures of
clusterization. For example, a large reduced width for α emission, comparable with the Wigner limit, corresponds to a state where
the α particle is fully preformed. The same argument holds also for clusters different than αs. Another possible signature is the
identification of a sequence of excited states spaced by an energy interval �E following the J � J + 1 rule, being J the angular
momentum of the state. However, the moment of inertia that can be extracted from the slope of a tentative rotational band gives
information only on the deformation of states; this can be a hint of clusterization but not a direct evidence. Therefore, the observation
of a number of states lying on a rotational sequence is not a clear evidence of clustering. A proper rotational band is defined as
a sequence of states corresponding to the same deformed structure, i.e., the wave function describing each state must correspond
to the same (clustered) internal structure. Such information can be provided by the measurement of the electromagnetic transition
strength, which tests the overlaps of the initial and final states structure. In fact, for states of the same rotational band there should be
an enhancement of the E2 transition probability between successive band members. Therefore, the measurement of the B(E2) gives
information on the degree of collectivity of the states involved in the transition. The very small γ -decay branches of these states
make such measurements very difficult to perform. However, using high-efficiency γ -detector arrays and with the correct choice of
the nuclear reaction to populate those states, this is possible. This is shown, for example, in [122] where the B(E2) transition strength
from the 4+ to 2+ states in 8Be was measured, providing a description consistent with a rotational picture and GFCM calculation.
A preliminary experiment was done at LNS using the CHIMERA multidetector where γ -transitions in 12C were measured [123];
further higher-energy resolution studies are foreseen.

Rotational bands are widely present, especially in light nuclei. Many systems may be studied, but two systems among all are of
greater importance: 12C and 16O.

12C: in 12C two rotational bands are present, one built on the g.s. and one on the second 0+ state (the so-called Hoyle state). A
new rotational band associated to a triangular arrangement of the three αs have been recently proposed [124, 125] on the basis of
an algebraic cluster model calculation [126, 127].

16O: in 16O several states with a cluster structure have been observed and many attempts have been made to build rotational
bands, but without a definitive assignation.

The 18O having two neutrons bound to the 16O core is an excellent tool to study two neutron transfer reactions on various targets
as well as to examine clustering in light and medium mass neutron-rich nuclei via (18O,16O) and (18O,20Ne) reactions.

Regarding studies dedicated to the search for new cluster states, or even new type of clustering, the use of radioactive beams
would be essential. As an example, the availability of a 10Be beam allows to investigate the existence of a linear-chain configuration
in 14C predicted by AMD calculations [111].

The 10Be beam produced in batch mode, and delivered by the LNS Tandem, has been proven to be of excellent quality and with
the highest intensity worldwide (109 pps) [128]. The first experimental results concerning the linear chain in 14C are very promising,
and further experiments with this beam would be very welcome,(tag LNS-ND-CLU-a0 in Table 4). In addition, preliminary results
of the reaction 10Be+120Sn at 40 MeV measured at LNS have revealed not only the 9Be particles coming from the breakup of 10Be
into 9Be+n, but also the breakup channel 6He+4He. The latter could be an indication of the 6He-4He configuration of 10Be. Further
studies of this reaction, using large solid angle detectors in order to measure the angular and energy distributions of the charged
fragments coming from breakup of 10Be, will allow to investigate both the 9Be+n and the 6He+4He breakup channels of 10Be and
to study its cluster structure. The interaction of 10Be with stable target nuclei with excess of neutrons (7Li, 9Be, 11B, 13C, 18O,
etc.) makes it possible to study clustering in very neutron-rich systems like 16C, 18N, 20O, 22F etc. Existing data on these nuclei are
very limited or completely absent, mainly obtained using low intensity radioactive beams and consequently of poor statistics and
resolution. The combination of the large detector arrays and high beam intensity, both available at the LNS Tandem facility, can
significantly improve understanding of clustering in the neutron-rich nuclei.
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Fig. 21 AMD prediction of
10Be-α linear-chain configuration
in 14C [111]

3.2.2 Development of new Tandem radioactive beams

Besides 10Be, an unstable beam of interest for cluster studies is 14C. The development of a 14C beam (also radioactive with a very
long half-life t 1

2
� 5700y) would, in fact, be rather useful, both for studies of clustering in the A < 20 mass region and for the search

of new cluster states in the medium mass nuclei. Radioprotection safety procedures to prevent, for instance, internal and external
contamination, have been taken into account by the LNS dedicated service.

The scientific arguments for 14C beam development are very similar to the ones for 10Be, it is the perfect ion beam for studying
structure of nuclei with excess of neutrons. In addition to the 10Be case, due to its neutron closed shell, it was proposed that 14C may
be a basic building-block for a new form of clustering in medium mass neutron-rich nuclei as for example 14C–14C configuration in
28Mg or linear-chain configurations of three 14C in 42Ar [118, 129]. These intriguing possibilities can be probed by the measurements
on medium mass stable nuclei with N>Z (18O, 26Mg, etc.).

3.2.3 Development of noble gas beams at the LNS Tandem

The availability of noble gas beams at the Tandem accelerator could lead to perform new interesting physics investigations on the
structure of light-to-medium mass nuclei (tag LNS-ND-CLU-b0 in Table 4) The 4He beam would also be very welcome for resonant
elastic and inelastic scattering (RES) studies, since α-particles are the basic building-blocks of classical cluster structures. The
method has already been used at LNS and has given promising preliminary results (e.g., [130]).

For example, with 4He beams of energies from 9 to 20 MeV, sent to the CT2000 scattering chamber, it will be possible to investigate
angular distributions and excitation functions of elastic and inelastic resonant scattering on light nuclei (as 9Be, 10, 11B, 13C etc.)
that will populate α-cluster resonant states in non-self-conjugate compound nuclei (as 13C, 14, 15N, 17O etc.). The availability of
goniometer systems in the CT2000 chamber will facilitate the measurements of angular distributions in direct kinematics experiments
by using high resolution (angular and energy) particle-detection systems [131, 132].

3He is one of the key beams for research on the proton-rich nuclei both for reaction dynamics and clustering in nuclei with excess
of protons. The two-proton transfer reactions are an adequate tool to explore various possible cluster structures in proton rich light
nuclei (8B, 12N, 14O, 16F, 18Ne, etc.), which have been poorly investigated, as well as to improve the understanding of the coupling
of the proton excess to the α-core by improving spectroscopic data on the nα+2p systems (6Be, 10C, 14O, 18Ne).

Resonant scattering measurements with the 3He beam can explore the role of the 3He cluster in proton-rich environment. This
beam enables studies of the nα-clustering in N � Z nuclei at very high excitation using the moderate ion beam energies accessible
by the Tandem. 3He beams in the bombarding energy domain 10–30 MeV with the geometrical features of the CT2000 chamber
could allow to perform new experiments on one-proton transfer reactions on medium mass stable nuclei [133]. (3He, d) transfer
reactions is in fact a powerful tool to explore single-particle proton strength in ground and excited states of nuclei without having to
detect neutrons [134]. It is well known from the literature that several ambiguities in the determination of the spectroscopic factors
in medium mass nuclei are still persisting and in some cases prevent the fine-tuning of interactions used in shell model calculations
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[135, 136]. The use of high-energy-resolution Si detectors able to properly identify the emitted deuterons with low thresholds,
coupled with the CT2000 chamber geometrical flexibility, will permit to measure high resolution angular distribution of this transfer
reaction. Some interesting examples that have an impact also on nuclear astrophysics can be found in [137, 138].

The neon beams would also be very useful in studying medium/heavy clustering states.
20Ne: due to its significant 16O+4He cluster structure, the 20Ne beam enables the study of clustering in a number of medium

mass nuclei. It is particularly suitable to examine possible 16O clustering—as the second double magic nucleus it may have a role
of basic cluster in medium mass nuclei like αs in light nuclei. Reactions of the 20Ne beam with carbon, oxygen and magnesium
targets are a good tool to probe this structural mode in medium mass nuclei.

22Ne: it is a perfect ion beam for studying two-neutron transfer reactions and structure of light and medium mass nuclei with
excess of neutrons.

It’s worth mentioning that the number of European facilities providing the mentioned beams is getting smaller every year, therefore
LNS is, in that sense, becoming very valuable for the nuclear physics community.

3.2.4 Studies with in-flight radioactive beams from FraISe

The new FraISe fragment separator conceived to operate with the high-intensity primary beams which will be delivered by the LNS
Cyclotron by stripping extraction, is expected to produce different light radioactive ion beams. Although maximum intensities for
such beams are expected to be achieved at energies around 40–60 AMeV, calculations show that most of such beams can still be
produced with interesting intensities between 102 and 105 pps with lower energies, of the order of 10–15 AMeV. This would open
the possibility to perform a variety of investigations.

Study of clustering
6He: having two loosely bound neutrons, the 6He beam is an excellent tool to study clustering in a number of nuclei via the

(6He,4He) and (6He,8Be) reactions. This beam has been extensively used for clustering studies at many radioactive beam facilities,
but its availability in recent times is quite limited. Available results obtained by the 6He beam are still limited and numerous additional
measurements are needed to complete the picture of clustering in the neutron-rich light nuclei, while experimental data on clustering
in medium mass neutron-rich are absent which hampers the understanding of the role of clustering in this mass region.

8Li: campaign of measurements of the (8Li, 6Li) and (8Li, 4He) reactions on various targets is a promising way to study clustering
in neutron-rich nuclei. It is also of significant interest for reaction dynamics studies as it provides insight in the multiparticle transfer
reactions. Available experimental data are very limited in both cases, structure and dynamics.

7Be: due to its 4He+3He cluster structure, the 7Be is an excellent beam to study clustering in proton-rich nuclei via 3He stripping and
multinucleon pick-up reactions. The most likely first experiment in a 7Be campaign would be an even simpler reaction measurement,
the use of one proton pick-up reaction to explore clustering in 8B and consequent astrophysical implications.

11C: there is significant body of evidence for the 7Be + 4He clustering in 11C, so the motivation for the development of this beam
is similar to the one for the 7Be beam; it can be used to explore clustering in the proton-rich light and medium mass nuclei. One
example would be to study clustering in 10C by one proton stripping reactions. The 10C structure has attracted particular interest as
it is likely the only super-Borromean system, one comprising four (2p + 2α) bound components in which any subsystem of two and
three components is unbound.

13B: molecular clustering have been predicted to exist in states of 13B, above the α emission threshold, having the structure
9Li–4He. Breakup reaction of 13B in 9Li+α could be used to perform such an investigation. A proposal has been accepted by the
LNS-PAC but the experiment could not be performed due to the COVID shut-down. This experiment would highly benefit from the
increase in intensity of the future fragmentation beams. (tag LNS-ND-CLU-a1 in Table 4).

18Ne: having two protons bound to the double magic 16O core, the 18Ne beam is an excellent tool to study the dynamics of two
proton transfer reactions and clustering in the proton-rich nuclei by the (18Ne, 16O) and multinucleon pick-up reactions on various
N � Z stable nuclei. Regarding the radioactive beams from FraISe, the ones with the highest intensities (e.g., 18Ne) could be used to
selectively populate cluster states using transfer reactions (in this case, on the proton-rich side of the light mass part of the chart of
nuclei). Neutron-rich isotopes of beryllium and carbon could also be very useful, if they could be produced with intensities higher
than 104 pps.

Reaction dynamics with light RIBs
Collisions induced by halo nuclei on various targets at energies from 2 to 3 times the Coulomb barrier down to sub-barrier energies

have shown that the presence of the extended low-density halo may deeply affect the reaction dynamics [139–143]. Since halo nuclei
are very weakly bound, coupling to continuum may dominate the dynamics generating a suppression of the elastic scattering angular
distributions in the region of the Coulomb-nuclear interference peak and an enhancement of the total reaction cross sections. Such
an increase in total reaction was usually ascribed to an increased yield for direct processes such as transfer and breakup (e.g., [139,
141, 142]), but effects on fusion were also observed. Most of the available data on the above topic are relative to n-halo-induced
reactions. More recently, first experimental studies of collisions induced by p-halo beams seem to suggest the presence of weaker
effects when compared to the ones observed with n-halo nuclei, however further investigations are surely necessary (e.g., [143,
144]).
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The new FraISe fragment separator is expected to produce different n-halo and p-halo beams such as, for instance: 6He (2n halo),
11Li (2n halo), 11Be (1n halo), 14Be (2n halo), 8B (1p halo), 15C (1n halo),17Ne (2p halo). The availability of such beams at energies
of the order 10–15 AMeV opens the possibility to deepen our understanding on the above topic, by measuring elastic scattering and
direct reaction angular distributions in collisions induced by different n-halo and p-halo beams on a 208Pb target at about 2–3 times
the Coulomb barrier (tag LNS-ND-CLU-b1 in Table 4).

On the n-halo side, an interesting case could be for instance the reaction 15C + 208Pb which could be measured at about two times
the Coulomb barrier with an estimated beam intensity of the order of 105 pps. A very interesting case could be the more exotic 14Be
+ 208Pb system; however, here the expected currents for the exotic 14Be projectile are of the order of 102 pps making the experiment
much more difficult.

Other possibilities on the p-halo side could concern the 8B + 208Pb and 17Ne + 208Pb systems, which could be measured at
energies around 2.5 times the Coulomb barrier with estimated beam currents of the order of 104 pps. With p-halo projectiles, the
use of a segmented and high-solid-angle detection system would also allow to measure the coincidence between the core and the
halo protons gaining further insight on the breakup dynamics (e.g., [143]).

3.3 Fission Dynamics

The known atomic nuclei are arranged in the Chart of Nuclides, a 2D map as function of the neutron (N) and proton (P) numbers.
Both stable and radioactive nuclei, for a total of 261, are found on the earth crust. The rest of the so far known nuclei, about 3200,
have been artificially made through nuclear reactions. The advent of heavy-ion beam accelerators allowed the generation of new
nuclei by exploiting fusion and fission reactions, and paved the way to new reaction types, e.g., fragmentation and transfer.

About 3500 unknown nuclei are predicted to be bounded by accredited nuclear models and are located in the unexplored chart’s
region called “Terra Incognita (TI)”. Their properties represent a benchmark for current nuclear structure theories and for a deep
understanding of the r-process describing the origin of the elements heavier than Fe [145, 146]. For instance, the neutron shell at N
� 126 is the last “waiting point” of the r-process path. Study of the structural properties of nuclei along the N � 126 neutron shell
can also contribute to the open question of the quenching of shell effects in nuclei with large neutron excess.

Currently, the properties of unknown nuclei are only predicted by phenomenological models that are built on the systematics of
known nuclei. However, the predictions of such models for the unknown regions are problematic because nuclei show diverging
properties when moving progressively far from the stability line. Therefore, it is of great interest to investigate nuclear reactions to
deal with the production of nuclei in the TI.

The “Island of Stability”, predicted in 1966 in correspondence of a double shell closure at Z � 114 and N � 184 [147], is
another zone of unknown nuclei of noteworthy interest. Superheavy nuclei (SHN, proton number Z greater than 103) belong to this
region. A worldwide effort is ongoing since five decades to exactly locate the island [148]. Recently synthesized SHN from Cn
(Z � 112) to Og (Z � 118) seem to belong to the border of it [149–152].

Fusion of projectile and target nuclei is the solely process that has brought to the synthesis of SHN up to Og (Z � 118) [153].
The employment of fusion reactions to synthesize heavier SHN is at risk because fusion between heavier projectiles and targets is
more strongly hindered by the competition with another process called Quasifission (QF) whose yield increases with the number of
protons involved [154, 155].

Multinucleon transfer (MNT) is the most promising reaction mechanism to access the TI and might also constitute a path to the
SHN mass region [156]. Although it is a process identified in the late 70’s, MNT has a general behavior difficult to describe with
existing theoretical models due to its complexity as a many-body process and to the lack of accurate and comprehensive experimental
data sets [157–160].

In this framework, we discuss here three items which can be experimentally addressed with the high-intensity facility under
construction at LNS: shell effects in fission and quasifission, multinucleon transfer reactions to investigate “Terra Incognita”, and a
possible alternative pathway to produce superheavy elements.

3.3.1 Shell effects in fission and quasifission, fission modes and the Island of stability

It is well known that the fission process is strongly affected by shell effects which appear when a nucleus is represented as a set of
collective variables, such as elongation and mass asymmetry, linked by a potential energy surface (PES) [161]. Shell effects appear
as peaks and valleys in the PES and trajectories in this space can be linked to observables. Within the liquid drop model (LDM)
approach, the nucleus is considered as a classical incompressible “macroscopic” liquid drop in which the competition between the
repulsive Coulomb force and the attractive surface force creates a smooth PES with a minimum (the ground state). During the fission
process, the nucleus elongates along the line of zero mass asymmetry thus initially increasing its potential energy, until at some
time the maximum of the potential energy, which is called the saddle point (the top of the fission barrier), is reached. Afterward,
at even further elongation, the nucleus reaches the scission point and splits in two equal fission fragments (mass asymmetry � 0).
Although the LDM approach was able to qualitatively explain why fission is one of the main decay modes of heavy nuclei, it fails to
describe the experimental observation that fission, spontaneous as well as low energy-induced fission, is sometimes symmetric and
sometimes asymmetric, namely, multiple humped. However, following the Strutinsky method [162], the PES should be computed as
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Fig. 22 Asymmetric fission modes in spontaneous [164], neutron-induced [165] and low-energy heavy-ion reactions [166]. For 260No* the excitation energy
is 41 MeV

the sum of the macroscopic (LDM) and microscopic (shell effects) energy: Vtotal � Vmacro(LDM) + Vmicro (shells). This naturally
leads to the appearance of the asymmetric fission valleys which give rise to asymmetric mass distributions. As the microscopic shell
effects depend strongly on specific neutron and proton numbers, their influence on the PES is expected to differ among nuclei, often
leading to an even more complex PES with several fission valleys and the so-called fission modes [154, 163], each characterized by
its unique saddle and scission points and consequently multiple humped mass distributions.

From the discovery of the fission modes, few observations can be put forward: (a) the existence of a complex structure of the
PES in term of peaks and valleys induces the appearance of several fission barriers which affect the survival probability of a nucleus
against fission; (b) there can be separate thresholds for the onset of the asymmetric or symmetric fission.

In the framework of the research on fission modes, of great interest is the investigation of extreme asymmetric fission modes, or
superasymmetric modes because besides giving more insight on the shell effect on the PES, could be a pathway to produce exotic
neutron-rich nuclei in the region of mass around 80. The existence of a superasymmetric fission mode (AH /AL > 3) can be inferred
from the multimodal nature of nuclear fission. An example of such features are given in Fig. 22. In the empirical deconvolution of
the mass distributions, the asymmetric and superasymmetric division are determined by the nuclear shells at Z � 28 and N � 50
and by the tail of the second standard asymmetric component and the symmetric component, whose contribution is changing with
excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus (see the case of 260No* [166]).

More experimental data for fragment charge and mass distributions for AL < 80 are necessary for determining the parameters
describing the superasymmetric mode in models. The fission of heavy nuclei at moderate excitation energies can be used for the
production of exotic nuclei, including the very rare 78Ni [167].

It is worth noticing that the shell closures at Z � 28 and N � 50 have also a clear involvement in quasifission of heavy systems
(see Fig. 23) and the cross section of fragments with mass around 78Ni is orders of magnitude bigger.

3.3.2 Plan for investigating shell effect in supersymmetric fission and quasifission

To plan experiments for the production and investigation of neutron-rich exotic nuclei at or below Z � 28, it is crucially important
to have high beam intensity and the capability of measuring the charge and the mass of the fragments in that mass region. Fragments
in the charge region around Z=28 could be produced either in superasymmetric fission or more copiously in quasifission and their
charge identification can be achieved with the MAGNEX spectrometer. Additionally, a time-of-flight (TOF) arm on the opposite
side of the MAGNEX spectrometer can be used to clean up the two-body reactions from background and to allow the measurements
of the primary mass distributions. Reactions of interest for the superasymmetric channel and for which high-intensity beams will
be available are 22Ne + 238U → 260No and 22Ne + 232Th → 254Fm. Reactions that might be a possible channel for 78Ni production
are 48Ca induced on 208Pb, 232Th and 238U (tag LNS-ND-FIS-b0 in Table 4).
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Fig. 23 Evidence of the involvement of the shell closures at Z � 28 N � 50 in quasifission. (Top row) Mass-TKE distributions from several reactions
leading to superheavy elements. (Bottom row) Mass distribution only for those events located inside the red polygon in the Mass-TKE distributions above.
The effect of the shell closure is to enhance the yield of fragments being single or double magic

Fig. 24 Cross section of isotones
at N � 126 via multinucleon
transfer and fragmentation

3.3.3 Multinucleon transfer reactions to investigate “Terra Incognita”

It is well known that multinucleon transfer (MNT) is the best candidate mechanism, with stable beams, to produce neutron-rich
isotopes of the Terra Incognita below 208Pb. This is shown in Fig. 24. The advantage is that the production cross sections are several
orders of magnitude larger than in the case of fragmentation of heavy projectiles, such as 208Pb or 238U.

It has been also recently recognized that MNT might be decisive in the production of new superheavy elements being the measured
cross sections for fragments produced with mass antisymmetrization (formation of products lighter and heavier, respectively, than
the projectile and target) few orders of magnitude bigger than those expected by the most advanced models [156, 168–171]. This is
an important issue because MNT may solve the many problems connected with the rise of quasifission process in competition with
the fusion process in reactions aimed at producing superheavy elements [154, 155].

Multinucleon transfer is however a substantially unknown process. The important degrees of freedom that drive the dynamical
evolution of the process are still matter of investigation as the role played by the shell closures or Q values. The mechanism of
dissipation, which connects the single particle and collective degrees of freedom, is evidently one of the most important ingredients
of any model, but largely unknown.

A deeper understanding of the features of the MNT comes from the observation that Qgg-values and total kinetic energy loss
(TKEL) play a decisive role in determining the rate of the transfer channels and the survival against neutron emission of the primary
decay fragments. Indeed, the reaction products (target-like fragments (TLFs) and projectile-like fragments (PLFs)) are excited
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Fig. 25 (left) Mass-TKE distribution of the primary fragments produced in the reaction 122Sn + 208Pb at the bombarding energy of 645 MeV; (right) Z vs.
N contour plot of the production cross section per each isotope. The contour lines are in units of mb

enough to, even at the barrier energy, evaporate neutrons. Therefore, to preserve the neutron richness of the primary fragments, their
excitation energy must be kept as low as possible. However, a larger mass transfer is expected for larger TKEL. As a consequence,
the rate of production of neutron-rich fragments is a delicate balance between the Qgg value of the specific channel and rate of energy
loss. This point requires further insights to identify an optimal reaction aimed at producing a specific nuclide. How the excitation
energy at the scission point is shared between the two fragments is also a matter of open discussions. In [169] it is shown that TLFs
heavier than the target 208Pb are favored by the negative Qgg values which keep the excitation energy lower, even at larger TKEL.

3.3.4 Plan for a multinucleon transfer study to investigate “Terra Incognita”

Given the order of magnitude of the cross sections involved in the production of nuclides in the Terra Incognita, the availability of
high-intensity beams, with an intensity gain of a factor 100, makes their production feasible in a sufficient amount to allow detailed
studies.

An interesting case study is shown in Fig. 25. The Mass-TKE distribution and the production cross sections for the reaction 122Sn
+ 208Pb at the barrier energy were computed with the Langevin type model in Ref. [170, 171]. The benefit of this particular entrance
channel is the fact that very exotic W or Os N � 126 isotones can be produced with a cross section of the order of few µb. Such a
level of cross section can be reached in a reasonable time with a high-intensity beam. However, much care should be reserved to the
experimental method. It is clearly required to measure the mass and charge of the fragments in an environment where other reaction
channels are very strong. Therefore, the property of high selectivity of the detectors is mandatory. For such a task, the coupling of
the MAGNEX setup, which is also being upgraded to stand high intensity, with a sub-nano-second TOF arm could be sufficient to
isolate such rare channels by coincidence measurements.

3.3.5 A possible pathway to produce superheavy elements

In the early 80’s, a campaign of experiments performed at the FLNR-JINR (Dubna) was dedicated to the study of light particle
emission in heavy-ion-induced reactions at energies below 10 AMeV [172–174]. Measurements were done for different target—pro-
jectile combinations and at different angles. The emitted light particles (p, d , 3, 4He) were analyzed in energy and recorded in the
focal plane of the stepped pole MSP144 magnetic spectrograph. The most abundant emissions were observed for α particles.

A unique feature of these reactions is that the measured α-particle spectra show an exponential decrease that ends to the so-called
kinematics upper-limit (KL) for a two-body process. This upper-limit energy value is the maximum energy an α particle can acquire
in a two-body process without excitation of the reaction partners at 0◦ and is calculated from energy and momentum conservation
laws using the mass excess of the reaction partners. Moreover, for an energy interval of more than about 20 MeV below the KL, no
other processes but two-body are energetically possible (details are given in the references [172–174]) and therefore open.

From these studies, it also resulted that the cross section at the KL for the collinear configuration (measurements at 0◦) has a
relatively small value, around 6 orders of magnitude below the maximum value of the cross section in the measured spectrum which
is located close to the Coulomb barrier in the exit channel. Another observation is that, near the KL, the cross sections are higher
for targets that are α emitters and if the bombarding energies are slightly higher than the Coulomb barrier.

From that series of experiments, the most relevant one is the case of α emission at 0◦ in the reaction 40Ar + 232Th at the bombarding
energy of 220 MeV. Later on, another experiment performed at the same MSP144 spectrometer [175] studied the reaction 48Ca+238U
at 270 MeV of incident energy and α emission at 0◦. The α spectra at 0◦ in these experiments are given in Fig. 26.
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Fig. 26 (Left) Laboratory
α-particle energy spectra
measured at 0◦ in the reaction
22Ne (178 MeV) + 232Th and
40Ar (220 MeV) + 232Th. The α

two-body kinematics upper-limit
energies are shown by arrows and
are about 125 and 85 MeV for the
two reactions, respectively. (right)
Laboratory α-particle energy
spectra measured at 0◦ and 10◦ in
the reaction 48Ca (270 MeV) +
238U with a thin target. The α

two-body kinematics limit energy
is around 88 MeV

Fig. 27 Schematic view of the experimental method to detect the heavy residue by the catcher foil and the α particle by MAGNEX

Given the emission of α particles at the two-body KL, one may wonder what happens to the heavy residue accompanying the
α particle, which should exist by conservation laws, and emitted also at 0◦ in the lab reference frame. At the KL, its excitation
energy must be zero. For α-particle energies below the KL, the remaining energy turns into excitation of the heavy residue and the
α particle will be slower (the energy decrease is close to the value of the excitation energy of the residue) while the residue will be
slightly faster. If the excitation energy of the residue is higher than the neutron separation energy or fission barrier, a neutron will be
promptly evaporated or the heavy residue may undergo fission, respectively. Due to the exponential slope of the α-particle spectra,
for energies lower than the KL the cross section for α emission increases significantly.

3.3.6 Plan for investigating the production of superheavy elements via two-body reactions

A schematic view of a possible experimental method is showed in Fig. 27. The essential idea is to stop the reaction products onto a
thin catcher foil and measure their decay each time a high-energy α particle is detected in a collinear configuration (zero degree).
It is important to remark that in the two-body reaction the α particles take away an important part of momentum brought by the
projectile and the resulting heavy residue will gain an energy smaller than the energy of the compound nucleus, if it occurs in the
same reaction. Therefore, the heavy residue can be caught on a thinner catcher foil while the other products, in particular α particles,
will go through. The silicon detectors surrounding the catcher foil serve as detectors of the heavy residue decay products (α particles
or fission fragments). The detection of a high-energy α particle in the focal plane of MAGNEX could also be accompanied by the
stop of the beam (beam-off method) and the wait for the decay of the heavy residue caught on the foil. The spectrometer MAGNEX
can also be used to detect the α particle at 0◦ regardless of the presence of the heavy residue to check on the occurrence of α particles
at the KL and their cross section. This preliminary step would help in planning the experiment with the catcher foil or even attempt
the measurement of the coincidence between the α particle and the heavy residue. Considering the magnitude of the cross sections
(of the order of few μb), this type of study can profit of the high-intensity beam at LNS. A typical reaction could be 32S(193 MeV)
+ 238U→ α + 266Sg or 66Zn (363 MeV) + 232Th → α + 294Og (tag LNS-ND-FIS-b2 in Table 4).
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Table 5 Tables with priorities and
feasibility as addressed in the
working group

Tag Description Reaction Phase

LNS-NS-COL-a0 Isoscalar and isovector PDR
excitation of 38S, and other nuclei
of the cocktail beam

38S + 12C, 179Au A

LNS-NS-COL-b0 Time evolution of the dynamical
dipole mode in Ar+Ca/Ni systems

36, 40Ar + 58, 64Ni, 40, 48Ca B

LNS-NS-COL-b1 ISGMR excited in 38S and others
nuclei of the cocktail beam

38S + 2H B

LNS-NS-COL-c0 Precision measurement of IVGDR
with a new detection system

Stable and FraISe beams C

LNS-NS-NMETheo-a0 Studies to be performed with the
present models to provide
theoretical input for experiments

Theoretical model development A

LNS-NS-NMETheo-b0 Evaluation of the NME models of the
ββ decay with and without
neutrinos

Theoretical model development B

LNS-NS-NMETheo-b1 Investigations of the SCE/DEC HI
reactions models

Theoretical model development B

LNS-NS-NMETheo-c0 Comparison of SM/IBM/QRPA
description of beta decay NME and
SCE/DEC form factors

Theoretical model development C

LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-a0 Study of DCE differential cross
sections on selected systems at
high beam intensity @15AMeV
with multichannel approach

(20Ne, 20O), (18O, 18Ne) A

LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-a1 Study of the energy dependence of
DCE cross sections at high beam
intensity and different energies

(20Ne, 20O), (18O, 18Ne) A

LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-b0 Study of the 100Mo response to DCE
for the first time

100Mo(20Ne, 20O)100Ru B

LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-c0 Test study of Double Isobaric Analog
State gamma–gamma decay for
selected case

Double Isobaric Analog State γ γ

decay
C

LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-c1 Search of Double Gamow Teller
Giant Resonance

DGT GR C

4 Nuclear structure

The nuclear structure working group focuses on two main topics.
The first topic is the selective study of nuclear structure response to describe the 0νββ NME, both experimentally and theoretically.

As it is known, this decay can only exist if neutrinos are Majorana particles. Moreover, its observation would show that the lepton
number is not conserved, providing a possible way to understanding the asymmetry between matter and antimatter present in the
Universe. In this frame, the NME is a crucial ingredient in the expression of the 0νββ half-life, that expresses the transition probability
of a nuclear process. To date, results produced by different models to evaluate NME show a large spread, a factor of about three,
that leads to significant uncertainties both on the amount of material required in the experiments and on the neutrino mass, in case
0νββ will be observed. Reducing the uncertainty on the calculations of the NME will be essential if we wish to fully exploit the
potential 0νββ measurement. Nuclear structure models must be used for simplifying the computational problem by reducing the
number of active degrees of freedom (nuclear many-body problem). In this perspective, SCE and DCE reactions induced by heavy
ions as well as double γ -decay process may represent key tools. Within this context, we plan to use the present state-of-the-art
nuclear structure models (realistic shell model, Skyrme-QRPA, IBMs) to provide the input for direct and transfer heavy-ion SCE
and DCE reactions. Comparison between results from different models will be performed (tag LNS-NS-NMETheo-a0 in Table 5,
Sect. 4.1.1). In a second step, calculations with the same models will be carried out for the evaluation of the NME of the double β

decay with and without neutrinos (tag LNS-NS-NMETheo-b0 in Table 5, Sect. 4.1.2). Subsequently, results from SM/IBM/QRPA
descriptions will be employed to investigate possible correlation between NMEs involved in the weak and strong processes as well
as in the double γ decay (tag LNS-NS-NMETheo-c0 in Table 5, Sect. 4.1.6).

To supply experimental information on 0νββ NME, the NUMEN project has proposed the idea to use heavy-ion DCE reactions
as a surrogate processes of 0νββ, given the similarities with that decay such as, among the others, the same initial and final state.
In the experimental approach to DCE reactions a key tool is the MAGNEX magnetic spectrometer, with its upgrade to sustain
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Fig. 28 Highlights of the nuclear structure topics

high rates and, at the same time, to maintain the current resolution and sensitivity. The full understanding of the DCE reaction
mechanism implies the study of a wide network of nuclear reactions: the new methodology proposed is the multichannel approach
(tag LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-a0 in Table 5, Sect. 4.1.4). Synergies with complementary studies, such as double γ decay, will also be
discussed (tag LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-c0 in Table 5, Sect. 4.1.5). Recent experimental results on DCE give significant input to the
next phase of the NUMEN project in which deeper investigations of different systems are planned with improved statistics using
high-intensity beams (tag LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-a1 in Table 5 Sect. 4.1.3). Indeed, only few systems have been studied in the present
conditions, due to the low cross sections (tag LNS-NS-SelAdSpec-b0 in Table 5, Sect. 4.1.5). Second-order isospin excitations of
nuclei are key information bridging the gap between nuclear and neutrino physics and heavy-ion DCE reactions are promising tools
in this research field, provided that nuclear structure and reaction aspects are accurately and consistently addressed. The goal is the
systematic study of all the cases of nuclei candidate to undergo 0νββ using high-intensity beams, at different energies, and advanced
spectrometry.

The second topic is the study of collectivity in nuclei and uses the CHIMERA multidetector as main tool, which could be coupled
with ancillary detectors depending on the physics case. Some of the proposed items are also related to the dynamics studies, more
deeply developed in the WG1 working group. In particular, the search of the Pigmy dipole resonance (PDR) will represent FraISe
day-one experiments (tag LNS-NS-COL-a0 in Table 5, Sect. 4.2.1). The aim is to study the link with both the r-process and the
nuclear equation of state (EOS) on one hand and on the other to follow the evolution of PDR in small nuclei, studying the possible
dependence on neutron number with CHIMERA coupled with FARCOS telescopes and a new neutron detector. In a second step, the
study of the dynamical dipole will be addressed in reactions induced by Ar isotopes on Ca or Ni isotopes (tag LNS-NS-COL-b0 in
Table 5, Sect. 4.2.2) with the CHIMERA detector and in strong synergy with the nuclear dynamics studies, also studying the density
evolution of the system. In this same timescale, we also propose the study of the Isoscalar Giant Monopole Resonance (IGMR)
excited in 38S and other nuclei of the cocktail beam (tag LNS-NS-COL-b1 in Table 5, Sect. 4.2.3), using the MAGNEX magnetic
spectrometer and the FraISe beams. Measuring the GMR in exotic nuclei will open the possibility to study the isospin dependence
of the incompressibility. In a next step, we will also consider some experiments to be performed after important detector upgrade.
Those experiments will be dedicated to the solution of some contradicting results about the saturation of the GDR width around
a temperature of T � 2.5 MeV; to explain the sudden quenching of the GDR γ -ray yield at high excitation energy; to link the
GDR disappearance with the liquid–gas phase transition; to study GDR features of light nuclei with cluster structure and the role of
collectivity toward the p-drip line (tag LNS-NS-COL-c0 in Table 5, Sect. 4.2.4).

The highlights of all the nuclear structure (NS) topics are summarized in Fig. 28, where at glance it is shown the NS midterm
program at LNS, where new physics scenarios will open thanks to the new, high-intensity stable and unstable beams.

4.1 Nuclear matrix elements toward 0νββ

4.1.1 Introduction

The 0νββ decay is a nuclear transition in which two nucleons undergo β decay simultaneously without the emission of neutrinos.
The search for evidence of this very rare second-order electroweak process is at present one of the major goal in particle physics since
nowadays it represents the most promising way to probe neutrino properties and search for deviations from the Standard Model.
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Fig. 29 NMEs for 0νββ

candidates as a function of mass
number A. Results are from shell
model, interacting boson model,
quasi-particle random-phase
approximation, and energy density
functional theory, and are obtained
by using the free value of the axial
vector coupling constant gA .
Further explanations can be found
in [176], from which the figure
was taken

At present, the strongest limits on the 0νββ decay have been set as > 1026 yr by the GERDA and KamLAND-ZEN experiments
using 76Ge and 136Xe nuclei, respectively, and as > 1024 yr by the CUORE experiment using 130Te. The goal of future experiments,
as for instance ton-scale CUPID (CUORE Upgrade with Particle IDentification), is to push the sensitivity to the point at which the
decay can be observed if neutrinos are indeed Majorana particles and their masses are arranged in a pattern known as the “inverted
hierarchy”. In this context, the NMEs of the 0νββ decay related to the wave functions of the parent and granddaughter nuclei play
a fundamental role. In fact, the half-life of this process, when considering only the light neutrino exchange, may be expressed as

[T 0ν
1/2]−1 � G0ν |M0ν |2

( 〈mν〉
me

)2

(2)

where G0ν is the so-called phase-space factor which has recently been re-evaluated with improved precision, M0ν is the nuclear
matrix element, and 〈mν〉 and me are, respectively, the effective neutrino mass and the electron mass.

The knowledge of the NMEs when combined with the present limit on 〈mν〉 is a key point in the choice of the material and the
required amount to use in experiments. However, as mentioned above, the calculated matrix elements for nuclei of experimental
interest are currently characterized by large uncertainties, predictions from different models differing by a factor of two or three (see
Fig. 29). Large efforts have therefore been devoted by the community to better constrain and improve the available nuclear structure
models.

It is important to note that, in addition to weak processes, nuclear charge exchange (CE) transitions also include excitations
induced by the strong interaction, like the Isobaric Analog (IA) or the Gamow–Teller (GT) Resonances [177–181]. In most cases,
these transitions share the same initial and final states of corresponding weak processes and their NMEs can be evaluated within
the same nuclear structure models which are usually adopted for the investigation of 0νββ NMEs. A comparison with a more
comprehensive set of experimental observables than it has been done so far, including, for instance, M1 polarizability and spin
dipole transitions, would be highly desirable to further constrain and improve the nuclear structure models.

The connection between nuclear single CE excitations and β decay has been widely explored in the past. As far as double
excitations are concerned, the analogy between strong and weak processes was recently pointed out in Ref. [182], where double
Gamow–Teller (DGT) DCE matrix elements are evaluated within the shell - model framework, showing the existence of a linear
correlation between DGT DCE and 0νββ NMEs. This linear correlation between the DGT DCE matrix elements and the 0νββ NMEs
was also demonstrated in Ref. [183]. In this paper, the explicit form of DGT DCE matrix elements is derived from chiral effective
field theory, and it is shown that, under certain approximations, the DCE cross section can be factorized into a reaction and nuclear
structure part, showing the possibility to extract DCE matrix elements. These combined analyses of strong and weak processes
are expected to lead to a more comprehensive understanding of the spin-isospin phenomenology, including mutual relationships
between the NMEs.

Another interesting possibility to extract information about 0νββ NMEs is the study of second-order electromagnetic transitions
emitting two photons (γ γ ), in particular the double-magnetic dipole decays [184]. Shell-model calculations show a good linear
correlation between the A

Z−2XN+2 → A
ZYN + 2e− and A

ZY
∗
N → A

ZYN + 2γ NMEs, the Y ∗ referring to the double Isobaric Analog
State (DIAS). This means that future γ γ measurements, as planned at LNS, can be employed to extract information on the 0νββ

NMEs.
Nuclear CE modes can be excited by nuclear reactions, which offer a quite appealing opportunity to explore the physics we

have discussed so far. Indeed, already in the past, SCE reactions, mainly induced by light projectiles, have been the major source
of information on the isospin and spin–isospin modes of excitation in nuclei. On one hand, these reaction mechanisms provide
important clues on the corresponding terms in the effective nucleon–nucleon interaction in the medium; on the other, their study
includes the possibility to isolate, out of the reaction cross section, NMEs presenting formal analogies with those of single β decay.
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In the case of heavy-ion reactions, an especially interesting aspect is the broad range of projectile-target combinations which,
for example, allow to project out selectively specific features, e.g., spin flip and non-spin flip transitions [185]. SCE reactions with
heavy ions are expected to also populate states with higher multipolarities, as those corresponding to the intermediate states of the
0νββ decay [181]. Nuclear structure inputs are crucial for the calculation of the associated reaction cross sections, which can be
tested against experimental results.

DCE reactions with heavy ions [20, 186], whose investigation is pursued within the NUMEN project, are a new exciting frontier,
also because of their possible analogy with double β decay. The key aspects are that the two (weak and strong) processes, beyond
involving the same nuclear configurations, are both represented by transition operators that are a superposition of short-range isospin,
spin-isospin and rank-two tensor components with a relevant available momentum (100 MeV/c or so) [20]. Thus DCE experimental
cross sections can be considered as important benchmarks for theoretical models; tuning the models on experimental data will
increase their predictive power for the evaluation of 0νββ NMEs, possibly reducing the undesired spread presently existing among
the various calculations [176]. It is also interesting to note that, besides the intimate connection to double-β decay, heavy-ion DCE
reactions are of genuine interest for nuclear reaction and structure physics since they give access to the systematic studies of the
hitherto unexplored territory of multiple excitations of elementary isovector modes of both GT spin flip and Fermi non-spin flip
character. Requests for combined stable ejectiles and high resolution spectroscopy are satisfied only by heavy-ion beams because
neither light ion nor (π±, π∓) DCE reactions are simultaneously fulfilling these demands, see, e.g., [181].

4.1.2 Heavy-ion-induced direct reactions to access observables correlated to 0νββ decay

Nucleon transfer and charge exchange reactions
The competition of direct and transfer DCE mechanisms is an important issue requiring systematic experimental and accompa-

nying theoretical studies. Experience with heavy-ion SCE reactions shows that the transfer channels in general strongly depend on
the kinematic conditions and especially on the spectroscopic properties of the involved ions, so transfer processes can be controlled
by an appropriate choice of projectile–target combinations and incident energy, as widely discussed in Ref. [181]. Direct SCE and
DCE processes, however, are hard collisional processes on momentum scales defined by the masses of isovector mesons. As such,
their yields are only little affected by kinematic conditions or single particle structures. As a rule of thumb, direct SCE and DCE
mechanisms dominate provided that the reaction take place at energies well above the mutual Coulomb barrier and projectile–target
combinations of incompatible single-particle structures are used, that is easily realized by choosing largely different masses for
projectile and target nuclei. This result was confirmed in the recently published study of Ref. [187], where it was demonstrated that
the multinucleon transfer contribution to the 116Cd(20Ne,20O)116Sn DCE reaction cross section at 15 AMeV is negligible.

At the start of the NUMEN project, neither reaction nor structure theory had at hand approved methods for second-order processes
of this kind. In the last years, significant progresses were made in developing the appropriate theoretical formalism and the numerical
methods and computer codes, enabling now the exploration of all reaction channels by using the same experimental conditions and a
unique theoretical framework in the so-called multichannel approach described in detail in Sect. 4.1.4. These studies are a selective
tool to acquire spectroscopic information and at the same time they allow to pinpoint and constrain the intermediate channels relevant
for the population of SCE and DCE channels.

A necessary step forward in the attempt to extract the DCE cross sections and get information on the 0νββ NMEs, is to
coherently combine the reaction amplitudes of transfer and direct SCE and DCE processes in order to properly account for the
quantal interference effects between these competing reaction mechanisms. A pending problem, yet to be solved, is to describe the
transfer states and the configurations reached by direct SCE/DCE transitions through compatible structure models. The task is to
make commensurable the shell model results, best suited to describe single-particle and pair structures as discussed in other parts
of this report, to the QRPA results used for SCE and DCE transitions.

Reaction mechanism in direct double charge exchange reactions
Heavy-ion direct DCE reactions can be described in terms of a combination of two single direct CE processes, where mechanisms

reflecting the presence of short-range correlations can also be included. The treatment of uncorrelated two-step process leads to an
expression of projectile and target NMEs close to the ones involved in 2νββ decay of the corresponding nuclei [188, 189]. On the
other hand, mechanisms underlying the role of correlations (Majorana-like mechanisms) lead to NMEs exhibiting analogies with
the ones involved in the elusive 0νββ decay [186, 190]. However, generally speaking, direct DCE NMEs contain a considerably
more complex multipole and spin structure than the corresponding weak counterparts.

Within the sequential (uncorrelated) reaction mechanism, heavy-ion direct DCE reactions are described as a double-SCE process
(dSCE), i.e., as a sequence of two independent direct SCE reactions. Second-order DWBA represents the natural framework for
developing the theory of the dSCE reaction mechanism. The propagation of the two nuclei generated by the first SCE reaction (the
intermediate channel) is accounted for by a Green function. Expanding the latter in the basis of nuclear states and distorted waves
associated with the intermediate channel, the dSCE transition matrix element becomes a superposition of two SCE transition matrix
elements. Initial and final state interactions (distortion effects) of the two SCE processes constituting the dSCE reaction, are very
important and have been studied in detail. Whereas distortion effects of the intermediate channel compensate each other to a large
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extent, distortion effects related to the entrance and exit channels play a significant role both in the order of magnitude and in the
diffraction pattern of the angular distributions, as observed in the case of the single processes.

To single out the information on both projectile and target dSCE NMEs from the analysis of the DCE cross section, some
approximations are needed in the treatment of the intermediate channel. In analogy with the weak decays, both the single state
dominance hypothesis and the closure approximations were tested. It was found that the order of magnitude of the experimental
cross sections can be reproduced only when considering several nuclear states in the intermediate channel, thus supporting the
validity of the closure approximation. Within such a scheme and with a proper composition of the nuclear structure elements of the
two steps, the structure kernel can be decoupled from the reaction dynamics [188]. Finally, a proper rearrangement of the angular
momenta couplings allows to get separate information on projectile and target NMEs [189]. This will give the opportunity to access
direct information on NMEs from DCE cross section measurements.

dSCE calculations have been already applied to the study of DCE reactions involving the systems 40Ca +18O, 76Se +18O, 76Ge
+20Ne and 116Cd +20Ne. For the first, the lightest one of these nuclear systems, a good reproduction of the experimental DCE
angular distribution was found, while the cross section of the reactions involving heavier systems is presently underestimated,
pointing to a possible contribution of other DCE reaction mechanisms. In particular, the Majorana-like reaction mechanism, which
is currently under investigation, describes the DCE process as a sequence of two correlated SCE reactions. In each of the two
interacting nuclei, the correlation is provided by the exchange of neutral mesons between the two nucleons involved in the DCE
process. The exchange of charged (responsible for the CE) and neutral mesons (yielding correlations) can occur in different ways,
which contribute coherently to the DCE process [186, 190]. Finally, the total DCE reaction can proceed via sequential as well as
Majorana-like mechanisms, so that all possible reaction paths coherently contribute to the whole process. Further investigations of
the different DCE reaction mechanisms will allow a more complete analysis of the DCE data and a deeper understanding of the
underlying interactions.

4.1.3 The experimental approach to double charge exchange reactions

The DCE reactions induced by heavy ions present some distinctive characteristics which need to be properly taken into account
for a successful experimental study. The involved tiny cross sections (∼ 10 nbarn) call for very precise measurements, maintaining
sufficient energy and angular resolution to distinguish among the different possible transitions. Indeed, angular distributions at
forward scattering angles, including zero degrees, are necessary to extract meaningful spectroscopic information and provide insight
into the reaction mechanism. High performances in terms of medium-/heavy-ion identification is also required. Moreover, a careful
control of the signal-to-background ratio is needed due to the large yields generated in the collisions by other reaction channels
different from DCE.

In such a context, the magnetic spectrometry presents important advantages compared to other detection techniques. In particular,
the MAGNEX magnetic spectrometer [25] plays the central role in the NUMEN experimental campaign. Indeed, its large acceptance
in angle (50 msr) and momentum (−14 %, +10 %) allows to explore a wide angular range and a broad momentum transfer window.
Moreover, its focal plane detector (FPD) ensures good identification and tracking performances [191]. However, it was not designed
to work with high-intensity beams such as those that will be available at the INFN-LNS facility once the accelerator upgrade is
completed [192]. Therefore, a new FPD has been designed with the aim of fulfilling specific requirements. The new FPD consists of
two sections: a gas tracker allowing the ions to be tracked downstream of the magnetic elements and a particle identification (PID)
wall.

The gas tracker is a proportional drift chamber filled with isobutane gas continuously flowing at a pressure that ranges from a few
up to tens of mbar. The multiplication stage is based on multiple thick GEM (M-THGEM) technology [193] which is robust and
can withstand the high rate expected at the focal plane (about 3 × 104 pps/cm). When a reaction ejectile crosses the active volume
of the gas tracker the primary electrons drift toward the multiplication stage, are multiplied inside the M-THGEM holes and then
drift to a segmented anode. From the charges induced on the anodic pads, it is possible to extract the projection of the track on the
horizontal plane, while from the drift time of the electrons it is possible to get information on the vertical coordinates, thus obtaining
a full 3D reconstruction of the track. The gas tracker was designed to provide a resolution of 5 mrad FWHM on the horizontal and
vertical angles θ and φ, and a position resolution better than 0.5 mm FWHM.

The identification of the heavy ions is performed by the PID wall. It is an array of 720 telescopes, each with a surface area of
15 × 15 mm2. The �E stage is a 100-μm-thick silicon carbide (SiC) detector, while the residual energy Er stage is a 5-mm-thick
CsI(Tl) coupled to a photodiode. The choice of SiC and CsI(Tl) detectors was motivated by the following requirements:

• High radiation hardness, since the detectors must withstand a rate of 1011ions/(cm2× yr).
• Good energy resolution (about 2–3 %).
• Good time resolution (≈ 2–3 ns).
• Operation in a low-pressure gas environment.

The degree of segmentation of the PID wall is a compromise between the requirement of a high efficiency and a low number of
electronic channels on the one hand and a low double hit probability on the other hand.
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Fig. 30 Three-dimensional view
of the MAGNEX spectrometer,
the scattering chamber, the
quadrupole and dipole magnets,
the focal plane detector and the
exit beam lines

In cases where the energy resolution of MAGNEX (�E/E ≈ 1/1000) is not sufficient to separate transitions to the states of interest
in the residual nuclei, measurements will be performed in coincidence between MAGNEX and the G-NUMEN γ -ray calorimeter.
G-NUMEN will be an array of ≈ 110 cerium-activated lanthanum-bromide (LaBr3(Ce)) scintillation detectors [26] that will be
positioned around the reaction target to detect the prompt γ -rays from reaction products.

The new detection system is specifically designed to suit the different experimental runs of the NUMEN campaign. Important
differences exist in the experimental settings depending on the explored reaction channels, as detailed below. β−β−-like transitions
in the target nuclei are probed via the (20Ne,20O) and (12C,12Be) DCE reactions, induced by 20Ne10+ and 12C6+ beams, respectively,
while β+β+-like transitions are investigated via the (18O,18Ne) DCE reaction, induced by 18O8+ beams. In this context it is worth
noting that, thanks to the spectrometer large momentum acceptance, many reaction channels can be measured simultaneously, i.e.,
within a unique magnetic setting. This condition guarantees the optimal exploitation of the beam time as well as stable working
conditions.

The DCE channel is characterized by the lowest cross section if compared to competing quasi-elastic reactions. Therefore, specific
experimental strategies in terms of beam intensities and FPD acceptances have been defined in order to optimize the data taking.

In measurements focused on the DCE g.s. to g.s. transitions that can be energetically resolved by MAGNEX, the beam intensity
will be of the order of 1013 pps, while the FPD momentum acceptance will be reduced to 10%, thus excluding other reaction channels
that would produce a prohibitively high count rate. The cases where the MAGNEX inclusive measurements cannot separate the
DCE g.s. transition from the low-lying ones will require the coincident detection of the emitted γ -rays with the G-NUMEN array.
Then, a reduction of the beam intensity to ≈ 1012 pps is foreseen in order to limit the average number of reactions per beam bunch
to about 1, thus keeping the best observational limit for the DCE g.s. transitions. Finally, the reaction channels different from the
DCE will be explored with a further reduced beam intensity (≈ 1011 pps) but exploiting the full FPD acceptance. The use of the
G-NUMEN array in such runs could also be considered since with such a beam intensity the total reaction rate will be reasonable.
These sets of conditions allow to maintain the data throughput from the digital electronics to manageable levels with affordable
solutions for transfer and storage.

Stringent constraints are put on the reaction targets by the above experimental conditions. These targets will typically be prepared
by evaporation of the isotope of interest, with a high level of enrichment, onto a substrate. The targets should be thin (≈ 1018

atoms/cm2) and uniform to preserve a good energy resolution for the ejectiles detected by MAGNEX FPD. Given the high beam
intensities, the power deposited in these fragile targets will be significant (≈ 1 W), thus requiring an active cooling system. The
proposed solution is to use a 2-μm-thick backing of Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG), whose high thermal conductivity
promotes the heat dissipation in a copper sample holder, in contact with the cold head of a cryocooler. [194, 195]. The HOPG
will also serve as a post-stripper, which will shift the charge distribution of the ejectiles closer to a full-stripping condition. This is
particularly relevant for reaction studies induced by 20Ne where 8+ and 9+ charge states could enter the active FPD region giving
rise to a substantial background, possibly limiting the tolerable beam intensity [196].

A view of the MAGNEX spectrometer after the upgrade is illustrated in Fig. 30.

4.1.4 The multichannel approach

The full understanding of the complete DCE reaction mechanism implies the necessity of studying a wide network of nuclear
reactions.

The analysis of each reaction channel allows to access the many features of the dynamical process and the structure of the
colliding nuclei involved in the DCE reaction:

• The initial and final state interactions, such as the ones competing to the intermediate partitions, are responsible for the distortion
of the incoming and outgoing wave functions involved in nuclear reactions and play a central role in all the reaction mechanisms.
Studies of elastic and inelastic scattering are mandatory to investigate nucleus–nucleus potential and nuclear deformation,
respectively.
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Fig. 31 Networks of nuclear reactions populated in: a 18O+130Xe and b 20Ne+130Te systems. Arrows represent all the possible nuclear reactions connecting
the initial and final partitions. Color labels are indicated in the legend

• The occupation probabilities of valence orbits active in the decay and reaction dynamics is one of the most relevant features
of the nuclear wave functions. In this framework, the study of one-nucleon transfer reactions is an important tool to access the
single-particle configurations in nuclear states.

• Nuclear many-body properties, such as the pairing interaction, play a crucial role in the nuclear structure of the ββ-candidates
nuclei. Two-nucleon transfer reactions are very sensitive to those nuclear features and their study is one the most powerful tool
to investigate them.

• The double-SCE contribution to the total DCE can be estimated considering a folding of two SCE reaction amplitudes [188]. For
that reason, it is particularly important to improve the description of the single charge exchange experimental data.

All the studies present in literature on heavy-ion-induced direct reactions are focused on few (often one) reaction channels at the
time. In this way the information extracted from data analysis cannot be fully constrained and important parameters need to be
taken either from other experimental studies performed in similar conditions, or by model calculations. The comprehensive study
of a wide ensemble of reaction channels explored in the same experimental conditions and consistently described by a unique
theoretical framework would be desirable to make significant step forward in the field. These limitations can be overcome by means
of multichannel approach, recently proposed within the NUMEN project.

Thanks to the large momentum acceptance of the MAGNEX spectrometer, it is possible to detect the ejectiles coming from the
mentioned nuclear reaction channels in only few sets of the quadrupole and dipole magnetic fields. This simultaneous measurement
of different reaction channels helps to highlight possible systematic uncertainties in the evaluation of the integrated beam charge and
target thickness, in the measurement of the scattering ion tracks at the FPD and in the reconstruction of the scattering parameters.

Two examples of these networks are shown in Fig. 31a, b in the case of the 18O and 20Ne-induced reactions on 130Xe and 130Te
target nuclei, respectively. The components of the complete DCE reaction mechanism are represented by arrows. In addition to the
direct DCE and the two-step double-SCE diagonal paths, many multinucleon transfer routes lead to the same final DCE partition.
All the processes shown in Fig. 31a, b coexist during the reaction and compete each other. While the gray arrows in Fig. 31 refer to
the transitions not directly measurable in the case of 18O and 20Ne-induced reactions, the other colored arrows refer to measured
reaction channels: elastic and inelastic scattering (el. and inel.), one-neutron (n), two-neutron (n–n), one-proton (p), and two-proton
(p–p) transfers, SCE and DCE.

The multichannel approach has been recently applied to the 20Ne+116Cd [187, 197, 198], 18O+40Ca [199–201], 18O+48Ti
[202–204] and 18O+12C [205] systems at 15.3 AMeV incident energy.

4.1.5 Recent experimental results on DCE and future plans with the upgraded facility

Two recent experimental studies of DCE reactions have been performed at INFN-LNS, the 40Ca (18O, 18Ne) 40Ar [4] and the 130Te
(20Ne, 20O) 130Xe reaction [206]. The beams have been delivered by K-800 superconducting cyclotron and the ejectiles produced in
the reactions were momentum-analyzed by the MAGNEX spectrometer [25] and detected by its focal plane detector [191]. For both
systems, not only the DCE reactions but also the complete net of competing processes (elastic scattering, single charge exchange
and transfer reactions) has been measured at very forward angles including zero degrees. Concerning the first reaction, the 18O
beam was accelerated with an energy of 270 MeV and impinged on a thin 40C target. In the second experiment, the 20Ne beam
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Fig. 32 a Excitation energy spectrum from 40Ca (18O, 18Ne) 40Ar DCE. The symbols g.s.� and 1.46� indicate the 40Ca (18O, 18Ne1.87 MeV) 40Arg.s. and
40Ca (18O, 18Ne1.87 MeV) 40Ar1.47 MeV transitions, respectively. Figure from Ref. [4]. b Excitation energy spectrum for the 130Te (20Ne, 20O) 130Xe DCE
reaction. Inset: zoomed view for Ex < 10 MeV. Figure from Ref. [206]

was produced with an energy of 306 MeV and impinged on a thin 130Te target. Adopting the identification technique described in
[207] the ions of interest were selected. A 10th-order trajectory reconstruction software was used to determine the excitation energy
spectra, shown in Fig. 32.

In the DCE energy spectrum of Fig. 32a, the 40Arg.s. is clearly separated from the not resolved doublet of states 40Ar 2+ at 1.460
MeV and 18Ne 2+ at 1.887 MeV. At higher excitation energy the measured yield is spread over many overlapping states. The cross
section around zero-degree is ≈ 11 µb/sr for the 40Ca (18O, 18Ne) 40Arg.s.. Multistep transfer reactions are expected to be strongly
suppressed in the population of the mismatched (L � 0, Q � −2.9 MeV) 40Arg.s.. Indeed, the cross section around zero-degree is
≈ 3 µb/sr for 40Ca (18O, 20Ne) 38Arg.s. two-proton transfer [200].

Regarding the 130Te (20Ne, 20O) 130Xe DCE reaction, as it can be seen in Fig. 32b, only a few events were detected for the
130Teg.s. → 130Xeg.s. transition, leading to an integrated cross section of 13 nb in the angular range 0◦ < θlab < 9.5◦ and in the
energy range −1 MeV < Ex < 1 MeV. A contribution due to the first excited state of 130Xe 2+ at 0.536 MeV may be included in
the given cross section. The high density of the 130Xe excited states and the finite experimental energy resolution lead to a rather
structureless shape of the excitation energy spectrum above the g.s. region.

These results give a significant input to the next phase of the NUMEN project in which a deeper investigation of the system is
planned with improved statistics by using high-intensity beams.

With the upgraded facility, it is planned to start the measurements of DCE reactions in both β+β+ and β−β− directions on the
partner nuclei: 76Ge ⇐⇒ 76Se and 116Cd ⇐⇒116Sn. These systems were already explored with the low beam intensity at 15 AMeV
incident energy during the recent NUMEN experimental activity. The study of such systems at different incident beam energies
(from 5 to 60 AMeV) are foreseen at the beginning of time schedule in order to investigate the energy dependence of DCE cross
sections. As one of the first systems, the exploration the 100Mo target nucleus, which is candidate for the 0νββ decay, is also planned,
because of the great interest of the scientific community to this isotope nucleus.

4.1.6 Double γ decay

Other measurements that may represent an important tool to acquire information on the 0νββ NMEs are related to the γ γ decay.
The two-photon decay process is a second-order process in quantum electrodynamics. In the nuclear case, this means that an excited
nuclear state simultaneously emits two γ -ray energy-quanta with a continuous γ -energy spectrum, with the sum energy of the two
γ rays equaling the energy difference between the initial and the final state. Until very recently, the double γ decay mode was only
observed in 0+ → 0+ transitions in nuclei which have ground and first excited 0+ states so that the decay of the first excited state by
a single photon is strictly forbidden [208]. In 2015, Walz et al. published a Nature letter [209] where, for the first time, they observed
the competing double-γ nuclear decay (γ γ /γ -decay) from a 11/2− isomeric state in 137Ba to its 3/2+ ground state following the β

decay of 137Cs. The branching ratio of this process was measured to be (2.05 ± 0.37) 10−6. In that experiment, the authors were able
also to determine the important multipolarities involved in the γ γ /γ decay. The γ γ /γ -decay from the 11/2− isomeric state in 137Ba
has been confirmed in a recent experiment performed at Extreme Light Infrastructure-Nuclear Physics facilities [210]. However, in
contrast to the conclusions of [209], the new experiment points to the dominant role of the octupole–dipole term in comparison to
the quadrupole–quadrupole term.

The decay rate of the competitive γ γ /γ -decay, which is more than five orders of magnitude smaller than that of the allowed γ

decay, makes its observation very challenging. However, these measurements may represent an important tool to acquire information
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on the 0νββ NMEs. In fact, as mentioned in the Introduction, a good linear correlation between the γ γ and 0νββ NMEs has been
demonstrated in [184] by using large-scale shell model calculations. This work reveals that the correlation holds for γ γ transitions
driven by the spin or orbital angular momentum due to the dominance of zero-coupled nucleon pairs, a feature common to 0νββ

decay. Experimental studies of γ γ decay for some selected DIAS relevant for the 0νββ decay are planned.

4.1.7 Nuclear structure input: comparison between different theoretical approaches

The three models mostly employed to describe spectroscopic properties and provide the needed input for reaction studies are: the shell
model, the quasi-particle random-phase approximation and the interacting boson model. We shall briefly describe the main features
of these models and discuss their present state-of-the-art as well as their future perspectives concerning the calculation of matrix
elements involved in γ γ decay and CE transitions induced by weak and strong interactions. In order to develop a comprehensive
understanding of these phenomena and gain more insight on possible correlations between the corresponding NMEs, it is of great
relevance to assess to which extent the results are sensitive to the structure inputs provided by the different approaches.

The shell model
The shell model (SM) is considered as the basic scheme for a microscopic description of the nucleus. Within the SM, the

complexity of the many-body system is simplified by considering the nucleus as a closed-shell core with additional valence nucleons
that interact in a subspace of the Hilbert space (model space) through an effective Hamiltonian, Heff, accounting for contributions
from configurations external to the model space. The SM Heff can be constructed by following a phenomenological approach, i.e.,
by adjusting its matrix elements to reproduce a set of experimental data, or can be derived microscopically by means of many-body
perturbation theory starting from realistic free nuclear potentials. Non-perturbative methods are recently become available. The use
of effective operators for the calculation of observables is also required to account for the missing correlations in the wave functions.

During seventy years of SM calculations, phenomenological interactions have shown to be very successful in reproducing a huge
amount of nuclear structure properties. The microscopic approach to both the Hamiltonian and transition/decay operators, we called
realistic SM, has largely progressed in the two decades or so, and it is by now also well set [211].

A number of papers have been devoted to the 0νββ NME calculation within the SM framework. However, several problems are
still open and further developments are certainly required in the next years [212]. We have learned that (i) SM calculations adopting
equally reasonable Heffs lead to a rather narrow spread among the predictions of the NMEs ranging between 10 and 30%; (ii) the
closure approximation usually employed in the calculation of the NMEs is good within 10% [213]; and (iii) the results are slightly
sensitive to the variations of correlations induced by the strong short-range two-nucleon interaction. Single-β strengths and 2νββ

matrix elements predicted by realistic SM calculations are in good agreement with experiment without resorting to quenching factors
of the free value of the axial vector coupling gA. The quenching is, in fact, provided by the renormalization procedure employed in
the derivation of the effective operators. In this connection, it is worth mentioning that renormalization effects, which are found to
be relevant in the 2νββ decay, play a minor role in the calculated 0νββ NME [214].

Further investigations will be focused on: (i) the extension of the SM model space with the aim to include spin-orbit partners
which may be particularly relevant in β decay processes; (ii) the contribution of the electroweak two-body currents, derived within
the framework of the chiral perturbation theory, on the 0νββ operator. Finally, it would be desirable to overcome the limits of the
closure approximation in the derivation of the 0νββ operator within many-body perturbative theory.

In order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of spin-isospin phenomenology, including possible mutual relationships
between the transition matrix elements involved in the β decays and CE reactions, one needs a consistent description of the nuclear
structure input required in both processes. Some work along this line has been performed in [182]. However, a more extensive
investigation is needed using state-of-the-art SM calculations, already employed in β decay studies.

Within the NUMEN project, large efforts have been devoted so far, as discussed in Sect. 4.1.2, to the analyses of the nucleon
transfer channels. As next step, SM calculations should be employed to provide target and projectile form factors of the SCE reactions
which contain the transition matrix elements induced by one-body operators, and then focus will be placed on the same quantities
needed in DCE reaction calculations. Studies within the same framework are planned for the γ γ decay of some selected DIAS.

The quasi-particle random-phase approximation
The random-phase approximation (RPA) and the quasi-particle RPA (QRPA) are well-known [215] and largely applied micro-

scopic methods to describe nuclear excitations [216, 217], both in the charge conserving and charge exchanging case. Their main
advantage, in comparison to other nuclear structure models, is that large single-particle spaces can be used, allowing thus for a
full description of the total excitation strength and the corresponding energy weighted sum rules. In the context of CE excitations
of relevance in the present contribution, these approximations have been applied in a number of works (see [215] and references
therein). Energy density functionals, specially devised for the description of spin-isospin resonances at the RPA/QRPA level are
available in the literature [218, 219].

In the RPA and QRPA, excited states are approximated by a linear superposition of one particle-one hole and two-quasi-particle
excitations, respectively, neglecting thus high order configurations of the many particle—many hole type. This limit of the RPA and
QRPA has been partially overcome by new extensions, such as the particle vibration coupling (PVC) [220, 221], the second RPA
(SRPA) [222], the quasi-particle time blocking approximation [223] or the quasi-particle phonon model [224]. These extensions
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aim at describing the spreading widths of collective excitations and their fragmentation, due to the coupling with more complicated
states, like 2p-2h or 4-quasi-particle configurations. In the PVC model, this is achieved in an effective way by taking into account
the coupling of single-nucleon states to the collective low-lying nuclear vibrations described by the RPA/QRPA phonons. In the
SRPA model, the phonon operators contain explicitly the 2p-2h configurations, besides the 1p-1h ones already introduced in RPA.
Some of these extensions have been applied also in the context of CE excitations and single β decay, improving significantly on the
RPA/QRPA results [225–227].

The task to be accomplished in the near future are in the following. (1) The RPA/QRPA models based on the Skyrme interaction
will be used to evaluate: (1.i) the 2νββ and 0νββ NMEs; (1.ii) the form factors needed for the DCE reaction calculations; and
(1.iii) the off-diagonal polarizabilities to account for the γ γ decay probability. (2) The same quantities described in (1) will be also
investigated by using the PVC and SRPA models, in order to study the effect of higher order configurations.

The interacting boson model
The interacting boson model (IBM) is an algebraic model for even–even nuclei that describes the collective excitations in the

even–even nuclei in terms of a system of interacting bosons with angular momentum L � 0 (s-boson) and 2 (d-boson) [228], and
in the proton–neutron version (IBM-2) [228, 229] includes a distinction between proton and neutron bosons. For odd–even nuclei,
the interacting boson-fermion model (IBFM-2) [230, 231] is employed, where the bosons are coupled to the single-particle degrees
of freedom of the odd nucleon, while odd–odd nuclei are described by coupling the single-particle degrees of freedom of the odd
neutron and the odd proton to the bosons (IBFFM) [232–234]. All together these models are called the interacting boson models
(IBMs).

The formalism to compute the spectroscopic amplitudes from an even–even to an odd–odd nucleus in the IBFFM scheme has been
developed for the first time in [234]. In future, one- and two-particle spectroscopic amplitudes of all competing transfer channels
will be calculated within the interacting boson schemes, as already done in previous articles within the NUMEN collaboration [197,
235].

Then, calculations of the DCE nuclear matrix elements in closure approximation, useful to put constraints on the 0νββ NMEs
[183], will be completed [183]. Finally, developments for other nuclei of interest for the NUMEN project that can be described by
means of the IBMs are planned in order to calculate the radial transition densities entering the form factors for the SCE reaction
code.

4.2 Collectivity in nuclei

One of the main expressions of collectivity in nuclei are the nuclear GR that were discovered more than 75 years ago [236]. GRs
were described as modes of a system having the characteristics of a two component fluid (protons and neutrons) [237, 238] that can
move either in phase (isoscalar modes) or out of phase (isovector modes). In particular, GDRs were investigated at LNS with the
MEDEA and TRASMA arrays [239, 240]. The experimental work was strongly supported by an excellent theoretical activity [241,
242]. Further investigations at LNS and LNL have been devoted to other pseudo-collective phenomena like the so-called dynamical
dipole mode [243–246] or the PDR (Pygmy dipole resonance) [247]. The research activity in these fields will be pursued in the next
future, taking the opportunities given by the LNS upgrades, e.g., using the intense radioactive beams produced with FraISe (see
Sect. 2.2.2) [17, 18].

By following the order from the experiments ready for the FraISe day one to those that need further tests and resources, in
Sect. 4.2.1 we will shortly describe measurements investigating the excitation and decay of the PDR. In Sect. 4.2.2 we will present
new experiments planned on the dynamical dipole mode. In Sect. 4.2.3 we will describe the study on the ISGMR on exotic nuclei, to
be performed with MAGNEX spectrometer. Finally in Sect. 4.2.4 we will present the concept of a new detection system replacing
the dismissed MEDEA array, coupled to some telescope array of the FAZIA type, for more accurate GDR investigations.

4.2.1 Search for Pygmy resonances

The study of the low-lying E1 strength below and above the neutron emission threshold, known as PDR, is of paramount interest
because it has an important link with both r-process and the EOS parameters, as discussed in Sect. 3.1. Some of its features, as
the degree of collectivity, are still under debate. Investigations on the possible single-particle nature of PDR are presently carried
out at INFN-LNS. The low-lying E1 transitions in 96Mo were populated with (d,p) and (p,d) reactions. The outgoing particles are
detected by the MAGNEX spectrometer. The measured angular distributions are compared with DWBA calculations to extract the
corresponding spectroscopic factors [248]. Experimental investigations and theoretical predictions show that the PDR is connected
to the neutron excess in nuclei and its strength is larger in nuclei far from the stability valley. One of the most important feature
of the PDR is the isospin mixing effect [249, 250]. Due to this, as shown in a large number of stable nuclei and in few unstable
ones, the PDR excitation can be achieved with both isoscalar and isovector probes [249–251]. In stable nuclei and at excitation
energies below the neutron separation threshold, the PDR states are separated in two groups: one group, sitting at low energy, refers
to states excited by both probes, while the higher energy group is populated only by isovector probes. This effect is known as PDR
(or isospin) splitting. The excitation of the PDR at energies above the neutron emission threshold has been observed, until now, only
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Fig. 33 a The γ -ray decay of
pygmy resonance excited in 68Ni
with a isovector excitation
measured at GSI, adapted from
ref. [252], and b isoscalar
excitation measured at INFN-LNS
adapted from Ref. [247].The
similarity of the two spectral
shapes suggest that no isospin
splitting emerges
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in unstable nuclei [247, 252, 253]. At INFN-LNS the γ -decay of the PDR in the 68Ni above the neutron emission threshold was
measured using a 12C target as isoscalar probe [247]. The 68Ni beam was delivered via the FRIBs@LNS facility [16]. The PDR
was excited, via inelastic scattering, mostly with nuclear interaction due to the low Coulomb field of the carbon target. The γ -decay
channel of the PDR was studied using the CHIMERA multidetector [2, 254], while the FARCOS array provided the full isotopic
identification of 68Ni and other reaction products [24]. The shape of the observed resonance, Fig. 33b, is compared with previous
relativistic Coulomb excitation measurements [252, 253], Fig. 33a. Even if the strength is different, the similar shape indicates that
the isospin splitting does not seem to be present at the energy above the neutron emission threshold.

However, due to statistics limitations and by the modest energy resolution, it is not possible to draw definite conclusions on the
absence of isospin splitting.

Aiming at a better understanding of the nature of the PDR, with the help of the new facility FraISe [18] we plan to continue the
study of the PDR in 68Ni, using both isoscalar and isovector probes. Moreover we want to extend the study to other systems, in the
region of light and medium nuclei such as 20O, 34Si, 38S, 48Ar. The aim is also to measure the neutron shell occupancy dependence
of the PDR both below and above the particle emission threshold. A nucleus of particular interest could be the 38S, one of the
first nuclei that will be produced by FraISe. Moreover, it will be important also to search for the PDR above the particle emission
threshold in stable nuclei, such as 48Ca and 64Ni. The PDR will be excited in Coulex experiments using Pb/Au targets in order to
have a strong Coulomb field. A carbon target will be used as an almost pure isoscalar probe due to the low intensity of the Coulomb
field. It may be considered the use of a proton target (CH2) as a further messenger to study the interplay between isoscalar and
isovector excitation.

We plan to carry on experiments with a more powerful and efficient setup. Indeed, we will use the CHIMERA multidetector and
FARCOS array in its complete configuration. The use of a new prototype of neutron detector (see Sect. 3.1.6) is also envisaged in
order to fully characterize the PDR.

4.2.2 Dynamical dipole

Dynamical dipole pre-equilibrium γ -ray emission was observed in fusion and binary reactions around 10–20 MeV/nucleon for
different systems in various experiments [243, 245, 246, 255]. It was observed in heavy-ion collisions characterized by strong initial
dipole moment connected to the charge/mass asymmetry of the reaction partners. In the framework of a semi-classical approximation,
this pre-equilibrium emission is a γ -ray E1 emission. The strength of such γ -emission, as a function of its energy, is determined by
the second-order derivative of the total electrical dipole moment (averaged over the selected events) through its Fourier transform.
Semi-classical calculations, based on transport models (BNV) [244] and on the CoMD [255], show that the fast variation of the
dipole moment, and the consequent γ -ray emission, takes place during the early stage of the interaction below 120fm/c, when the
largest changes of the density are produced, as shown in the example of Fig. 34b. Interestingly, according to model predictions (due
to conservation rules) statistical decay after the collision does not affect the values of �D, i.e., the time derivative of the electrical
dipole (see also Appendix of Ref. [243]). Therefore, the measured variable, if well reconstructed, should retain the asymptotic D
value (see Fig. 34a, dashed line).
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Fig. 34 CoMD calculations for
the collision 48Ca +27 Al at 40
MeV/nucleon and impact
parameter 4 fm. We plot as a
function of time: a DZ , projection
along the beam axis of �D and
b the density ρ evaluated in the
center of mass. The dashed
horizontal line in the a represents
the asymptotic value of Dz
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In particular, when different charged particles and fragments are produced through the collision, its asymptotic value �Da can be
expressed (in units of the elementary charge) as:

�Da �
mc∑
i�1

Zi

Mi

�Pi (3)

In the previous expression mc, Mi , Zi and �Pi indicate the multiplicity of charged particles, the mass, the charge and the momentum
of the generic particle, respectively. �Pi is evaluated in the center of mass reference frame. Finally the over-line symbol indicates the
average on the events.

�Da can therefore furnish a measure of the average degree of isospin or charge/mass equilibration (i.e., redistribution of the neutron
excess) in the momentum space as the result of the collision process. According to the definition (3) we can extract the asymptotic
value measuring the velocity and charge of all reaction products. Both the pre-equilibrium γ -ray emission and �Da can be considered
therefore as signals globally characterizing the charge/mass equilibration process of which the first one can be considered as a
heralding messenger. Recently, �Da has been measured in mid-peripheral collisions induced on the system 48Ca + 27Al at 40 AMeV
with the CHIMERA multidetector [96]. The reconstructed average dipolar signal has been reproduced through CoMD calculations
[96, 97, 256]. The discussion about the dependence from EOS parameters of the average dipolar signal is reported in Sect. 3.1.5.

In future, we would measure both pre-equilibrium γ -rays emission and the asymptotic value �Da in the same experiment. This
will be possible by detecting the γ -rays by means of the CsI crystals of the multidetector CHIMERA in coincidence with the
produced particles. These combined measurements could furnish, especially for central/semi-central collisions, a sort of complete
time evolution of �D. Moreover, through the CoMD model, we have also the possibility to evaluate the explored densities during
the pre-equilibrium stage in which the γ -rays are emitted [257] (see Fig. 34). The need to perform a complete reconstruction of
the event, and the weakness of the pre-equilibrium γ -ray emission ask for high-intensity beams (of the order of 10–20 nA) as for
instance of stable Ar, Ca isotopes; the use of Ca, Ni target nuclei will allow to span rather large charge/mass asymmetries.

4.2.3 Exploring the breathing mode in exotic nuclei

Among the nuclear collective modes the ISGMR, also called the breathing mode of nuclei, is of major importance because its
properties are related to the nuclear matter incompressibility K∞. The latter is a fundamental ingredient in defining the EOS for
nuclear matter and it is also a basic parameter in the description of neutron stars and supernovae [258]. The energy of the resonance
in the mass A nucleus give the information about KA connected to K∞ by the following relation:

KA � K∞ + KsurfA
−1/3 + Kτ δ

2 + KCoul
Z2

A4/3 (4)

being Z the charge of the nucleus and δ its asymmetry term. The question about the proper value of K∞ is still open. Part of the
existing uncertainty is due to our poor knowledge of the symmetry energy [259]. The Kτ asymmetry term contribution in Eq. (4)
has been poorly determined, since it requires accurate studies of the compression modes in an isotopic chain spanning a wide range
of (N − Z )/A values. This was recently done for the stable Sn isotopes and a value of Kτ � −550 ± 100 MeV was obtained
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[56]. In order to determine Kτ with more accuracy and to probe the role of the symmetry energy in the K∞, extending the ISGMR
measurement to unstable nuclei is mandatory.

Although extremely appealing, the ISGMR measurement in unstable nuclei remains a major experimental challenge due to the
low radioactive beam intensities and the unfavorable conditions in inverse kinematics. Indeed, the ISGMR cross section peaks at
0◦, resulting in very low recoil velocities for the light isoscalar probes, i.e., deuterons, α particles and 6Li [260].

At the LNS the In-Flight FraISe facility will produce radioactive ion beams at Fermi energies with enough intensity to successfully
perform challenging nuclear physics experiments. Moreover, we have already demonstrated the capability of the MAGNEX [25]
large acceptance spectrometer to perform, with high sensitivity, experiments with beams accelerated by the SC, at 0◦ [261].

On the basis of such considerations, we plan to measure the ISGMR in exotic nuclei via deuteron inelastic scattering, detecting
the recoiling deuterons emitted at around 0◦ by MAGNEX. A challenging aspect of this technique is the detection of deuterons at
low kinetic energy. This is possible with the present MAGNEX FPD detector, but it should be specifically proven after the foreseen
upgrade. The in-flight production method of FraISe allows to accelerate various isotopes at the same time with rates of hundreds of
kHz, which is enough for a statistically significant exploration of ISGMR in few days of data taking, assuming typical differential
cross sections of about 80–100 mb/sr at 0◦. For instance, by selecting the 38S as main isotope we can get adequate fluxes of 37S,
34, 35P, 31, 32Si, 29Al. By tagging and tracking the transported fragments on an event-by-event basis, we plan to investigate the ISGMR
spectral features in many exotic nuclei in the same experiment.

The target we plan to use is a deuterated polyethylene CD2 film of about 1 mg/cm2 thickness. The thickness is chosen in order
to ensure a reasonable counting rate without limiting too much the energy resolution in the 38S energy spectrum. This is expected
to be about 400 keV, mainly due to the uncertainty associated with the reconstruction of the beam energy.

The energy of the 38S impinging on the target is expected to be in the 1 GeV range. Then to measure its excitation energy spectrum
between 10 and 30 MeV, where the ISGMR is expected, it is necessary to detect the recoiling deuterons with energies ranging from
about 1 to 10 MeV, in the laboratory angular region between 0◦ and 10◦. The spectrometer will be set at a fixed position, with the
optical axis at 3◦, working in full acceptance mode (50 msr solid angle). In this way the whole angular region of interest will be
covered. Four magnetic field settings will be used to transport deuterons from 1 to 10 MeV to the focal plane detector (FPD), where
they will be tracked and identified, so to have a complete reconstruction of their momentum [262].

In order to disentangle between monopole and quadrupole resonances and to extract the ISGMR strengths, we plan to measure
the angular distributions and the excitation energy spectrum selecting different scattering angle ranges.

4.2.4 Study of isovector giant dipole resonance with stable and unstable nuclei

The GDR is the most investigated collective motion both on the ground state and on excited states. It was used to probe basic nuclear
properties at finite temperature and angular momentum (e.g., nuclear shapes fluctuations and shape evolution, Jacobi transitions,
fission timescales, loss of collectivity and phase transitions). From the experimental side, new experiments will be beneficial at
various excitation energies to test model predictions (EDF or RPA approaches) and to solve open issues [263]. In particular, at
moderate excitation, recent results showed contrasting evidence concerning the saturation of the GDR width at temperatures T ≈
2.5 MeV [264–266] for nuclei with mass around A � 100 and further experiments in this mass region could clarify the specific issue.
Future studies can be also envisaged at higher excitation energies where, around E� � 230–250 MeV, a sudden quenching (up to the
complete disappearance) of the GDR γ -ray yield was observed [263], at odds with the prediction of the statistical model, possibly
due to a competition between the equilibration of collective motion and particle decay [267]. A link between such a disappearance
and the liquid–gas phase transition is still an open question, triggered by the similarities between the limiting temperature emerging
from the caloric curve and the limiting excitation energy for collective motions. Therefore, dedicated experiments in different mass
regions (A ≈ 50–60 and A ≈ 180–190), where data are lacking, are indeed necessary. Moreover, the study of the GDR features
of light nuclei with cluster structures [268] and the role of collectivity toward the p-dripline are among the main topics to face
with the new facility upgrade at LNS, complemented with the investigation of the heavy-mass zone (accessible via the incomplete
fusion channel), which is relatively unexplored. Possible beams could consist of high-intensity Ar, Ni and Zn isotopes (1–10 pnA)
at energies 17–30 AMeV.

For such future experiments a composite setup for charged species and γ -rays up to 60–70 MeV is mandatory, in order to identify
in charge (and in mass) the emitting sources, generally produced via (complete or incomplete) fusion processes [2]. Also, light
charged particles must be detected, to estimate the pre-equilibrium contribution. At Fermi energies also the GDR built on the quasi-
projectiles (QP) in semi-peripheral collisions far from the stability valley could be investigated, exploiting the FraISe exotic beams
[17, 18]. For the detection of charged species, good candidates are FAZIA-like telescopes [101], capable of isotopic separation up
to and beyond Ca isotopes and to resolve the charge of heavier fragments with very low thresholds, thus being a valuable asset to
detect both forward emitted QPs and fusion residues. For the latter case, also the TOF method, as exploited by the CHIMERA array
[2], might help to put coarse gates on the size of the residues (unit mass resolution from E-TOF is possible only for light nuclei).
Concerning hard γ -ray detection, an efficient solution is represented by large BaF2 scintillators, such as those of MEDEA [239],
possibly with new and versatile readout, in order to greatly simplify their use under vacuum. Alternatively, new hard γ sensors can be
used such as GAGG crystals, anyhow requiring specific and accurate performance tests. A preliminary rendering of the conceptual
detection system is shown in Fig. 35. Finally, whatever the final setup architecture, a well-equipped and large scattering chamber
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Fig. 35 Rendering of the concept
of the new composite setup. The
beam enters from left and hits the
target (not visible) positioned
between the two wheel arrays. The
back wheel array could host
crystals for hard γ while the
forward one contains CsI(Tl)
crystals. The four FAZIA blocks
cover some forward angles and
can be used to trigger the
measurement on heavy QP or ER
products. Drawing made by Carlo
Cialdai, INFN Florence

will be mandatory for those experiments. The minimum length for such a chamber, assumed hosting a multidetector of the type
reported in the figure, should be about 250 cm in length and 100 cm wide. The target system should be remotely controlled and the
complete beam diagnostics should be available.

5 Nuclear astrophysics

Several astrophysics theoretical predictions are strictly dependent on the availability of theoretical/experimental information about
reaction cross sections at energies of astrophysical interest.

Nuclear astrophysics studies constitute an interdisciplinary field where knowledge and investigations of different fields of astro-
physics (mainly stellar physics and cosmological nucleosynthesis) merge with experimental nuclear physics and theory. Through
this synergic effort, in the last twenty years, the overall understanding of many astrophysical phenomena was greatly improved.
However, in many practical cases, the still-existing uncertainty affects the predictions of stellar models and element nucleosynthesis.
LNS has undoubtedly played a leading role within this framework.

We hereby summarize the possible outcome of this research arising from the upgrading of LNS facilities. In details, it will cover
the fundamental topics listed below:

• Quiescent stellar burning: stellar models are investigated with a balanced focus on both massive and smaller mass stars. Their
importance for nucleosynthesis is examined in details with big attention paid to the role of nuclear and atomic inputs in different
phases of stellar evolution. In particular, contributions by indirect methods, the asymptotic normalization coefficient (ANC) or
Trojan horse method (THM), which may solve puzzles of great importance for stellar structure and evolution as for the 12C + 12C
and 12C+16O reactions (tag LNS-NA-NAI-a1 in Table 6) are discussed in Sect. 5.1.3.
The possibility to accelerate 20Ne in the Tandem thanks to the NESTOR source will allow indirect studies of the 16O + 16O fusion
by means of the THM which may uncover important features still unknown for this reaction rate (tag LNS-NA-NAI-c0 in Table 6)
as extensively discussed in Sect. 5.1.3. The NESTOR source providing He− ion beams will be extremely useful to investigate (p,
γ ) transfer reactions of interest for nuclear astrophysics (tag LNS-NA-NAI-c2 in Table 6) as discussed in Sect. 5.1.4. Another
important problem which can be addressed with multimethodical approaches (indirect methods, laser-induced reactions) is the
study of light elements depletion which is strongly related to the cosmological lithium problem (tag LNS-NA-NAI-b0 in Table 6)
as discussed in Sect. 5.1.1. Advanced experimental techniques, like those provided by PANDORA, which will be present at LNS
in the next 5–7 years and will allow the study of 7Be decay time in plasma conditions, will be presented in Sect. 5.1.2 (tag
LNS-NA-NAI-c1 in Table 6). Later stages of stellar evolution give the possibility to investigate reactions involving Ne and Na
(tag LNS-NA-NAI-a0 in Table 6) as reported in Sect. 5.1.4;

• Primordial and explosive nucleosynthesis: the formation of elements in the early universe will be explored at LNS by means of
different methods ranging from indirect ones, to studies in laser-induced plasma and PANDORA in Sect. 5.2.1 (tag LNS-NA-
EXN-b0 in Table 6). The explosive nucleosynthesis, which is crucial in explaining several dramatic phenomena which take place
in the universe–novae (tag LNS-NA-EXN-a1 in Table 6) as discussed in Sect. 5.2.2, X-Ray Bursts, and Core-Collapse SuperNovae
(CCSN)–will also be studied at LNS with the possibility of accelerating long-lived isotopes at Tandem (26Al,10Be,44Ti) (tag LNS-
NA-EXN-a0 in Table 6–see Sect. 5.2.2) or producing unstable beams from FraISe for studying X-Ray Bursts nucleosynthesis
like in the case of the 14O(p,α)17O and 18Ne(α,p)21Na reactions (see Sect. 5.2.2 with tag LNS-NA-EXN-c0 in Table 6);

• Neutron-induced reactions and their consequent importance for s- and r-process will also be examined to the light of multimes-
senger astronomy achievements of the last years when neutron star mergers in binary systems emerged recently as a fundamental
mechanism for nucleosynthesis of heavy elements in the Universe. As regards the s-processes, the PANDORA facility will allow
very precise half-life/branching measurements in stellar plasma for elements which are determinant for heavy elements production
like Cs, Ba, Hf (see Sect. 5.3.1 tag LNS-NA-NIN-a1 in Table 6). In the same context, the PANDORA facility may allow the
measurement of opacities at electron densities and temperatures resembling some ejecta plasma conditions, shedding light on
r-process-generated metallic species at specific time stages of the Kilonovae diffusion (tag LNS-NA-NIN-b0 in Table 6) as it is
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Table 6 Tables with priorities and
feasibility as addressed in the
working group

Tag Description Reaction Phase

LNS-NA-EXN-a0 26Algs Nucleosynthesis 26Al(n,α)23Na A

LNS-NA-EXN-a1 Novae nucleosynthesis 31P(p,α)28Si A

LNS-NA-NAI-a0 Advanced burning—AGB 23Na(p,α)20Ne, 23Na(p, γ )24Mg A

LNS-NA-NAI-a1 He and C burning 16O + 12C, Hoyle state studies A

LNS-NA-NIN-a0 Neutron poison reaction 25Mg (n, γ ) 26Mg, 22Ne (n, γ ) 23Ne A/B

LNS-NA-NIN-a1 Half-life/branching in stellar plasma
(PANDORA)

134, 135Cs(β−)134, 135Ba A/B
176Lu(β−)176Hf
85Kr(β−)85Rb

LNS-NA-NIN-b0 Plasma opacity measurement
(PANDORA)

Se, Sr, Nb elements B

LNS-NA-NAI-b0 Light elements depletion LiBeB with NESTOR/ i-LUCE) B/C

LNS-NA-EXN-b0 Multimodal BBN BBN network, 7Be decay) B/C

LNS-NA-NAI-c0 O burning 16O + 16O C

LNS-NA-NAI-c1 7Be decay in stellar plasma
(PANDORA)

7Be(e−,γ )7Li C

LNS-NA-NAI-c2 Spectroscopy of medium mass 34S(p,γ )35Cl C

LNS-NA-EXN-c0 X-Ray Bursts 14O(p,α)17O, 18Ne (α, p) 21Na C

LNS-NA-NIN-c0 Neutron source reactions 22Ne (α, n) 26Mg C

LNS-NA-NIN-c1 R-process investigations with
POLYFEMO

β-delayed neutron decay C

LNS-NA-NIN-c3 Continuous and pulsed neutron sources 140Ce (n, γ ) 141Ce and 94Zr (n, γ ) 95Zr C

Driven by laser and ion beams

extensively discussed in Sect. 5.3.3. Neutron-induced reactions are also important for understanding the role of neutron-poison
reactions in stellar environment (tag LNS-NA-NIN-a0 in Table 6) as discussed in Sect. 5.3. In this framework an important role
can be played by lasers for driving continuous and pulsed neutron sources as reported in Sect. 5.3.2 (tag LNS-NA-NIN-c3 in
Table 6). Naturally also for n-producing reactions like the 22Ne(α,n)25Mg, astrophysical studies will benefit from LNS facilities
as for Ne-implantation from NESTOR or experiments using MAGNEX (tag LNS-NA-NIN-c0 in Table 6) as explained in details
in Sect. 5.3.1. The FraISe facility will also offer relevant possibilities of studying the nucleosynthesis connected to r-process
using the POLYFEMO neutron detector as it is reported in Sect. 5.3.4 (see tag LNS-NA-NIN-c1 in Table 6).

We believe that the synergistic efforts of the nuclear and astrophysical or theoretical communities, as well as the building up
of a common foundation for new generations of investigators, will lead to a stronger nuclear astrophysical community which may
be one of the keys to a better understanding of the physical processes taking place in the Universe. The planned activities have
been organized into 3 phases, from phase 1 (experiments which can be performed as soon as machines will be restarted) to phase 3
(experiments where a longer R &D is required). This is synthesized in Fig. 36.

5.1 Nuclear and atomic inputs for quiescent stellar evolution

Most of stellar evolution proceeds via quiescent burnings which produce the largest part of the energy released by a stellar object
in its lifetime. Moreover, a large part of nuclides production is strongly related to it, especially in the light elements regime (A ≤
56). In those processes, nuclear and atomic inputs determine many aspects of the overall stellar evolution [269].

5.1.1 Light elements depletion

Important information ranging from the primordial nucleosynthesis to the still-on-going galactic cosmic ray (GCR) and stellar
nucleosynthesis are retrieved from the study of lithium, beryllium and boron (hereafter LiBeB) abundances. Those light elements
are destroyed during stellar evolution via nuclear processes at temperatures around few 106 K (T ≈ 2×106 K for 6Li to T≈4–5×106

K for boron isotopes). Therefore, their observed surface abundances are determined by the rates of nuclear burnings as well as by
the convective envelope extension [270]. At temperatures around few millions of Kelvin the (p,α) channel dominates the total
proton-capture cross section. Together with direct measurements which at those energies are hindered by the low Coulomb barrier
penetration probability, for charged-particle-induced reaction cross section, indirect methods were developed. Several of them have
been suggested to access the cross sections relevant for astrophysics without extrapolations. The THM is one of the most powerful
and useful and gives the possibility to measure the bare-nucleus cross section of a binary reaction of interest for astrophysics at
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Fig. 36 Phase plot of the different nuclear astrophysics activities discussed in the text

Gamow energies without the influence of Coulomb suppression or electron screening phenomena [271, 272]. Several of the processes
involving LiBeB, as discussed above, were already studied at LNS [273–276].

The comparison of these indirect methods results with the direct ones may shed light on the electron screening effect that is far
from being understood, despite long-standing efforts. Moreover, this phenomenon has been studied in recent years in a series of
experiments [277]; such results may be compared with direct and THM measurements in order to better investigate the phenomenon.

Taking advantage of the new noble gases source (NESTOR), reactions involving light elements like 7Li(p,α)4He or 6Li(p,α)3He
or 11B(p,α)8Be can be studied via THM applied to the 3He breakup (i.e., using the 3-body reaction 7Li(3He, αα)2H for the first
process) not only to measure the cross section at Gamow energies but also to further check the “spectator invariance” [278, 279].
The same reactions may be studied in a synergistic effort by using the I-LUCE laser facility which will be soon available at LNS
and by applying the Coulomb Explosion technique which has already been successfully applied to 2H(d,p)3H reaction in [280].

5.1.2 7Be half-life in strongly ionized stellar environments studied with PANDORA

The weak decay of 7Be via electron capture (EC) into 7Li is of relevant interest for both primordial nucleosynthesis models,
concerning the cosmological lithium problem, and for the stellar interior structure models which relies on the neutrino flux yields.
In particular 7Be leads to one of the several reaction channels for studying the solar neutrino flux [281] and the neutrino oscillations.
The EC decay probability of 7Be [282] is a crucial parameter for estimating its abundances in spite of the branching ratio (BR) of
other destruction channels (i.e., 7Be(p,γ )8B). Terrestrial decay into 7Li( 3

2
−

) ground state (BR 89.7 %) or first 7Li excited state (BR
10.3 %) occurs with a half-life of 53 days. This is no longer true for strongly ionized environments [283, 284]. Several theoretical
works in the last decade tried to catch the fundamental impact of the atomic environment on the nuclear decay [285]. Models
based on single-particle mean-field, with the aim to catch atomic influence—of hot plasma composed of 7Be atoms surrounded by
protons/electrons as degenerate quantum Fermi gas—on the weak interaction, have recently shown strong variation of 7Be half-life
as a function of plasma density, temperature and charge state distribution (CSD) [284]. The experimental verification of these
theoretical predictions would be highly desired. In this context, PANDORA, as a multidisciplinary facility and compact plasma trap,
can suit with the experimental requirements [27]. Magneto-plasmas conceived in the facility allow to confine ions of radioisotopes
in a microwave-sustained plasma, with electron density up to 1013 cm−3 and energy up to tens of keV. The facility is thought for
first-of-its-kind nuclear decay measurements in plasmas resembling stellar conditions, especially in terms of temperature and CSD.
The study of the 7Be case decay can be afforded via γ -tagging of 477.6 keV γ -rays emission from first-excited 7Li state using a
dedicated high-efficiency and low-resolution hyper-purity germanium (HPGe) detector array [286]. A technological solution for
studying such short-living (� 60 days) radioisotopes will be provided by the construction of an in-flight injection line of radioactive
ion beams (RIBs) into the plasma trap. A feasibility study to produce 7Be nuclei has been performed, considering a SC proton
beam hitting a boron nitride compound; fragmentation reaction will produce the isotope from boron. Then, effusing nuclei will be
extracted at +1 charge state, and subsequently injected into a radio-frequency quadrupole cooler to optimize the beam envelope
properties, longitudinal matching and energy, before entering the plasma potential and penetrate in the plasma core. The line is
thought to optimize the capture efficiency in plasma of the RIB and to breed the charge state of nuclei, according to the well-known
principles of the charge breeding technique.
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Fig. 37 12C + 12C fusion
reactions cross section as
measured by the THM in [14]

5.1.3 Helium, carbon and oxygen burning

Helium, carbon and oxygen burning influences the fate of massive stars (exceeding eight solar masses), especially their late evolu-
tionary stages. The main processes are the triple-α capture, which involves the so-called Hoyle state, the 12C + 12C fusion reaction,
which is efficient at temperatures greater than 0.4 × 109 K, or the 16O + 16O or 16O + 12C fusion, which determines the fate of SN
progenitors and the related nucleosynthesis.

THM has provided in the recent years an important measurement of the 12C + 12C reactions both in the α as well as in the
p emitting channel. The pioneering experiment performed at the LNS Tandem [14], and the measured cross section represent a
cornerstone for future application for THM reactions involving heavier nuclei (see Fig. 37). This new reaction rate impacts heavily
on the stellar structure and evolution as it was already pointed out by Chieffi et al. [287]. In perspective, the same methodology will
be applied to other crucial reactions such as the 16O + 16O (tag LNS-NA-NAI-c0 in Table 6) or 16O + 12C. They will be studied
taking advantage of the 20Ne beam which will be produced by NESTOR and accelerated by the Tandem. Indeed, the use of 20Ne
as a possible Trojan Horse nucleus was already proved in [288] and reference therein. The possibility to study those three reactions
involving C and O can provide ultimate information for stellar evolutionary models for massive stars and help to reduce the huge
uncertainties which are present in stellar reaction rates, thus enriching the overall comprehension of several astrophysical problems
like the C/O ration in final evolutionary stages, depth of convective zone, and reducing the uncertainties in Mup .

Another crucial phase for massive star evolution is the helium burning via the 3-α interaction. This was recently studied at LNS in
two different experiments [289] and in [123]. Using the same methodology as in [123] with an improved energy resolution provided
by the use of advanced detector array [2], sounder experimental data on the Hoyle state may be conveyed to the astrophysical
community as well as possible experimental evidences of the presence of an Efimov state [290].

5.1.4 Advanced cycles: NeNaAl cycle

The NeNa and MgAl cycles are typical of high-temperature (T9(109K) ∼ 0.05) H-burning reaction networks of evolved stars [269].
Because of the higher Coulomb barriers involved, those cycles are not as relevant as the CNO one for the energy production in stars,
but play an important role in the nucleosynthesis of elements heavier than Ne. Recently, the development of 23Na and 27Al beams at
LNS has allowed to study such reactions at the Tandem by using the THM. Some studies have already shown the feasibility of such
measurements using innovative experimental devices, as reported in [15] for the 27Al(p,α)24Mg reaction which is the process that
drives the destruction of 27Al, the production of 24Mg, and closes the MgAl cycle when its rate exceeds the one of the competing
(p,γ ) reaction. Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars have the right values of temperature and density to efficiently host CNO, NeNa
and MgAl cycles: all of these play an important role in both Quiescent and Hot Bottom Burning and are relevant for the production
of both 20Ne and 27Al via the 23Na(p,α)20Ne and 23Na(p,γ )24Mg, respectively. Nevertheless, the cross section of both processes is
largely unknown at low energies, and extrapolations are affected by large errors (more than one order of magnitude) [291]. On the
other side of the NeNa cycle, 20Ne can be destroyed via the 20Ne(p,γ )21Na: its cross section is also largely unknown [292], leaving
many questions regarding the NeNa cycle still opened.

In future, three different experiments may be performed using indirect methods at LNS. The 23Na(p,α)20Ne will be studied
using THM at the Tandem accelerator using the available 23Na (Ebeam � 58 MeV) on CD2, using the deuterium as TH nucleus
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to trigger the 2H(23Na, 20Neα)n three-body process. The direct part of the two (p,γ ) reactions will be investigated by studying
the 23Na(3He,d)24Mg and 20Ne(3He,d)21Na proton transfer reactions: in both cases, the experiments will be performed using the
NESTOR source. The latter will also need a gaseous target, while for the former we plan to use a NaF solid one. In the context of
the transfer reactions of interest for (p,γ ) reactions in p-layer of AGB stars, the possibility to use the OSCAR array (hOdoscope of
Silicons for Correlations and Analysis of Reactions) [132, 138] for particle identification, with a good angular coverage/resolution
and energy resolution, will allow to perform nuclear spectroscopy of medium mass nuclei. This is relevant both for checking shell
models predictions for moderately p-rich and n-rich nuclei, and to determine the resonance strengths of low-energy states involved
in transfer reactions. A proposed measurement is about the 34S(p,γ )35Cl via the reaction 34S(3He,d)35Cl, using the NESTOR noble
gas beam.

5.2 The explosive universe: BBN and explosive nucleosynthesis

Quiescent nuclear burning is characterized by processes such as the pp-chains, the CNO cycles and the He- and C-burning sequences
that occur when a star is in Main Sequence or in a most advanced phases as RGB or AGB. Chemical element nucleosynthesis and
energy production take place also in explosive conditions. Such conditions can be found in completely different astrophysical
scenarios, that is, the Big Bang and final phases of stellar evolution such as Novae, X-Ray Bursts and Supernovae. In particular, in
this second explosive environment, where extremes of temperature and density are met, nuclear reactions are often much faster than
the timescales for β-decay, consequently nuclear reactions can occur far from β-stability involving unstable nuclei. Several input
came from the scientific community about possible experimental studies of nuclear reactions involved in explosive astrophysical
environments to be performed at LNS taking advantage of the long-standing expertise in experimental nuclear astrophysics and of
the new research facilities which will be available at LNS in the next years.

5.2.1 Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

The Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) occurred roughly during the first 20 min after the Bang, when the temperature fell down
to 109 – 108 K. Together with the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) and the Hubble expansion rate, BBN is one
of the three main evidences of the Big Bang Model and allows to probe the universe at the earliest time. In particular, the BBN
provides an evaluation of the primordial abundances of light elements, mainly deuterium, 3He, 4He, and lithium as a function
of the only free parameter η � nb/nγ , that is, the baryon-to-photon ratio, once the neutron lifetime, the number of neutrino
families, and the nuclear reaction network of 12 reactions are fixed [293, 294]. BBN success relies on the agreement between the
predicted primordial abundances and the abundances evaluated from astronomical observations. Moreover, the η parameter inferred
considering observations and BBN predictions is in agreement with its independent estimation from CMB measurement [294, 295].
Nevertheless, there is still an unsolved issue referred to as the cosmological lithium problem (CLiP), that is, the discrepancy of about
a factor 3 between the predicted 7Li abundances by BBN [294] and the abundances derived from metal-poor halo-star observations
[296].

Nuclear processes involved in the BBN network can be tackled at LNS in the next future from three different sides:

• with the laser facility I-LUCE, to measure nuclear cross sections under plasma conditions;
• with “conventional” accelerators, to measure nuclear cross sections via indirect techniques, such as the THM;
• with the PANDORA plasma trap, to study 7Be decay under plasma conditions (see Sect. 5.1.2).

The implementation of I-LUCE, a sub-picosecond laser with intensities up to 1019–1021 W/cm2, will open a new scenario for
research in nuclear astrophysics, providing novel experimental approaches. Several physical cases can be studied (see Sect. 5.1.1)
such as the nuclear reactions involved in the BBN as d(d,n)3He, d(d,p)t, 3He(d,p)4He, t(d,n)α, 7Li(p,α)4He. The main advantage of
some of these new experimental paradigms regards the possibility to study nuclear reactions in a controlled laboratory plasma with
a thermodynamic status not too different from typical astrophysical scenarios. Moreover, a new evaluation of the electron screening
effect will arise from the comparison of the cross section obtained in laboratory plasma conditions with the bare-nucleus cross
section obtained from THM measurements, as it has been found for instance in [297].

Different experimental techniques can be used to study nuclear reactions with a high-power, high-intensity laser with decent
repetition rate (such as I-LUCE). The Coulomb explosion (CE) of cryogenically cooled gas mixtures allows the generation of a multi-
keV plasma with a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution inducing nuclear reaction at astrophysical energies (Gamow-like window). The
CE is based on the interaction of ultrashort high-intensity laser pulse 1016–1018W/cm2 with an expanding gas cluster mixture
delivered by a nozzle at proper conditions in terms of temperature and pressure, in order to maximize the laser absorption. The
laser pulse energy is absorbed by electrons via heating mechanisms such as rapid collisions causing the full strip of the electrons
of the gas. The sudden onset of a positive space charge triggers the Coulomb dissociation of the clusters resulting in multi-keV ion
acceleration with a nearly isotropic emission. The accelerated ions interact in the surrounding plasma and nuclear reactions take
place. By measuring the ion energy distribution and detecting the reaction products, one can infer information to obtain the cross
section of the selected nuclear reactions. The first CE experiments that can be performed once that the laser facility will be available
will be dedicated to the d-d, d-3He, and t+d (as secondary process) using a D2-3He gas mixture. The feasibility of the proposed
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measurement is supported by previous experiments performed with the same technique [280]. I-LUCE will allow to extend the
explored energy range covering the full range of interest for the BBN. Another possible experimental technique to study nuclear
reactions with laser exploits the interaction between an ion beam from standard accelerator (or for an ion source) delivered on a
laser-induced plasma target. This will allow in-plasma measurement, with the advantages of a beam from accelerators (low-energy
spread and high intensity). The aforementioned technique requires solid feasibility studies, mostly related to the synchronization
of the accelerated ion beam with the short plasma lifetimes. Nevertheless, at the present time LNS holds a nearly unique position
providing the possibility to perform this kind of research in the next future.

Regarding the study of nuclear reactions of interest for BBN with ”conventional” accelerators, the first physical case is the
measurement of the 7Li(d,n)8Be reaction cross section. This process of interest for the CLiP contributes to the 7Li destruction,
affecting the prediction of 7Li abundance. However, large uncertainties still exist in current 7Li(d,n)8Be reaction rates widely used
in BBN models. Existing experimental cross section data for this reaction are very limited and the most majority of them are not
in the BBN energy range. Among them, only two sets of data are located in the energy region of BBN interest, but show huge
differences [298]. Therefore, new experimental measurements of this reaction in the BBN energy region are needed. This reaction
can be studied for the first time with THM applied to the 7Li(3He,n 8Be)H three-body reaction taking advantage of the 3He beam
(the TH nucleus) that will be provided by the new NESTOR ion source and accelerated by the Tandem.

The opportunity to have a 3He beam from NESTOR source triggered also the idea to perform a new THM study of the 7Li(p,α)4He
reaction of interest for the CLiP as well as for the stellar lithium depletion (see Sect. 5.1.1).

The 3H(d,n)4He reaction is one of the twelve fundamental reactions of the BBN network and it is the most promising for future
fusion energy plants. Sensitivity studies underline that a change on 3H(d,n)4He reaction rate has an impact of the 7Li abundance
[299]. The reaction can be studied for the first time with THM applied to the 7Li(d, n α)α three-body reaction, where the 7Li(t+α)
is the TH nucleus. This would be the first THM measurement involving a TH nucleus with inter-cluster motion in p-wave. For this
reason preliminary studies dedicated to the experimental measurement of the 7Li momentum distribution are requires. The same
reactions will be studied, in a synergistic effort, also using the I-LUCE laser with the CE technique allowing for a new evaluation
of the electron screening effects.

BBN can be tackled also by means of the PANDORA plasma trap. The expected variation (increasing) of the 7Be half-life could
have a relevant impact on the CLiP [281, 284]. The experimental measurement of 7Be decay in plasma, requires a devoted upgrade
of the PANDORA facility (as described in Sec. 5.1.2), but sensitivity studies will be performed soon to evaluate the impact of a
change in the 7Be constant decay on 7Li abundance.

5.2.2 Nucleosynthesis in Novae, X-Ray Bursts and Supenovae

Classical novae consist in stellar explosions that occur in close binary systems, where H-rich matter is transferred from a low-mass
main sequence star (or sometimes a red giant) to the surface of a white dwarf (CO or ONe). On the other hand, X-Ray Bursts are
thermonuclear explosions that take place in binary systems where the compact object is a neutron star. Understanding X-Ray bursts
is important not only for investigating their properties but also to probe neutron stars. Others dramatic explosive events in galactic
history are supernovae, either Thermonuclear (exploding white dwarfs in close binary systems) or Core-Collapse (CCSN whose
progenitors are massive stars at the end of their evolution, triggering the birth of neutron stars or black holes).

Nuclear inputs play a crucial role in the physics of the explosion, for all the above mentioned astrophysical scenarios. Many of the
reactions involved in these explosive astrophysical scenarios are induced by short-lived unstable nuclei which should be studied by
means of RIBs. The expertise obtained at LNS on the production of long-lived RIBS in batch mode and the subsequent availability
of FraISe gives us the opportunity to improve the nuclear physics inputs required in the detailed modeling of these stellar events.

26Al is of outstanding importance in astrophysics. Observations, by space-borne telescopes, of the γ -rays from the decay of 26Al to
26Mg in the interstellar medium confirmed that nucleosynthesis is ongoing in the Galaxy. The distribution of 26Al across the Galaxy
confirmed that massive stars dominate the production of this isotope [300]. 26Al abundance inferred from γ -ray astronomy allows
to constrain the neutron star formation rate in our Galaxy [300], which is a key parameter in the field of multimessenger astronomy
[301]. Moreover, the study of the aluminum isotopic ratio in some meteoritic inclusions (calcium–aluminum-rich inclusions) also
provides information about the solar system birth and on the CCSN that maybe triggered its formation [302, 303].

As highlighted by sensitivity studies [304] at temperatures higher than 1 GK, achieved during the pre-supernova stage and the
subsequent explosion (CCSN), the 26Al abundances are strongly dependent on the 26Al(n,p)26Mg and 26Al(n,α)23Na reactions
responsible for the 26Al destruction. Both reaction channels have been recently studied at n-TOF facility [305, 306], reducing the
uncertainty on the reaction rates. Nevertheless, the measured energy range did not allow to reach the temperature range of interest
for massive stars (pre-supernova and CCSN). This energy region can be however explored by means of a THM measurement. The
neutron-induced 26Algs destruction channels (n,p) and (n,α), with 26Al at the ground state, will be investigated applying the THM
to the 2H(26Algs, p26Mg)p and 2H(26Algs, α23Na)p three-body reactions, where the deuteron is the virtual neutron source [307].
THM has been successfully applied to the study of nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest involving unstable nuclei [308–310]
and induced by neutrons on RIBs [311]

These measurements require the production of the long-lived 26Algs RIB in batch mode at the Tandem. The feasibility of these
studies relies on: the possibility to have 26Al cathodes, to be used in the LNS Tandem sputter source, provided by Paul Scherrer
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Fig. 38 Typical experimental
apparatus for RIBs-induced THM
experiment. In particular, the
double array of telescopes made
up of double-sided silicon strip
detectors (DSSSD), which is place
inside the scattering chamber

Institute (PSI); the experience gained in the production of 27Al beam that allowed to understand the proper chemical composition
for the 26Al cathode; the successful production of 10Be (t1/2 � 1.4 106y) the first RIB beam produced in batch mode at LNS [128]
(see Sect. 3.2.1).

In order to perform the THM measurement, the 26Mg and 23Na heavy fragments will be detected in coincidence with the
corresponding lighter products, p and α, while the low-energy proton spectator will not be detected. The detection system consisting
of several telescopes made up of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD) will allow to cover a wide angular range since in
inverse kinematics the heavy fragments are emitted at very forward angles while the light ones span a very large range of emission
angles. A picture of a typical detection setup is shown in Fig. 38.

The availability of a 26Algs beam will also allow the study of the 26Algs(p,γ )27Si that contributes to the 26Al destruction in Novae
and AGB stars having an important impact on 26Al abundance [312]. The reaction will be studied using the ANC indirect method
[313] to gain information on the direct capture contribution to the 26Algs(p,γ )27Si reaction cross section and to get information
on the 27Si resonant states above the proton threshold. The ANC will be extracted from the measurement of a transfer reaction
3He(26Algs,d)27Si with a 26Algs beam at 3–5 AMeV delivered on a 3He gas target.

In studying nuclear reactions responsible for the 26Al destruction the ground (gs) and the isomeric (m) state at 228 keV must be
taken into account. Indeed, the significant angular momentum difference between ground and isomeric states gives rise to a very
small γ -ray decay constant, while 26Alm β-decays to the ground state of 26Mg with a half-life of T1/2 � 6.35 s. Therefore, at the
low temperatures that characterize many astrophysical scenarios, T < 400 MK, the 26Al ground and isomeric states do not reach
thermal equilibrium and must be treated as two separate isotopes. While the reactions with 26Al at the ground state will be studied
at LNS, reactions with 26Al at the isomeric state will be investigated at LNL where the 26Alm beam will be provided by SPES in a
framework of complementarity between LNS and LNL research activities.

The availability of a 10Be beam at LNS (see Sect. 3.2.1) allows the possibility to study the 10Be(α,n)13C reaction. The 10Be
abundance in early solar system, inferred from 10B excesses in a range of meteoritic samples, can provide a constraint on the mass
value of the CCSN responsible for the formation of our solar system [303]. 10Be(α,n)13C is the main destruction channel of 10Be, but
the adopted reaction rate is obtained from theoretical calculations since no experimental measurements are available in the literature
[303]. The 10Be(α,n)13C reaction cross section can be measured via THM with a 10Be beam delivered to the TH nucleus (a possible
candidate being 6Li) to transfer the α particle.

Another very important long-lived nucleus for CCSN is 44Ti, since it allows a direct diagnostic of the CCSN explosion energy
and timescale [314]. The 44Ti abundance is strongly affected by the 44Ti(α,p)47V reaction, the main 44Ti destruction channel. Very
few direct data are available in the literature, in particular, only an upper limit has been provided at energies of astrophysical interest
[315]. A possible experimental approach to measure the 44Ti(α,p)47V cross section at the energies typical of the CCSN environment
could be by means of the THM with a 44Ti beam produced in batch mode at the Tandem accelerator. Given the technical difficulties
related to 44Ti beam production, in particular due to radio safety issues, preliminary feasibility studies must be performed.

Regarding X-Ray Bursts nucleosynthesis, 14O(α,p)44F and 18Ne(α,p)21Na have been proposed as possible physical cases that
have an influence on the X-Ray Bursts light curve [299]. Moreover, 18Ne(α,p)21Na reaction leads to CNO breakout while powering
a strong rp-process, responsible for the synthesis of A ∼ 60 nuclei. These reactions can be studied applying the THM and taking
advantage of the short-lived RIBs 14O and 18Ne provided by FraISe and of the new scattering chamber GIRA (see Sect. 2.3) with a
degrading and focusing system to produce RIBs at energies useful for the THM application. Another possible solution might be the
coupling between the Tandem accelerator and the FraISe separator. It is clear that important feasibility tests as well as improvements
in the experimental setup are required, thus increasing experimental opportunities at LNS over a longer time range.

Nova nucleosynthesis includes the production of some intermediate-mass nuclei. The 31P(p,α)28Si and 35Cl(p,α)32S reactions
are of particular interest in the synthesis of elements in the SiCl mass region. Variation of their reaction rates may affect production
of several elements from Si to Ar [316]. The availability of few experimental data reinforces the need to study such reactions via
THM with 31P and 35Cl provided by the Tandem accelerator.
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5.3 s- and r-process

Neutron-capture nucleosynthesis allows for the production of elements with masses beyond A≈60 through two different processes,
namely the s(slow)-process and the r(rapid)-process, during which β-unstable nuclei can be also produced [269]. The slow neutron-
capture process (s-process) produces heavy elements via a series of neutron captures occurring at timescales τnγ much longer than
the β-decay lifetimes τβ of radioactive species (τnγ � τβ ). This will allow for the production of stable nuclei close to the stability
valley. On the contrary, the rapid neutron-capture process (r-process) defines those series of neutron-capture reactions occurring at
shorter timescales, if compared to typical β-decay lifetimes (τn � τβ ), thus allowing for the production of neutron-rich (radioactive)
species, far from the stability valley [269].

5.3.1 The s-process nucleosynthesis

The s-process nucleosynthesis is responsible for most of the elements between iron and strontium (60 ≤ A ≤ 90) through the
so-called weak component of the s-process occurring in massive stars, being the needed neutrons mainly produced by the neutron
reaction source 22Ne(α,n)25Mg [317, 318]. Furthermore, the so-called main component of the s-process, allowing for the production
of A≥90 nuclei is mostly related to asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars where the 13C(α,n)16O reaction acts as the main neutron
source [319, 320].

Besides the role played by stellar models and mixing phenomena [318, 320], several experimental nuclear physics investigations
have been made in the recent years for studying either the two main neutron sources [321, 322], as well as the processes removing
neutrons for the next stages of nucleosynthesis (the so-called neutron-poison reactions) and recycling processes [307, 323, 324].

Thanks to the new or freshly upgraded facilities at LNS, some of the most important studies can be performed for reducing the
still present experimental uncertainties on s-process nucleosynthesis. In particular, the reactions which plays the role of a major
stellar neutron source, i.e., 22Ne(α,n)25Mg, can be investigated by applying the THM [325] on Ne-implanted solid targets thanks to
the NESTOR ECR ion source which can allow accelerating noble gas, as neon and helium. A possible complementary study involves
the implantation of 22Ne in a heavy metal (e.g., tungsten or tantalum) using the NESTOR source, followed by measurements of
the 22Ne(6Li,d)26Mg or 22Ne(7Li,t)26Mg reactions in order to extract α particle widths of 22Ne+α resonances. In fact, there is a
significant disagreement about the energy and the character of these resonances, thus measurements to clarify if these resonances
exist are vital. The MAGNEX large acceptance magnetic spectrometer is the ideal device for these types of measurements, since it
offers a large angular range combined with a high resolution.

The corresponding neutron-poison reactions, i.e., 25Mg(n,γ )26Mg and 22Ne(n,γ )23Ne, can be also investigated via the ANC
method where the 22Ne+n process could benefit from the new NESTOR noble gas coupled with the Tandem accelerator.

With particular attention to the main component, the neutron-poison reaction 16O(n,γ )17O can be investigated by applying the
ANC method [313], while the recycling 17O(α,n)20Ne can be studied by coupling THM with nuclei having strong α-cluster structure
or by investigating the reverse 20Ne(n,α)17O process by using the foreseen 20Ne Tandem beam provided by the NESTOR source.
Moreover, the measurement of the 21Ne(p,p’)21Ne inelastic scattering cross section can be decisive to constrain the resonance
information in 21Ne. At present, there is a lack of clarity about the number and location of levels in the 21Ne compound nucleus
and the 21Ne(p,p’)21Ne measurement will help to clarify this information as it has been done in a number of previous experimental
studies [326].

The nucleosynthesis of the elements heavier than Fe is the tarnish of neutron processes. Among these, the s-process is considered
the best known, although its understanding is still affected by a lack of data. In particular, those about β-decay and electron capture
rates in stellar conditions, which could be soon investigated experimentally for the first time at LNS thanks to the PANDORA
experiment [27, 286]. Measuring lifetimes of unstable isotopes in plasma conditions, along with measuring with high accuracy
the cross sections for their (n,γ ) reactions as the up to date RIBS facilities are allowing, will shed light on the branching of the
s-nucleosynthesis path. The recent sensitivity study of the s-process to β-decay and neutron-capture rates reported in [320] has
shown how using different nuclear data set (e.g., cross sections, from the online compilation KADONIS 0.3 and 1.0 [327]) the
predicted abundances (from nucleosynthesis computations in AGB stars of different mass and metallicity) for the solar system
and meteorite grains can be very different, addressing or not the observational constraints. In particular, the authors focused their
attention on the branching points around N � 50 and N � 82 affecting the Kr–Rb nucleosynthesis and the production of Ba
isotopes. However, a further inspection of the branching and related nuclear physics inputs is needed also at higher atomic mass,
where several complexities are induced by the presence of short-lived isomeric states of otherwise stable isotopes. Those make
the s-process network poorly defined around key nuclei such as the pairs of cosmochronometers: 176Lu–176Hf and 187Os–187Re
processes.

5.3.2 Continuous and pulsed neutron sources driven by laser and ion beams for nuclear astrophysics

The availability of intense and pulsed neutron sources driven by ion beams, could open new perspectives for research at LNS thus
allowing for the investigation of neutron-capture processes of astrophysical relevance. Well-established techniques are currently
being adopted in several laboratories to produce neutron beams, that meet the specific requirements of many scientific fields
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[328–332]. The LNS accelerators could exploit conversion reactions such as (p,n), (d,n), and (α,n) to produce neutron beams.
The flux, angular, and the energy distribution of the neutrons depend on the adopted conversion reaction and on properties of the
ion beam, which can be varied within the operational limits of the accelerators and of any radiation protection constraints. As an
example of practical application, an accurate setup including, if necessary, a neutron moderator, may allow to produce neutrons
with energy distributions well approximated by the Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions at energies of astrophysical interest [329].
These neutrons may be suitable for measurements of Maxwellian Averaged Cross Sections (MACS) for nuclear reactions involved
in nucleosynthesis processes, exploiting the well-established technique of neutron activation [330]. Depending on the measurement
to be performed and the available neutron fluxes, the driver beams can be either continuous or pulsed, the latter to provide neutron
bunches with adjustable duty cycle and repetition rate. In those cases where it is necessary to measure the neutrons time of flight,
a flight path of about 5 m should be sufficient to discriminate the neutron energy up to a few tens of MeV. A further important
opportunity is represented by the 250 TW laser I-LUCE, that will be available in the next few years at LNS. The production of
huge quantities of light particles (such as protons and deuterons) with energy up to a few tens of MeV, in combination with suitable
conversion targets, can lead to provide very short (<1ns) neutron bunches with flux around 105–106 neutron/sr/shot, with angular
distribution strongly peaked in the forward angles [331]. A careful selection of the targets, respectively, for the laser beam and for the
neutron conversion, combined with a well-designed setup (based for example on the so-called pitcher–catcher setup), can represent
a valid solution to produce neutron bunches with high fluxes and high time resolution. The flexibility of a laser-based approach
may allow for the irradiation of relatively short-lived elements, which can be produced by the fragmentation of the projectile using
Tandem and cyclotron beams, by implanting into a target placed close to the laser-driven neutron source. This technique allows for
the measurement of radioactive isotopes that typically need to be rapidly transported from the production site to the experimental
site. With respect to the s-process nucleosynthesis, two possible applications of the described technique are 1) the measurement
of the 140Ce(n,γ )141Ce (141Ce T1/2 � 32.5 days) that represents a bottleneck for the s-process nucleosynthesis and determines to
a large extent the cerium abundance in stars, and 2) the measurement of 94Zr(n,γ )95Zr (95Zr t1/2� 64 days) that is crucial in the
modeling of s-process nucleosynthesis in AGB stars because Zr is situated at a crucial point, where the two s-components (weak
and main) match. These measurements will be two complementary studies to activation and TOF measurements already existing in
the literature [333, 334].

5.3.3 The r-process nucleosynthesis

The r-process nucleosynthesis is called for to explain the production of the stable (and some long-lived radioactive) neutron-rich
nuclides heavier than iron that are observed in stars of various metallicities (i.e., in the solar system), as it extensively discussed
in [335]. Nowadays, several sites for r-process have been suggested, such as CCSN, neutrino-induced processes in the outer shells
of massive stars, ejecta from compact binary mergers, and the so-called magnetohydrodynamic MHD-jet supernovae (having fast
rotation, high magnetic fields and neutron eject along the poles) [335]. Recently, the discovery of neutron star mergers (NSM) [336]
events strongly confirms the occurrence of such processes responsible for the production the elements beyond lead and bismuth.
Besides the production of gravitational waves and γ -ray Bursts, NSM produces also transient optical–near-infrared source powered
by the synthesis of large amounts of very heavy elements via the r-process. Such brilliant electromagnetic signals are known as
kilonovae (KN) [336] from which, in principle, the r-process element abundances could be derived via the inspection of the transient
light curves. Because of the composition complexity, relying on both freshly synthesized light and heavy r-process elements, the
matter opacity (κ) is an intricate feature, varying from relatively low to high values depending on the ejecta dynamics, thermodynamic
parameters, and r-process nucleosynthesis yield [337–340].

A complete understanding of such phenomena, i.e., the reproduction of the r-elements abundances in the cosmos via devoted
nucleosynthesis codes, passes through focused studies in astrophysics, nuclear physics, atomic physics, and plasma physics. The
EoS of hot and dense nuclear matter is of highest importance for modeling the astrophysical environments expected to be the sites
for rapid neutron-capture process, providing the pressure response during the dynamic phases and the particle composition [341].
Simulations of core-collapse supernova and neutron-star mergers are, therefore, very sensitive to the adopted EoS and in particular
to its stiffness and its isovector part (i.e., symmetry energy).

An important uncertainty factor, which complicates the theoretical interpretations, arises from the limited knowledge about KN
ejecta opacity data in typical conditions. However, the new possibilities given by radioactive beam facilities will allow the production
of several neutron-rich nuclei, improving the present understanding of the r-process. Experiments, in particular, will allow to predict
the elemental abundance of such elements and to link the observed abundances with the KN features as well as with the astrophysical
conditions and constraints on the nucleosynthesis sites.

Experimental measurements of opacities at electron densities and temperatures typical of astrophysical sites will be boosted by
trapped magneto-plasmas conceived in PANDORA [27], thus paving the way to further developments such as shedding light on
r-process generated metallic species at specific time stages of KN diffusion [342]. To this aim, a feasibility study has been recently
performed.

In particular, astrophysical models for KN ejecta in the post-merging phase bound plasma conditions, typical of ECR plasma, to a
time stage between few hours and few days after the merging, which corresponds to the blue-KN stage (low opacity, light r element
component, KN light curve peak in the optical range) has been considered. The numerical calculations of expected opacities for the
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Fig. 39 a Weighted mean opacity (α) for r-process element abundances (elements vs. neutron richness) at kBT � 0.65 eV and density 1018 m−3. The
weighting was performed [342] by using relative abundances of species as resulting from SKYNET [344] nuclear network calculations of r-process
nucleosynthesis yields as a function of Ye . b Grid of experimental values for electron density ρ [m−3]—temperature (in terms of kBT [eV]) from optical
emission spectroscopy measurements on the Flexible Plasma Trap, with the experimental uncertainties range (δρ, δkBT )

most relevant physics cases (in terms of nucleosynthesis abundances at that stage) have been performed, reporting on mean opacities
for some relevant r-process elements as expected at different electron fractions Ye. The design of experimental setup and measure-
ments have been started using the operative Flexible Plasma Trap (FPT) available at the LNS, characterizing on a smaller scale,
with respect to the under-construction PANDORA trap, plasma parameters to provide sounder experimental conditions to resemble
astrophysical conditions of the blue-KN stage ( ∼eV, ∼1011 cm−3) [343]. First experimental results have been recently collected
on gaseous plasmas (Ar, H) to closely reproduce Kilonovae conditions, posing the bases for the envisaged future plasma opacity
measurements on light r-process elements to be performed in the PANDORA trap. Preliminary numerical results on mean opacity
for r-process elements abundances and plasma experimental conditions that can be reached in the plasma trap are shown in Fig. 39.

5.3.4 β-delayed neutron emission probability Pn measurements at LNS

Since the r-process occurs far from the nuclear stability valley, it leads to very neutron-rich nuclei that then decay toward the line of
stability. Most of these nuclei are βn emitters. The initial abundance distribution is shaped by the decay half-life t1/2, but the neutron
emission affects the final abundances in two ways: on the one hand it shifts the decay path to lower masses, and on the other hand it
provides a source of neutrons for late captures that will shift it in the opposite way. Thus, a good knowledge of the β-delayed neutron
emission probability Pn and t1/2 values of the nuclei between the line of stability and the r-process path is needed for a correct
understanding of the observed abundances [146]. In this sense, at the LNS, Pn measurements for many neutron emitters such as
66Co (t1/2 ∼ 0.2 s) or 72Ni (t1/2 ∼0.2 s) could be performed by using the FraISe facility for RIBs production coupled with the high-
efficiency neutron counter (polycube) POLYFEMO successfully used in the past for 8Li(α,n)11B cross section measurements [345].

5.3.5 Low-mass r-process nucleosynthesis

In neutrino-driven winds above nascent neutron stars or after the merging of two neutron stars low-mass r-process elements may be
formed at high temperatures in a very short timescale of the order of milliseconds. After the explosion, the abundances are in nuclear
statistical equilibrium due to the high temperature, but as matter expands, the temperature and the density decrease and protons and
α particles start to build up heavier nuclei by, e.g., (α,xn), and (p,xn) reactions. In this so-called weak r-process nucleosynthesis
scenario, isotopes between Sr and Ag may be formed [346–349].

The study of the synthesis of these low-mass r-isotopes requires the use of a large reaction network involving a few thousand,
mostly unstable nuclei. The necessary reaction rates are calculated from the cross sections computed with the Hauser-Feshbach
statistical model which relies on different nuclear physics parameter sets. Recently, a series of sensitivity calculations were performed
to evaluate the theoretical uncertainty of these cross section calculations [350–352]. These works identified the α+nucleus optical
potential parameter sets (αOMP’s) as the main source of uncertainty.

The difference between the cross section based on various αOMP’s can exceed even an order of magnitude [350, 352]. Therefore,
experiments are critical to determine the parameters of the αOMP, to reduce the uncertainties of the (α,n) rates and to increase the
reliability of the astrophysical calculations. The direct measurement of the α-induced reaction cross sections on unstable isotopes
are extraordinarily challenging. However, the parameters of the αOMP can be derived experimentally from the analysis of the
angular distributions and excitation functions of elastically scattered α particles. In the last decade several elastic α scattering
experiments were performed worldwide to constrain the parameters of the αOMP [353, 354] (and references therein). However,
the systematic measurement of α elastic scattering angular distributions along isotopic and isotopic chains showed that there is no
parametric solution able to describe the variation of the scattering cross sections as a function of the neutron/proton numbers [355,
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356]. Thus, the extrapolation of the potential parameters toward the region of unstable nuclei is questionable. Furthermore, there
are no experimental elastic α scattering data on unstable nuclei, and accordingly the parametric system used in the astrophysical
calculations remained untested to this day.

According to the above discussed arguments, the neutron-rich RIBs available at LNS can be useful to study the αOMP parame-
terizations by inverse elastic scattering experiments, for example 63Co(α,α)63Co, 67Cu(α,α)67Cu or 59Fe(α,α)59Fe.

It’s worth mentioning that inverse elastic α scattering experiments were already performed at LNS—using stable Sn beams—thus
the experimental approach is certainly feasible.

6 Nuclear physics applications

Nuclear physics applications span a very broad range of topics. In this section, the perspectives at the LNS-INFN for the coming
years on this subject will be discussed. Three major scientific topics can be identified: (i) medical, (ii) laser and (iii) plasma traps
applications.

(i) Activities related to Medical applications (Sect. 6.1) are well consolidated, starting from the 2000s with the construction of
the CATANA facility for hadrontherapy. Future study programs in this area are still focused on the availability of stable LNS
beams, covering hot topics such as the Flash radiotherapy (LNS-A-MA-a0) and Flash BNCT (boron–neutron-capture therapy,
LNS-A-MA-b0) or the more recent perspective of the possible use of multiple beams to perform more efficient treatment plans.
The huge variety of ion beams available at LNS opens up study perspectives also in the field of space science; in particular
the investigation of not well-known cross sections useful for the radiation risk model evaluation applied to cosmonauts during
space missions (LNS-A-MA-b1). All these topics will be explored in details in Sect. 6.1.1. A new and interesting outlook
will be raised from the future availability of radioactive ion beams (RIBs) and high-intensity beams (HIBs) (Sect. 6.1.2).
In particular, RIBs opportunity can trigger new approach for innovation on treatment methods that could be coupled with
online contemporary diagnostic tools, to perform innovative treatment plans (LNS-A-MA-c0) while HIBs (HIBs) open to
investigation on cross sections studies for new exotic radioisotopes and radiopharmaceutical (LNS-A-MA-c1).

(ii) The near future of LNS research activities also involves the new high-power laser facility and the almost unique possibility
to have, in the same experimental area, intense laser-accelerated and conventional ion beams. This will open unprecedented
possibilities of investigations of nuclear and plasma physics. All the new acceleration schemes developed in the recent
years even by LNS users, triggered ideas and proposals for the development of new and compact laser-driven secondary
sources (Sect. 6.2.1) useful for several applications (electrons and ions LNS-A-LA-a0, neutrons LNS-A-LA-b1, positrons and
photons LNS-A-LA-c1). High-intensity lasers interacting with solids produce non-equilibrium plasma having high equivalent
temperatures and high ion energies. Under these conditions, different nuclear reactions can be induced (LNS-A-LA-a1). New
and interesting perspectives for applications in the field of health LNS-A-LA-c0 and energy can come out from these studies
(Sect. 6.2.1). Fundamental aspects like ion energy loss and the stopping power in plasmas (LNS-A-LA-b0) should be mentioned
because they have strong impact on energy production from fusion power. A novel approach to the direct production of pure
H2 (LNS-A-LA-c2) from liquid water using femtosecond laser-induced plasma has been also proposed in Sect. 6.2.2. This
topic provides the basis for exploring further concepts of hydrogen production.

(iii) Magnetic confinement is one of major topics of fusion energy research. The plasma trap PANDORA will be the new LNS facility
designed for multidisciplinary studies in the fields of nuclear and plasma physics, astrophysics, etc., including applicative
issues like fusion power. In the section dedicated to plasma traps, Sect. 6.3, most of the potential applications deriving from the
developments related to the PANDORA facility are highlighted. The section is divided essentially into three main topics: (i)
magnetic Plasmas and related issues (ions heating, charge breeding, stopping power, etc.; (ii) physics and technology aspects
for fusion plasmas; (iii) innovative plasma chambers and resonators for compact reactors development. Ion beam plasma
interaction is a relevant topic in several fields of plasma physics, from fusion devices to modern ion source and Sect. 6.3.1 is
dedicated to the several R &D studies proposed on this subject (LNS-A-PT-a0). Section 6.3.2 deals with the R &D on plasma
diagnostics and wave propagation/absorption; detection, collimation and active shuttering methods for soft X and hard X
spectroscopy and tomography or innovative heating and energy transport mechanisms for increasing confinement and reaction
rates (LNS-A-PT-b0). In Sect. 6.3.3, new plasma chambers and resonators ensuring better radiation–plasma coupling, stability,
control and confinement are proposed (LNS-A-PT-b1).
The midterm timescale has been divided into three phases, from the phase A (which includes the activities which can be
performed as soon as the facilities will be ready) to phase C (where a more longer R &D work will be requested). Time
schedules and priority codes of the previous discussed research topics are synthetically reported in Fig. 40 and in Table 7.

6.1 Medical applications

The possibility to have, in the next future, proton and ion beams of high intensity (up to hundreds or even thousands of Grays per
second) and in a wide energy range (30–100 AMeV) will pave the way toward new applications and investigations in the field of
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Fig. 40 Timeline organization of the future activities in the field of nuclear applications at LNS

Table 7 Tables with priorities and
feasibility as addressed in the
working group

Tag Description Facilities Phase

LNS-A-MA-a0 Flash radiotherapy Cyclotron+GIRA A

LNS-A-MA-b0 Flash BNCT LASER B

LNS-A-MA-b1 Space applications Cyclotron+CHIMERA B

LNS-A-MA-c0 RIBs for beam PET Cyclotron+Zero◦ line C

LNS-A-MA-c1 HIBs for exotic radioisotopes Cyclotron+GIRA C

LNS-A-LA-a0 Laser-driven secondary sources (e, Ions) High-power laser A

LNS-A-LA-a1 Laser-driven nuclear reactions High-power Laser A

LNS-A-LA-b0 Stopping power in plasma High-power laser + Tandem B

LNS-A-LA-b1 Laser-driven secondary sources
(neutrons)

High-power laser B

LNS-A-LA-c0 Laser-driven radioisotopes productions High-power laser + Tandem C

LNS-A-LA-c1 Laser-driven secondary sources
(positrons, gamma)

High-power laser C

LNS-A-LA-c2 Laser-driven pure H2 High-power laser C

LNS-A-PT-a0 Charge breeding and ion heating INFN-PIC, PANDORA + Tandem A

LNS-A-PT-b0 Fusion plasmas (wave
propagation/absorption and
diagnostics)

FTP + PANDORA B

LNS-A-PT-b1 Compact reactors (innovative chambers,
resonators, fuels)

PANDORA B

Medical Physics. Stable and, if needed, intense ion beams can be used to study the projectile and target fragmentation with higher
accuracy, to investigate the frontier of the multiple-ion approach also in the ’FLASH’ regime, to better quantify the effects of the
cosmic radiation on humans, especially for space radioprotection applications and, finally, to explore the possibility of production of
exotic radioisotopes. The concurrent opportunity of radioactive beams will moreover give the chance to perform and study advanced
imaging techniques as the case of the in-beam positron emission tomography (in-beam PET) that is, nowadays, a new and almost
non-explored functional imaging technique.

6.1.1 Stable proton and ions beams

The quality and variety (in terms of ion species, energy and dose rate) of the ion beams available at INFN-LNS will open the possibility
to investigate many advanced and pioneering research topics connected to the Medical physics applications. Among these, we can
certainly consider advanced studies for a better quantification of the projectile and target fragmentation in hadrontherapy, the
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Fig. 41 General layout of the
FOOT apparatus

possibility to study the multi-ion approach in radiotherapy and the chance to investigate the “FLASH” effects also with charged
particles heavier than protons.

Projectile and target fragmentation
Protons and heavier ions entering in the tissues when used for radiotherapy purposes generate target and projectile fragmentation

in a way depending on the incident energy, material constitution and projectile type. In particle therapy, proton or 12C ion beams are
used to treat deep-seated solid tumors exploiting the advantageous characteristics of charged particles energy deposition in matter
and a larger relative biological effectiveness (RBE). He ions are currently not exploited in clinics and would provide a reduced
lateral scattering and an improved RBE with respect to proton, while decreasing the fragmentation tail with respect to C ions. For
Z > 1 ions, fragmentation of projectiles needs to be carefully taken into account when planning a treatment. The fragmentation
cross section for He, C and O ions at energy of interest for particle therapy (roughly between 60 and 250 MeV/u) is not known
with sufficient accuracy and Monte Carlo models are scarcely reliable. For all these reasons the FOOT experiment [357] has been
designed to measure the fragmentation cross section relevant for particle therapy applications with a movable setup, capable to fit
the experimental rooms of different facilities. We propose to exploit He, C and O beams, available at INFN-LNS, whose energy is
compliant for particle therapy application, to study the fragmentation with the FOOT apparatus Fig. 41.

FOOT is a table-top setup, with a lever arm of about 2 m. It includes a ToF system, composed of two detectors made of plastic
scintillator for ToF and dE/dx measurement, a drift chamber as a beam monitor, a magnetic spectrometer formed of three different
silicon detectors for the momentum measurements and a BGO calorimeter to obtain the kinetic energy, thus the mass of the fragment.
FOOT is able to evaluate cross section value with errors within the 10%.

The full FOOT apparatus was completed in 2022 and experimental campaign at GSI (D) and (CNAO hadrontherapy facility, I)
have been already performed with the aim of characterize the ion beams and measure the relevant cross section of Oxygen (200
AMeV - 400 AMeV) and Carbon (at 200 AMeV). The FOOT group is proposing to perform a set of experimental data taking
campaign at INFN-LNS, in order to measure the 4He, 12C and 16O fragmentation cross sections at energy below 80 AMeV.

The new multi-ion radiotherapy (MIRT) approach theoretically provides an higher optimization in terms of LET (Linear Energy
Transfer) distributions. In such scenario, 4He offers a decreased lateral scatter effect versus proton with less fragmentation tail
dose versus carbon. The energy available at LNS (80 AMeV) is compliant for possible particle therapy application. Moreover, the
knowledge of fragmentation cross sections of 12C and 16O ion beams at such energies allow for the investigation the fragmentation
reactions in the entrance channel, where the phenomenon is clinically important for the presence of the health tissues.

Multiple-ion radiotherapy
Treatment design and delivery techniques for particle radiotherapy are becoming more sophisticated: from passive scattering

(broad beam), that was the first implemented transport approach, to active scanning (spot/raster-scanning) widely used today in
almost any new facility. On the other side, the treatment approach always make use of a single ion species: protons, helium, carbon,
oxygen or neon ions are employed in patient treatment in an exclusively way. Conversely, a new approach known as multi-ion
therapy (MIT) is emerging as potential new treatment concept that involves mixing ion species into a single treatment fraction. By
mixing low (p, He) and high (C, O, Ne) LET particles, MIT offers additional degrees of freedom in treatment design, planning and
optimization otherwise not attainable with the use of a single radiation quality. MIT dedicated treatment planning and optimization
systems must handle the mixed radiation field of multiple primary particle beams to accurately predict effective dose. Accuracy
of these systems relies on precise and detailed measurement and modeling of nuclear interactions of ion beams. MIT approach is
nowadays studied at the Hidelberg Ion Therapy center or HIT (D), at the National Institute of Radiological Sciences or NIRS (J)
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Fig. 42 Multiple-ion concepts as
studied at the GSI, where oxygen
and helium ions are used to
optimize the biological dose
distribution of tumors with
radioresistant sections

and at GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung (D) where different aspects of this new modality are studied. Figure 42
[358, 359] shows the study conducted at GSI, where MIT is used to overcome the hypoxia related tumor radio-resistance using a
combination of 16O and 4He ions that is also called multi-ion kill painting.

INFN-LNS beams (that include all the aforementioned beams) will be an ideal candidate to study either from a physics (fragmen-
tation cross sections) and from a radiobiology point of view, the capability of a multi-ion approach. Even if, in fact, the maximum
available energies per nucleon cannot be used for clinical treatments, they are ideal for studying the most basic effects of ions being
the low-energy region (below 100 AMeV), in fact the most critical and unknown region from a radiotherapy point of view.

Heavy-ion cross section measurements for therapy and space applications
The reliability of particle transport codes, widely used for medical and space radiation applications, strongly depends on nuclear
cross section models. A recent cross section data base [360] pointed out that for several important systems either no or only limited
total reaction cross section data can be found in literature and sometimes not consistent values are reported. The same is true for
single and double differential cross section systems and neutron production cross sections [361]. Future measurements at the LNS
cyclotron facility could help to close some of these gaps, in particular for the intermediate to low energy range. Interesting systems
to study are combinations of elements largely present in the space radiation environment (e.g., helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
silicon, iron) with the constituents of relevant shielding materials (e.g., lithium, carbon, aluminum, silicon, oxygen). In the cases
where either the projectile is not available or the target material is of difficult production or handling, inverse kinematic approaches
could be very efficient to overcome these difficulties.

The research infrastructure for the proposed cross section measurements is the LNS Cyclotron Facility where total reaction and
double differential cross sections for neutron and light ion fragments cane be measured exploiting the power of the CHIMERA
facility. Here the following nuclear reactions, in the energy range of the incident particle of 40–80 MeV/u, can be considered: 4He,
14Ne, 28Si, 56Fe + 7Li, 12C, 27Al → n, 1, 2, 3H, 3, 4He + X

6.1.2 Radioactive ions beams (RIBs) and high-intensity beams (HIBs)

RIBs-Advanced imaging techniques: in-beam PET “In-beam PET” is a PET (positron emission tomography) where β+ are produced
from unstable (15O , 11C , 10C mainly) isotopes generated by the interaction of the irradiation beam with human tissues beam and
the generated gamma pairs are measured online during the irradiation. Figure 43 shows the dose (dashed lines) profile of a 12C beam
(left) and proton (right) beam. The corresponding activity profiles, of the induced radionuclides, are reported with the continuous
black lines. Data are reproduced, with permission, from Parodi [362].

In case of stable ion beams with a sufficient energy to generate an appreciable PET signal, the possibility to have high beam
currents might be beneficial not only for tests in relation to radiation hardness and suppression/exploitation of radiation background,
but also for generating special delivery regimes like FLASH or mini-beams, as well as secondary radioactive beams.

HIBs-FLASH radiotherapy Delivery of current particle radiotherapy treatments lasts order of a few minutes using conventional dose
rates (≈ 0.1 Gy/s). However, recent experimental evidences suggest that sub-second treatment at ultrahigh dose rates (uHDR, > 40
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Fig. 43 Activity and dose profiles
generated by some of the most
abundant radioisotopes produced
in the interaction of 12C (left) and
proton (right) beams in a PMMA
target. The most common
radioisotopes generated are
reported in the cyan rectangle.
Figure from Parodi [362]

Fig. 44 The combined used of the
same (or different) radioisotopes
that can be used for imaging and
tumor treatment forms the
so-called theranostic approach

Gy/s for a delivered dose > 10 Gy) may provide several clinical advantages. Aside from increasing clinical efficiency and reducing
uncertainties of intra-fraction organ-motion, the so-called FLASH effect has been observed experimentally, which elicits a potential
differential sparing between surrounding healthy tissue and the tumor. To understand clinical potential of several ion species (proton
[p], helium [He], carbon [C], oxygen [O] or neon [Ne] ions), dose rate dependencies on biological effect (in vitro and in vivo) must
be measured across a broad range of dose and linear energy transfer (LET) levels in various tissue types. Subsequently, these data
will guide future clinical practice via treatment design and modeling during planning to predict biological effect as a function of
the major endpoints for FLASH (dose, LET and dose rate) for the mixed radiation spectra produced by therapeutic ion beams. A
major limitation of performing such experiments at existing clinical facilities (e.g., clinical cyclotron- or synchrotron-based) is the
inability to achieve “FLASH” conditions (� 40 Gy/s at 10 Gy) for experimentally and clinically relevant volumes (> 1 cm2), as
shown in previous work for proton and helium ions [363, 364] for high dose levels in both low and high LET regions. In this work,
comprehensive radiobiological investigations will be made possible via delivery using the high-intensity cyclotron present at the
facility. All these studies will be potentially possible at the INFN-LNS thanks to the high-intense ions beams that will be available.

HIBs-innovative radioisotopes
The new frontier of nuclear medicine is the “theranostic approach”, where radionuclides that combine imaging and radiotherapy

properties (e.g., local tumors treatment) are employed by using a single radiopharmaceutical product as described in Fig. 44. The
most important theranostic radionuclides nowadays known, i.e., having a nuclear decay pattern suitable for both applications, are
67Cu, 64Cu, 47Sc and 67Ga.

The theranostic approach may be also obtained with “theranostic pair,” i.e., isotopic radionuclides, one specific for imag-
ing, while the other one for therapy. The most known pairs belonging to this group are 61−64Cu/67Cu, 43−44Sc/47Sc, 68Ga/67Ga,
149−152Tb/155−161Tb.

Most of the radionuclides nowadays used in nuclear medicine are massively produced by using nuclear reactors (e.g., 99Mo/99mTc
generators, the most used radionuclide worldwide). On the other side, particles accelerators (accelerating p, d, alpha, etc.) as
cyclotrons/linacs (or e-linacs producing a γ -source) are becoming the alternative supplying route of choice (in some cases, the
only way), not only for the already established radionuclides, but also for the new emerging ones. Of course, to select the optimal
radionuclides’ production pathway, it is mandatory to investigate all the possible nuclear reaction routes (cross sections measure-
ments) and determine the full map of isotopic contaminants. For most of them, optimal production routes still needs to be clarified
and investigated and exploring reaction routes by using heavier (Z > 2) ions hitting particles may be certainly of interest.
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Fig. 45 The BEST BCSI 70p
(35–70 MeV, 750 µA max)
cyclotron, SPES/LARAMED
facility, Italy

While the most accelerator-based radionuclides are nowadays, produced by public/private facilities using large network of low-
energy medical cyclotrons ( Ep < 20 MeV), some mid-energy p,d,α cyclotrons (i.e., Ep 20–35 MeV), a few high-energy p,d,α
cyclotrons (i.e., Ep > 35 MeV) as the machine installed at ARRONAX (F), ZEVACOR (US), LARAMED (I), see Fig. 45.

With the planned upgrade of the acceleration machines, currently underway, the INFN-LNS will have:

• A K-800 superconducting cyclotron with an improved beam intensities which will be available for low-mid Z ion species with
respect to the past.

• A Tandem accelerator with the availability of noble gasses.

Considering this, a dedicated (and very-well characterized) beamline for high quality nuclear cross sections measurements may
be envisaged. On the other hand, new p, d, α and heavier ion-driven nuclear reaction routes may be explored in order to produce
specific and emerging radionuclides for imaging/therapy/theranostic applications.

It would be desirable that this the proposed facility (and the related research activities) shall be coordinated between LNS and
LNL laboratories, where the LARAMED facility is under construction, in order to avoid overlaps. The LARAMED facility will
have a dedicated beamline to carry out nuclear cross sections measurements but based upon the SPES cyclotron that will accelerate
(at least in the initial years) only protons.

6.2 Laser applications

The perspective to install an high-power (TW-PW scale), ultrashort (fs order) laser system to generate extremely dense plasmas by
its interaction with matter and the almost unique possibility to have, in the same environment, the availability of accelerated (4–80
AMeV energy range) and intense ion beams from conventional accelerators will open unprecedented possibilities to study the
physics of the plasma acceleration and of the Warm Dense Matter at the INFN-LNS laboratory (Catania, I). The perspectives of the
use and applications (in medical, energetic and multidisciplinary fields) of radiation generated in laser–matter interaction processes
are analyzed and briefly discussed in this Section.

6.2.1 Laser-driven secondary sources

In the past few decades, researchers have continued to explore the extent to which extreme laser–plasma environments, abruptly
created at a target site by pulsed laser irradiation of very high intensity, can generate energetic particle and associated radiation
emission. In the case of proton/ion acceleration, this has been especially true since 2000 [365].

For electrons, laser systems with peak powers of hundreds of terawatts (TW) can accelerate bunches to GeV energy levels with
charges of 0.1 nano-Coulombs or more and for an intrinsically ultrashort ‘at-source’ duration. Higher laser powers are typically
needed for laser-driven ion acceleration, but the highest kinetic energies remain sub-relativistic to date. For example, hundreds of
terawatts of peak laser power can accelerate proton bunches to tens of MeV energies (the recently published maximum energies
approach 100 MeV [366] with nano-Coulomb charge levels and with an intrinsically ultrashort ‘at-source’ duration.

These proton energies are therefore adequate also for generating energetic neutrons in nuclear reactions. In general, we may look
to laser-driven particle acceleration as an innovative optical component of accelerator science advancement.

Laser-driven particle sources offer a unique set of parameters in a relatively compact and versatile setup. Their intrinsic short duration
(as short as a few femtoseconds) opens up novel applications and allows to study the response of materials and biological samples
in unprecedented regimes.

Protons and electrons acceleration Laser–matter interaction mechanisms represent one of the most innovative and promising
approaches for particle acceleration and radiation generation. Among the different radiations, the generation, optimization and
use of laser-driven electrons and protons are, nowadays, the most investigated; the production and use of neutrons, positrons and
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Fig. 46 Target Normal Sheath Acceleration-TNSA. A thin target foil is irradiated by an intense laser pulse. The laser pre-pulse creates a pre-plasma on the
target’s front side. The main pulse interacts with the plasma and accelerates MeV energy electrons mainly in the forward direction. The electrons propagate
through the target, where collisions with the background material can increase the divergence of the electron current. The electrons leave the rear side,
resulting in a dense sheath. An electric field due to charge separation is created. The field is on the order of the laser electric field (TV/m), which ionizes
atoms at the surface. The ions are then accelerated in this sheath field, pointing in the target normal direction

Fig. 47 Schematics of the peeler scheme. A femtosecond laser (red and blue) is incident on the edge of a microscale tape (gray). The micron-thick tape is
infinitely long across the laser focus and is a few tens of microns wide along the laser propagation direction. Abundant electrons are continuously dragged
out and accelerated forward by the intense laser. When these energetic electrons arrive at the rear edge of the tape, a longitudinal bunching field is established
(yellow). Protons (green dots) are simultaneously accelerated and bunched by this field, leading to a highly mono-energetic proton beam. From [368]

electromagnetic radiation are also considered by many research groups and it represents a frontier in radiation generation, as it will
be discussed in Sect. 6.2.1.

The most established laser-based ion acceleration mechanism is Target Normal Sheath Acceleration [367], where energized
electrons create a strong sheath field at the rear surface of a laser-irradiated foil (see Fig. 46), accelerating contaminant protons in a
diverging, broadband beam (with cutoff energies up to 60–85 MeV depending on laser pulse duration).

Acceleration of heavier ions (e.g., carbon) from the bulk of a foil is possible through a different mechanism, Radiation Pressure
Acceleration (or RPA), which leads to a spectral peak, so far in the 20–30 MeV/nucleon range.

Current work involves the use of miniature structures for collimating TNSA protons, as well as techniques for optimizing and
upscaling carbon acceleration. Researchers are also working on more efficient schemes where sheath acceleration is driven by a
different electron population accelerated from laser-excited surface plasma waves (see Fig. 47 [368]), as well as coupling collimation
technique to RPA for delivery of high-flux carbon ion beamlets. These techniques promise proton and ion acceleration at energies
higher than those today reached with the TNSA approach.

Electron acceleration by laser is based on the so-called laser wake field acceleration (LWFA) process in a plasma [369] allowing
the generation of electron bunches with typical energy up to hundreds of MeV level to be produced, using 100-TW-scale, ultrashort
laser systems. The typical electron charge per laser shot is up to 100 pC this opening the possibility to use high-energy electron
beams for future radiotherapy protocols including the FLASH and the very high-energy electron approaches [370].

Positrons and photons generationHigh-power lasers also offer a unique degree of versatility, where not only the particle parameters
can be seamlessly tuned to suit the desired application, but even the type of generated particle (e.g., electrons, positrons, and γ )
can be selected with minor adjustments in the setup. Some of these generation mechanisms have been pioneered and developed
by the plasma Group of the Queen’s University in Belfast (UK) and by the INO-CNR laboratory in Pisa (I), where the production
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Fig. 48 Setup for the high-brilliance γ production via inverse Compton-scattering (from Sarri et al. [371])

of high-flux γ -rays from Compton scattering [371], high energy positron beams [372, 373], low-energy positron populations for
material characterization [374] and the production of X and γ -ray beams, up to the multi-MeV level, for imaging and nuclear
studies [375, 376] is investigated. MeV- and GeV-scale positron beams can be generated with the 45 and 250 TW laser systems
that will be installed at the I-LUCE facility of LNS. These beams will allow for volumetric material inspection at unprecedented
spatial resolution, with the so-called positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy or PALS, and a typical production setup is shown
in Fig. 48.

To optimize the exploitation of all these sources, systematic studies of the generation mechanisms and their application must be
carried out: the laser system that will be installed at INFN-LNS will be a natural candidate.

Neutrons generation In recent years, laser-driven neutron sources have attracted significant attention as they offer the compactness
and affordability required for a university-scale facility to promote multidisciplinary applications. While the MeV neutrons are
relevant for some specific applications, such as testing materials for fusion reactors and homeland security, most neutron science deals
with thermal and epithermal neutrons. For instance, boron–neutron-capture therapy is one of the major drivers for the development
of ultracompact neutron sources, mainly using conventional technologies to accelerate protons and electrons. High repetition rate
lasers of moderate power (10 s–100 TW) can be highly useful in developing a compact source based on p-Li reaction. Near the
reaction threshold of 1.88 MeV, the p-Li reaction yields neutrons of 10 s of keV energies in a narrow cone along the beam forward
direction, which can in principle be deployed for the BNCT application without any moderation. Since moderate power lasers can
efficiently accelerate the modest proton energies of 2 MeV, this route may prove to be more effective than using other higher
yield neutron converters such as Be, which would require high proton energies and incurs significant losses in neutron flux due to
moderation.

6.2.2 Fusion, fission and nuclear scheme for applications

High-intensity lasers interacting with solids in vacuum produce non-equilibrium plasma having high equivalent temperatures and
high ion energies. Under these conditions, depending on the laser parameters, irradiation characteristics and target composition and
geometry, different nuclear reactions can be induced due to both the high plasma temperature and the wide ion energy distribution
of the accelerated species. By focusing the laser spot of very high laser intensities above 1015 W cm2 on solid targets it is possible
to accelerate electrons and ions at relativistic energies above 1–10 MeV/nucleon, sufficient to penetrate into the nucleus of many
light atoms. Thus laser–plasma may induce activation, transmutation, fission (to produce and study neutron-rich nuclei toward
the N � 126 waiting point of the r-process for astrophysical investigations Fig. 49 [377]) and fusion processes (i.e., material
of Sect. 6.2.2). The high plasma density and the non-isotropic plasma distribution enhance the number of nuclear events during
the laser–plasma interaction along special directions. X and γ rays, electrons, different ion species and neutrons can be produced
mono-energetically or in wide energy distribution.

Many nuclear reactions as the 2H(d,n)3He, 2H(d,p)3H, 7Li(d,n)8Be and 11B(p,a)8Be can be so triggered opening the route to a new
physics (reactions in plasma are affected by phenomena like the electron screening, stopping power changes, still unknown) and
application as the use of this system for energy production (inertial confinement fusion), table-top source realization and radioisotopes
production.

Proton–boron nuclear reaction in plasma The proton–boron fusion reaction channel is of interest to many different research
groups as a potential candidate for future advanced fusion ignition schemes and for the development of laser-driven α particles
sources and their possible use, among others, in the production of short half-life radioisotopes for medical applications.
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Fig. 49 A possible scheme for the
investigation of nuclear
fusion/fission reactions with
laser-induced ions

In the last 15 years, proton-11B fusion reaction has effectively been induced by means of high-power lasers, showing an impressive
progression in the reaction yield. Recent experimental findings and theoretical predictions, along with the advent of dramatically
enhanced laser capabilities, call for an urgent, systematic investigation of laser-driven proton-boron fusion. Such study would also
include the generation of intense sources of α particles (pulsed beams) at high repetition rate (1 Hz–1 kHz) and in compact geometries
for multidisciplinary applications, including radioisotope production.

In order to produce laser-driven α-particle sources that can be competitive with today’s dedicated cyclotrons (e.g., Arronax
produces 70µA of α particles or about 104 α/s), we would need high-intensity lasers working at 100 Hz that are becoming a reality,
indeed.

One of the goals of the present research consists of how to optimize the α production per laser shot. This implies several research
lines: (i) comparing pitcher–catcher and in-target configurations, (ii) optimizing the proton beam (generated by TNSA or hole
boring) and (iii) testing different kinds of targets enriched in hydrogen and/or with different geometrical configurations.

Such experimental investigation can be carried out in two different laser intensity regimes that will be also present at the INFN
I-LUCE facility:

1. 100-TW-class laser (femtosecond) systems operating at 1–10 Hz (intensity ≥ 1E19 W/cm2).
2. 1-TW class laser (femtosecond) systems operating at 0.1–1 kHz (intensity ≥ 1E17 W/cm2).

A dedicated target system, able to operate at the required rates and the associated plasma and radiation diagnostics is also required.
Radioisotopes production There are hundreds of radioisotopes that can be produced with charged particle accelerators, i.e., that

are accessible through proton or deuteron collisions (or, less frequently, with 3He or α-particles). The cyclotron is the most commonly
used accelerator for the isotopes accessible via reactions with projectiles at 10 MeV energies or less. Linacs (linear accelerators)
are also frequently used. A few isotopes are obtained using nuclear reactors. An interesting comparison between different kinds of
conventional accelerators can be found in [378].

Lasers, in turn, are a very promising alternative for this application [379, 380]. Laser technology is, in fact, quickly evolving in
performance and cost reduction and, even if laser technology is still not mature enough to match or exceed the capabilities of the
cyclotron, many perspectives are opening in this way. Laser-driven particles are very intense and, while often showing a wide energy
spread, this could not be a limitation in the case of isotope generation but an added value covering wider cross section intervals,
therefore, what could be the future role of a laser-driven accelerator? It is clear that to accelerate protons, deuterons or other ions at
the energies relevant to radioisotope production, one needs [367] multi-TW laser systems, probably beyond 50 TW. On the other
hand, the laser power itself is not sufficient: we also need lasers generating particle bunches at a repetition rate sufficient to ensure
adequate average current. In this perspective, while high-power high repetition rate systems are at the horizon of technology, the
relevant breakthroughs appear in target development [381]. Such systems, in fact, now typically operate at repetition rates of 10
shots per second (10 Hz) but the required major increase in laser repetition rate and power must be investigated developing advanced
and faster target schemes.

On the other side, laser-based systems also present challenges and issues to be exceeded. One important difference, already
discussed above, between conventionally accelerated and laser-accelerated protons, is the energy spectrum (or energy spread). With
a conventional accelerator, the energy spectrum corresponds to a relatively narrow Gaussian velocity distribution. For a laser-driven
proton accelerator, the energy spectrum is much broader. (This can be influenced greatly by the chosen acceleration mechanisms.)
In certain cases, it opens the possibility of having competing reactions. For example, the foreseen 15N(p,n)15O reaction channel
might not be the only one favored by the incoming proton energies; 15N(p,2p)14C could be also possible. In the last twenty years,
tens of proof-of-principles experiments have been performed demonstrating the potentiality of a future laser-based approach in
radioisotope production [382]. Different medical radioisotopes have been produced (from 18F, to 11C and 13N) and activities of the
order of fractions of GBq have been obtained in many cases for 1/10 Hz repetition rate systems. Such activity levels even not yet
sufficient for use in human diagnostics can be already adopted for preclinical studies with small animals.

A lot of work remains to be done in laser acceleration optimization, with the goal to optimize the proton velocity distributions and to
better control the acceleration mechanisms. Furthermore, the development of optimized high repetition targets is critically needed;
particularly for high repetition rate applications. Moreover, target structures can affect the final energy spectrum of accelerated
electrons that drive ion acceleration [383] and can significantly enhance it in certain cases.
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Fig. 50 Schematic representation
of the radionuclide generation
process using laser acceleration of
protons. The laser pulse hits the
primary target and generates by
TNSA (target normal sheath
acceleration) a proton bunch.
Protons subsequently hit a
secondary target where the nuclear
reaction occurs. The distance
between the primary and the
secondary target can be reduced
and also the geometry (not
necessarily flat as seen in the
figure) to use the complete not
collimated proton beam

Fig. 51 Warm dense matter area
representation as a function of
electron temperature and density

An optimized laser target system, with basic metrology, can be designed to be much more compact with respect to the currently
used, representing a strong potential advantage of the laser approach. In this case, the radioactive shielding is just for the small
volume around the focal spot (including the primary target, accelerated ion yield and secondary target, as shown in Fig. 50) and this
will certainly dramatically reduce the costs of radioprotection in such approaches.

In conclusion, laser-driven ions and photons could represent an innovative and effective way to generate future radioisotopes also in
new exotic schemes and to exploit the extreme intensity and the new physics underlying the nuclear reaction processes in extreme
dens plasmas.

Stopping power in warm dense matter (WDM) and applications Ion stopping in warm dense matter (a matter state well described
in Fig. 51 in terms of electron temperature and mass density) is a process of fundamental importance for the understanding of the
properties of dense plasmas. The realization and the interpretation of experiments involving ion beam heated warm dense matter
samples, astrophysics and inertial confinement fusion research and, in general, nuclear reaction processes in plasma that could
produce interesting applications like the realization of table-top sources of neutrons (Sect. 6.2.1) or α particles (Sect. 6.2.2) or the
radioisotope generation in advanced irradiation schemes (Sect. 6.2.2).

The theoretical description of the ion stopping power in warm dense matter is a challenge due to electron coupling and degeneracy,
and measurements are still largely missing. In particular, the low velocity stopping range, which features the largest modeling
uncertainties, remains virtually unexplored. Recently, the Group of the CPLU (Centre de Laseres Pulsados) in Salamanca (S))
reported proton energy loss measurements in warm dense plasma at unprecedented low projectile velocities by using the 200 TW
system there available. They demonstrated a significant reduction (about 18%) of the stopping power from classical models in this
regime (Fig. 52) in agreement with recent first principles simulations based on time-dependent density functional theory.

Hundreds of TW-class laser systems are an ideal environment to perform “ultrafast pump and probe” experiments in WDM and
in general for high energy density physics. Pump and probe experiments for WDM and HED physics require a <30 fs 10–200
TW laser systems. The I-LUCE facility of INFN-LNS will represent the second world-facility [with the PHELIX laser at the GSI
(Darmstradt, D)] where, in the same experimental room, plasmas from high-power lasers and conventional medium energy (4–100
AMeV) protons and ions beams, produced by the already operating Tandem and cyclotron accelerators already operating, will
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Fig. 52 Stopping power of
low-energy protons in warm dense
matter condition measured with an
ultrafast pump and probe
configuration at the CPLU
laboratory in Salamanca

coexist. This configuration will allow for the realization of WDM experiments with an unprecedented novelty (due to the wide
ranges of ions and energies available), precision and accuracy.

6.2.3 Novel approach to hydrogen production from water by focused femtosecond laser pulses

In recent years, femtosecond laser-driven water splitting has also attracted increasing attention, offering a novel approach to the
direct production of pure hydrogen [384]. Although the interactions between ultrashort laser pulses and liquid water have been
studied in the past, trying to explain the mechanism of non-equilibrium plasma formation in the focal spot [385, 386], the dynamics
of associated bubble nucleation [387], as well as providing preliminary signals about the possibility of obtaining hydrogen gas in
this way [388, 389], the production of hydrogen by focused pulses of a femtosecond laser is a completely new concept that attracts
considerable interest from researchers [390]. In the pioneering research developed by the Lodz University of Technology (Poland),
the decomposition of water using femtosecond laser pulses (100 fs, λ � 800 nm) focused into a rectangular quartz cell containing
ultrapurified water was thoroughly investigated and quantified [384]. The scheme of the measuring setup is shown in Fig. 53a. As
a result of numerous radical reactions induced by plasma, the formation of stable products including molecular hydrogen (H2) and
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) was identified and analyzed as a function of irradiation time, repetition rate (0.1–1 kHz), and pulse
energies up to 1 mJ. Most importantly, the experiments demonstrated that decreasing the pulse energy and repetition rate boosted
the energy efficiency of H2 generation (expressed in nmol H2 per Joule of incident energy in Fig. 53b). Interestingly, under specific
irradiation conditions at 1 kHz, only hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide were generated (without O2, which corresponds to the ratio
of H2/H2O2 equal 1) as the products of water decomposition (see Fig. 53b). This finding is advantageous from the practical point
of view because no gas separation step is required and the molecular hydrogen can be easily collected as the sole gaseous product,
as opposed to the typical stoichiometric decomposition of water into H2 and O2.

In the discussed study [384], to optimize the energy yield of H2 production in a particular regime, in which the only gaseous
product of water decomposition is hydrogen, the authors proposed a concept of process intensification involving a series of split
low-energy laser beams generating plasma in different zones with a sufficiently fast flow of water. For the suggested solution, the
predicted energy efficiency of hydrogen production of 0.4 g H2/kWh was found to be comparable to other methods for H2 generation
using plasma discharges in water. This research put a step forward in understanding the chemical mechanism of femtosecond laser-
water interactions and it provided the basis for exploring other concepts of hydrogen generation from aqueous solutions, such as
seawater. This has been explored at Shizuoka University (Japan) [391] using a previously developed approach [384]. The reported
yield of hydrogen generation from seawater was approximately 30% higher than the ultrapure water case. What is more, using a
cylindrical cell rather than a rectangular one, as expected, further improved the production rate of hydrogen under certain irradiation
conditions. These results suggest that the use of femtosecond lasers to generate hydrogen from aqueous solutions is a method with
a promising future, for both research and application.

6.3 Plasma traps

The activities related to the plasma trap topic have been subdivided into three different sub-units.

• Magnetic plasma stopping power and charge breeding: numerical simulation studies of the capture processes of multicharged
ions in magneto-plasmas at different densities and temperatures, relevant for ISOL facilities and for inertial fusion purposes (both
heating and diagnostics). These activities are ongoing even by looking experimental perspectives in PANDORA-Phase 2 (5–7
years) with charge breeding techniques adopted for in-flight capture isotopes at τ < 60d .

• Physics and technology for fusion plasmas: R &D on diagnostics: detection, collimation and active shuttering methods for soft
X-ray and hard X-ray spectroscopy and tomography useful for the study of magnetized plasmas for fusion in compact traps
and reactors (TOKAMAK). Innovative diagnostic systems such as reflectometers and interferometers for the control of plasma
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Fig. 53 a Setup for hydrogen
production from water by focused
femtosecond laser; b H2
production. Adopted from
Kierzkowska-Pawlak et al. [384]

Fig. 54 The flexible plasma trap at
INFN-LNS is made of three
solenoids allowing different
magnetic field profile, it has three
microwave inputs (one axial and
two radials) and operates in the
microwave frequency range 4–7
GHz. Different noninvasive
diagnostic tools can be installed
simultaneously in the flanges of
FPT in order to characterize
plasma parameters

density and its spatial profile. Wave propagation/absorption in fusion plasmas: theoretical study of electromagnetic propagation
and related absorption mechanisms in magnetized plasmas for fusion and compact traps; study of innovative heating and energy
transport mechanisms for increasing confinement and reaction rates; development of antennas and systems for the excitation and
control of thermonuclear fusion plasmas and/or for ion propulsion; ion cyclotron heating with innovative compact antennas; ICH
in case of polarized ions.

• New generation plasma chambers and resonators for compact reactors: design, numerical investigation and experimental tests
of advanced plasma chambers ensuring better radiation–plasma coupling, stability, control and confinement.

As far as compact trap and related setups are concerned, we refer to the existing testbench facility now operating at LNS, such as the
flexible plasma trap (FPT) for the development of diagnostics, heating systems, etc. (see Fig. 54) or the new PANDORA scenario
that has been described in Sect. 2.3.
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Fig. 55 Left-3D view of a particle beam injected into the high-density plasmoid; right—2D view of ion stopping positions map at different input energies

6.3.1 Magnetic plasma

The ion beam–plasma interaction is a relevant topic in several fields of plasma physics, from fusion devices to modern ion sources.
The numerical modeling of the whole beam-plus-plasma-target system in case of singly or multiply charged ions entering an elec-
tron–cyclotron–resonance (ECR) trap (e.g., an ECR-based charge breeder, ECR-CB) has been started since 5 years in a collaboration
between LNS and LNL [392–394]. Possible non-linear interactions and the role played by the eventual onset of instabilities have
also been addressed. A code aiming at modeling ECR-CB has to be particularly suitable to reproduce the elastic Coulomb collisions
between injected and plasma ions (see Fig. 55); this issue is relevant also in other fields such as astrophysics or inertial confinement
fusion [391, 395–397]. Electron dynamics in high-density processing plasmas also require advanced Coulomb collisions simula-
tions, even in those cases where 90◦ scattering is dominated by e-neutral collisions: e–e collisions determine in fact the electron
energy distribution function, populating the high-energy tail by energy up-scattering.

6.3.2 Fusion plasma

In the context of the laboratory plasmas (including fusion plasmas in toroidal devices, plasma traps, plasma thruster), as well
as astrophysical tenuous plasmas, the role of the RF plasma interaction both for heating or instability studies remains a crucial
point. Solution of the Maxwell–Vlasov system and Fokker–Planck equations (in collisional regime) is mandatory to understand
the physics of interaction. Numerical codes based on the theoretical analysis of the model equations have been developed [398,
399]. The exploitation of the numerical codes for some specific experimental or technological goals enables to study the features
of the RF wave propagation, absorption or wave instability in plasma including technological as well as astrophysical applications.
In particular, the above numerical codes could be applied and used in planned and under-construction devices as DTT (for fusion
applications), plasma traps, plasma thruster, electromagnetic instabilities in galactic plasmas, in the polarization or depolarization
of the nuclear ions in order to increase the ion cross section. This activity could be easily executed in a midterm time range (5 years),
and it can produce some interesting results making it possible some cross-over among different physical context as, for example,
thermonuclear fusion vs plasma propulsion, thermonuclear fusion vs polarized ions, plasma traps vs acceleration of neutral beam
for fusion application, and lab plasma physics vs astrophysical plasma in growing electromagnetic instabilities.

Another topic of research in the field of wave-plasma interaction are the non-linear phenomena taking place at the plasma edge,
e.g., due to ponderomotive force and RF sheaths. Their effects span from harmless modification of the edge plasma density via
convective cells to deleterious impurity generation via sputtering yields. If equipped with a suitable RF system, the PANDORA
facility at LNS may provide a noteworthy contribution to the improvement of physics models for such phenomena and/or their
experimental benchmark. The LNS is involved in several activities involving the Laboratory plasmas both via collaboration with
some partners like ENEA for the design and construction of a high-power ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) antenna for DTT
plasma heating and by planning the construction of devices like Plasma Traps or studying the feasibility of a plasma thruster for
propulsion application. In this context of already started mutual scientific interests, this kind of activity could be extremely profitable.
Efforts are now focused in particular on the design of compact ion cyclotron heating antennas for compact traps (ICH-CT) (see
Fig. 56) resulting in different ion density and energy distributions such as the one shown in Fig. 57 [400, 401].

Fusion from polarized fuel An important breakthrough in the future of fusion energy may come from the use of polarized nuclear
fuel. From the point of view of the nuclear physics, the use of polarized fuel seems the viable way in order to increase nuclear fusion
rates for energy production, thanks to:

• enhancement of fusion cross sections,
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Fig. 56 Different ICH antenna
designs for compact plasma traps.
From left to right: simple loop,
Nagoya type III and helical
antenna. The antennas have been
placed inside a cylindrical cavity
of radius R � 140 mm and length
L � 700 mm

Fig. 57 Ion density and energy distribution for two antenna types. In particular, projection maps along the cavity z-axis of particle numerical density (top)
and energy (bottom) in [eV], resulting from kinetics simulation of ions 16O4+ under the presence of cavity coupled EM field as computed for simple loop
(left) and helical (right) antennas. Dashed-lines indicate the ICR surface in the simulation domain

• control of angular distribution of reaction products,
• possible neutron lean reactors.

It was known that fusion reactions take place only when the nuclear spins of the reacting nuclei are aligned, relative to each other,
in well-defined ways; therefore, at least in theory, D − T , D − D, or D−3He plasmas could have higher fusion yields by factors of
1.5–2 with suitable polarization of the ion nuclear spins (see for more details the book-proceedings and papers therein: [402]).

This field of research is still challenging but, on the other side, really promising. One major issue still relies to the procurement of
the polarized fuel to be used in fusion suitable environments. This holds also from the point of view of testbench characterizations
and cross section measurements in laboratory: for instance, only few ion sources for polarized beams of D or T are available at the
present time [403]. For this reason, fusion of DD-double polarized cross sections data are still missing. In a midterm perspective,
laboratory measurements and development of suitable theory in the 10–100 keV range and beyond would be of paramount relevance
and impact. Of extremely relevant impact is also the issue of mastering polarized fuel in nuclear fusion reactors. Powerful RF
sources could be used for plasma heating in Tokamaks aiming at selective heating that could polarize and/or prevent depolarization
of the nuclear fuel, or be used for plasma diagnostic purposes as with a sort of MRI technique [404]. The possibility of including
spin-wave interaction effects into the ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH) models has been evaluated and included in the ICRH
wave propagation/absorption codes [405].
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Fig. 58 Break of cylindrical
symmetry for plasma
chamber-resonator in compact
traps, allowing innovative
microwave launching schemes: on
the left, the geometry of a classical
cylindrical cavity; on the right, the
unconventional chamber
implemented in COMSOL
Multiphysics where the shape
consists of two “three-brunches”
stars rotated of 60◦ one with
respect to the other, that overlap in
the middle of the plasma chamber

6.3.3 Compact reactors

A reshaping of both plasma chamber and launching system is proposed here. Looking at the fusion reactors (e.g., Stellarators)—where
the vessels have been fashioned in a way that closely imitates the magnetic field structure—herein we propose for ECRISs a new
development mostly in terms of: (i) novel cavity resonator shapes fashioned to the twisting magnetic structure, and, therefore, to
the shape of an electron isodensity surface; (ii) new RF launching schemes based on “Slotted Waveguides”, allowing diffractive,
high-efficiency irradiation inside the plasma chamber [406].

A reshaping of both the plasma chamber and related RF launching system (see Fig. 58) is considered as a possible solution for a
better wave-to-plasma coupling in ECRIS, maximizing the absorption of the RF power into the plasma core, and avoiding “hollow”
plasma (where most of the electrons are concentrated in the near resonance region, as well as plasma ions, leaving a “hole” in the
near axis zone [407]) in order to obtain the most desirable configurations maximizing the ion beam brilliance where the power is
deposited in the plasma core.

Moreover, it will be possible to online evaluate in noninvasive mode the plasma structure change in the new shape of the plasma
chamber and directly compare it with the conventional cylindrical one, through high resolution spectrally-resolved X-ray imaging.
This technique, by means of a X-ray pin-hole camera setup, represents a powerful method for obtaining structural information on the
plasma and for investigating the deep plasma dynamics [408, 409]. Recently, both the X-ray imaging setup [410] and the algorithm
of analysis [411] have been updated and improved to remarkably increase signal-to-noise ratio at relatively high pumping RF power
mode (up to 200 W in compact traps). In addition, this system, with new collimation and active shuttering methods for soft X and
hard X spectroscopy/tomography, which could be executed in a midterm time range (5 years), is a very useful for the study of
magnetized plasmas for fusion in compact traps and reactors (TOKAMAK).
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